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Abstract 
 

The Semantic Web envisages providing a broad range of services from various 
application domains on the Web. These services often work in a collaborative way and are 
based on decision-making tasks, which are performed better if they are able to take into 
account all the relevant information available. This scenario has given rise to technical 
developments in information integration, specially addressing data source heterogeneity.    

A well-known architecture for information integration is the mediator-based approach, 
which isolates the user from the distributed data sources using an intermediate layer. In an 
information integration system, a mediator is a software module that uses a single global 
schema to execute user queries, reformulate them into sub-queries according to the local data 
source schemas and also, to integrate sub-query results. A schema integration process, 
therefore, generates the global (mediation) schema by merging individual data source 
schemas.  

The main issue in schema integration is the heterogeneity of the underlying data sources. 
Therefore, semantic disambiguation is indispensable, since, without knowing the meaning of 
the elements, structural and syntactic methods for integrating schemas are useless. In general, 
a process for schema integration results in a global schema and a set of inter-schema 
mappings and usually comprises a number of basic steps such as pre- integration, schema 
matching and mapping, schema merging and the generation of the final integrated schema.  

In schema integration, name resolution is the process of dealing with a number of 
semantic issues in order to determine which real-world entity a given schema element refers 
to. The semantic information necessary to carry out the name resolution task is commonly 
provided by generic and domain-specific vocabularies, excluding specific context-bound 
interpretations. Schema element names can have different meanings depending on the 
semantic context to which they are related. Thus, the use of contextual knowledge may 
provide a more accurate semantic interpretation, allowing restrictions to or changes in the 
meaning of an element name according to a specific semantic context.  

We propose a context-based name resolution approach for use in schema integration 
processes. A distinguishing feature of this approach is that it explores and models the 
contextual information required for name resolution in different steps of a schema integration 
process. The contextual information is modeled using an ontology-based approach enabling 
reasoning, reusability and sharing of information. In addition, we propose a basic and 
extensible schema integration process focused on issues which allow the main requirements 
concerning name resolution of data source schema elements to be established and 
investigated. This process has been developed for a mediator-based information integration 
system, which adopts the GAV approach and uses XML as a common model for data 
exchange and integration of distributed Web data sources.  

 

Keywords: Semantics in schema integration, name resolution, context-sensitive information, 
context ontology. 
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Resumo 
 

   Uma das propostas da Web Semântica é fornecer uma grande diversidade de serviços de 
diferentes domínios na Web. Estes serviços são, em sua maioria, colaborativos, cujas tarefas 
se baseiam em processos de tomada de decisão. Estas decisões, por sua vez, serão mais bem 
embasadas se considerarem a maior quantidade possível de informação relacionada às tarefas 
em execução. Neste sentido, este cenário  encoraja o desenvolvimento de técnicas e 
ferramentas orientadas para a integração de informação, procurando soluções para a 
heterogeneidade das fontes de dados.   

 A arquitetura baseada em mediação, utilizada no desenvolvimento de sistemas de 
integração de informações tem como objetivo isolar o usuário das fontes de dados 
distribuídas utilizando uma camada intermediária de software chamada de mediador. O 
mediador, em um sistema de integração de informações, utiliza um esquema global para a 
execução das consultas do usuário que são reformuladas em sub-consultas de acordo com os 
esquemas locais das fontes de dados. Neste caso, um processo de integração de esquemas 
gera o esquema global (esquema de mediação) como resultado da integração dos esquemas 
individuais das fontes de dados.  

O problema maior em integração de esquemas é a heterogeneidade das fontes de dados 
locais. Neste sentido, a resolução semântica é primordial. A utilização de métodos puramente 
estruturais e sintáticos na integração de esquemas é pouco eficaz se antes não houver a 
identificação do real significado dos elementos dos esquemas. Um processo de integração de 
esquemas tem como resultado um esquema global integrado e um conjunto de mapeamentos 
inter-esquema e usualmente, compreende algumas etapas básicas como: pré-integração, 
comparação, mapeamento e unificação de esquemas e geração do esquema de mediação.  

Em integração de esquemas, resolução de nomes é o processo que determina a qual 
entidade do mundo real um dado elemento de esquema se refere, levando em consideração 
um conjunto de informações semânticas disponíveis. A informação semântica necessária para 
resolução de nomes, em geral, é obtida de vocabulários genéricos e/ou específicos de um 
determinado domínio de conhecimento. Nomes de elementos podem apresentar significados 
diferentes dependendo do contexto semântico ao qua l eles estão relacionados. Assim, o uso 
de informação contextual, além da de domínio, pode trazer uma maior precisão na 
interpretação dos elementos permitindo modificar o seu significado de acordo com um dado 
contexto.  

Este trabalho propõe uma abordagem de resolução de nomes baseada em contexto para 
integração de esquemas. Um de seus pontos fortes é a utilização e modelagem da informação 
contextual necessária à resolução de nomes em diferentes etapas do processo de integração 
de esquemas. A informação contextual está modelada utilizando uma ontologia, o que 
favorece a utilização de mecanismos de inferência, compartilhamento e reuso da informação. 
Além disto, este trabalho propõe um processo de integração de esquemas simples e 
extens ível de forma que seu desenvolvimento se concentrasse principalmente nos requisitos 
relacionados à resolução de nomes. Este processo foi desenvolvido para um sistema de 
integração de informações baseado em mediação, que adota a abordagem GAV e XML como 
modelo comum para intercâmbio de dados e integração de fontes de dados na Web.  

 

Palavras-chave: Integração de esquemas, resolução de nomes, informações sensitivas a 
contexto, ontologia de contexto. 
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Chapter 1 
 

Introduction 
 

1.1 Motivation 

The Semantic Web envisages providing a broad range of services from various 

applications on the Web. These services often work in a collaborative way and their activities 

are performed by geographically dispersed teams of professionals. Such activities require the 

generation and sharing of information among the members of the teams. Furthermore, these 

services are usually based on decision-making tasks, which are performed better if they are 

able to take into account all the available relevant information. In turn, the information to be 

shared is produced by different institutions following their own formats and standards. Thus, 

collaborative services increasingly need information integration systems, which access 

multiple and heterogeneous Web data sources. These systems have the purpose of provid ing 

users with a uniform and concise view of distributed data, abstracting out syntactic, struc tural 

and semantic diversities.  

A well-known architecture of information integration is the mediator-based approach, 

which isolates the user from the distributed data sources using an intermediated layer 

[Abiteboul et al., 1999]. “A mediator is a software module that exploits encoded knowledge 

about some sets or subsets of data to create information for a higher layer of applications” 

[Wiederhold, 1992]. In the last decades, various information integration systems have been 

proposed, which rely on a mediator-based approach: TSIMMIS [Chawathe et al., 1994; 

Garcia-Molina et al., 1997], COIN [Goh et al., 1997], MOMIS [Bergamaschi et al., 1998], 

MIX [Baru et al., 1999], Buster [Wache et al., 2001], DIKE [Palopoli et al., 2000]. In an 

information integration system, the mediator is a software module that uses a single global 

schema to execute user queries, reformulate them into sub-queries according to the local data 

source schemas and also, to integrate sub-query results. In this light, the global schema, 

usually called the mediation schema, is produced in accordance with the users’ needs as a 

result of merging the individual data source schemas. The process that generates the 

mediation schema is a schema integration process. 
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The main issue in schema integration is the heterogeneity of the underlying data sources. 

Thereby, semantic resolution is primordial, since without knowing the meaning of the 

schema elements, the methods for integrating schemas based on structural and syntactic 

issues of the data sources are useless [Kashyap et al., 1996b]. Although the structural issues 

are very complex, the semantic problems are the most difficult to address. Data source 

schemas are designed by different people who have distinct understandings of the elements 

modeled, making it necessary to resolve semantic conflicts between divergent schemas. 

Therefore, it is extremely difficult to fully automate schema integration chiefly because of 

problems related to semantics.  

A schema integration process results in a global schema and a set of inter-schema 

mappings from the global to local schemas [Batini et al., 1986]. Thereby, a schema 

integration process usually comprises a number of basic tasks such as: i) the pre- integration 

that translates schemas into a common format and makes schema element names comparable; 

ii) the schema matching and mapping that produces inter-schema mappings relating semantic 

similar elements; and iii) the schema merging and restructuring which unifies corresponding 

elements in order to produce the final integrated schema [Batini et al., 1986; Rahm et al., 

2001]. These tasks depend on semantic resolution of the schema element names, which is 

essential for identifying similar elements and thus, integrating them. Hence, the name 

resolution of elements from the data source schemas have to deal with a number of semantic 

issues in order to determine to what real-world entity a given element (entity, attribute or 

relationship) refers. The semantic information necessary to carry out the name resolution task 

is commonly provided by controlled vocabularies and ontologies, used as sources of domain-

specific knowledge.  

A domain ontology establishes a common vocabulary for information sharing in a 

knowledge domain [Guarino, 1998].  Semantic name resolution based on domain knowledge 

takes into account only the commonly-agreed information regarding a given domain, 

excluding specific context-bound interpretations. Various schema integration processes use 

solely generic or domain-specific information to establish the meaning of schema elements 

such as: DataFoundry [Critchlow et al., 1998], Artemis/MOMIS [Castano et al., 2001], 

Automed [Zamboulis, 2004]. 

Schema element names can have different meanings depending on the semantic context 

to which they are related [Masood, 2003; Sheth et al. 1992]. Thus, the use of contextual 

knowledge  may provide a more accurate semantic interpretation, allowing restrictions or 
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changes on the meaning of an element name according to a specific semantic context. For 

instance, suppose that it is necessary to integrate data source schemas in the context of an 

Electronic Health Record (EHR) system. An EHR following the problem-oriented approach 

[vanBemmel et al., 1997] organizes the relevant patients’ symptoms and diagnosis calling 

them “problems”. In this case, there is a semantic relation among these terms that need to be 

considered in meaning interpretation of schema elements. Hence, that and other particular 

semantic relations arise and need to be figured out in the problem-oriented EHR semantic 

context. 

Context, i.e. the circumstantial elements that make a certain situation unique and 

comprehensible [Dey, 2001], may be employed as a way to improve decision-making over 

semantic heterogeneity reconciliation in schema integration processes. Moreover, in data 

integration and consequently in schema integration, a context “contains metadata relating to 

its meaning, properties (such as its source, quality and precision), and organization” [Wache 

et al., 2001; Kashyap et al., 1996b]. Hence, contextual information in schema integration 

may contain useful descriptions (structural, organizational and conceptual issues) related to 

an element representing an object from a given domain.  

Some previous works have used the concept of context applied to database semantic 

interoperability problems and have presented results in: semantic proximity [Kashyap et al., 

1996b; Kashyap et al., 1996], context-based mediation [Goh et al., 1997], context-based 

querying [Theodorakis et al., 1999; Ouksel et al., 1999], context transformation [Wache et 

al., 2001; Stuckenschmidt et al., 2000] and also, data- level integration problems [Goh et al., 

1997]. The above-mentioned are broader approaches and have focused on developing general 

models for representing and reasoning over contexts, instead of defining specific types of 

context particularly important for schema integration.  In our work, we propose a context-

based name resolution approach to be used in schema integration processes. Differently, our  

approach explores and models the contextual information required for name resolution in 

different steps of a schema integration process.  

We propose, also, a schema integration process which use context to obtain more precise 

semantic information in order to improve the name resolution of schema elements. This is a 

distinguishing feature of our work in contrast with other solutions which have approached 

similar problems to schema integration such as: TSIMMIS [Chawathe et al., 1994; Garcia-

Molina et al., 1997], MOMIS [Bergamaschi et al., 1998], DIXSE [Rodriguez-Gianolli et al., 
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2001], Cupid [Madhavan et al., 2001], OntoBuilder [Gal et al., 2003] and COMA++ 

[Aumueller et al., 2005; Do et al., 2002]. 

This work has been developed as part of the Integra system [Lóscio, 2003], whose 

purpose is to provide a transparent access to integrated content  of distributed Web data 

sources. Thus, Integra is a mediator-based information integration system which adopts the 

GAV1 approach [Levy, 2000]. Besides, this system uses XML2 as a common data model for 

data exchange and integration, which allows integrating information from structured and 

semi-structured data sources. In its current version, Integra presents solutions to deal with 

syntactical and structural data source heterogeneities.  

1.2 Thesis objective 

The main objective of this work is the specification and implementation of a name 

resolution approach using contextual information for schema integration. Our purpose in 

using contextua l information in schema integration is to provide more precise semantic 

information in order to make this process less user-dependent. To achieve this, the work 

tackles the following issues:  

− the definition of a general schema integration process focused on the issues which allow 

establishing and exploiting the main requirements concerning name resolution of data 

source and mediation schema elements; 

− the definition of an internal representation format to annotate (i.e. enrich) data source 

schemas with relevant acquired lexical information; and 

− the definition of the contextual information that is relevant to schema integration 

processes, specially for schema element name resolution.  

These issues are better discussed in the following sub-sections. 

1.2.1 A General schema integration process 

We designed a general process to produce the integrated mediation schema for an 

existing information integration system, called Integra [Lóscio, 2003], and also to identify 

the main requirements for schema element name resolution. Furthermore, designing this 

process requires the investigation of important issues related to schema element semantics: i) 

                                                 
1 Global-as-view 
2 XML – Extensible Markup Language - www.w3.org/XML/ 
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the use of domain and contextual knowledge; ii) the establishment of semantic relationships; 

and iii) the resolution of semantic conflicts between schema elements.   

We propose a basic and extensible schema integration process that presents the tasks 

which are essential to include and evaluate the semantic methods related to name resolution: 

i) the spell-checking of schema element names; ii) the clustering of semantically similar 

schema elements; and iii) the generation of the final mediation schema. These are general 

tasks that concern a broad range of issues related to syntactical, structural and semantic  

problems involving the integration of schema elements. However, we do not intend to deeply 

address syntactical and structural problems related to schema integration, but instead, to 

concentrate our efforts on the semantic issues surrounding name resolution in the pre-

integration, schema matching, mapping and merging steps. This way, our process adopts 

simple and general methods to the main syntactical and structural issues which can be 

extended with solutions proposed by other information integration tools.  

The following problems related to schema element name resolution will be addressed in 

our solution: i) spell-checking and expansion of abbreviations and acronyms (in pre-

integration); ii) meaning disambiguation and categorization; and, iii) the naming of the 

elements of the resulting mediation schema choosing more suitable names. Our intent is to 

turn these tasks less user-dependent and also, produce more accurate results when contextual 

information is taken into account, since elements’ meaning frequently depends on a context-

bound interpretation.   

To clarify matters and validate the process, we present a case study using data sources 

comprising medical information shared by users of a second-opinion system. Names of the 

schema elements are interpreted using the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS®), a 

knowledge domain vocabulary developed by the U.S. National Library of Medicine 3. 

Although the examples are related to healthcare, the process can work in any other realm of 

knowledge, replacing only the domain ontology or vocabulary used. The current approach 

works with data sources that belong to the same knowledge domain and thus uses a single 

shared vocabulary or domain ontology.  

1.2.2 Data source schema annotation 

Schemas of the underlying data sources are annotated (enriched) with lexical information 

obtained as a result of a spell-check of their element names. Names of entities, attributes and 

                                                 
3 UMLS - www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/about_umls.html 
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relationships are orthographically adjusted and the corresponding information is included in 

the data source schemas. This task is usually performed in the pre- integration (or 

normalization) step of general schema integration processes in order to make schema element 

names “understandable” to the remaining steps of this process.  

Current work related to this issue includes a number of routines for stemming, case 

handling and also, for expansion of abbreviations and acronyms  such as Cupid [Madhavan et 

al., 2001] and OntoBuilder [Gal et al., 2003]. They often use look-up thesauri methods. 

Differently, we focus on abbreviation and acronym expansion by using surrounding linguistic 

information to obtain more precise results to the preprocessing of a schema element name. 

The necessary linguistic information is obtained by using domain-specific vocabularies and 

contextual information. 

1.2.3 Contextual information for schema Integration 

The contextual information necessary to assist name resolution was investigated and 

modeled as a context ontology, enabling reasoning, reusability and sharing of information.  

The relevant contextual information used in schema integration is related to: i) the elements 

which participate of the information integration system (e.g. data sources, users and 

applications); and ii) the terminology of the knowledge domain. Ontologies are considered an 

interesting approach to represent contextual information [Strang et al., 2003, Wang et al., 

2004]. Likewise, data and schema integration processes can take advantage from the 

ontologies capabilities to represent the necessary contextual information. Two representative 

works in this area are [Turley et al., 2004] and [Ram et al., 2004]. The former has studied 

how contextual information should be used in order to improve data integration in the 

healthcare domain by defining five types of context: data instance, database schema, data 

collection (process and quality), and domain.  Thus, Turley et al. discussed the role of the 

contextual information in health care but did not model the contextual information. The latter 

has proposed SCROL, a Semantic Conflict Resolution Ontology Language, which provides 

constructs and definitions to represent data- and schema-level conflicts between original and 

target contexts. SCROL is similar to our work since it models data- and schema-level 

conflicts using an ontology-based approach. It establishes mappings between a federated 

(global) schema and the local data source schemas and also, most of these mappings are 

assembled using content- level information. However, they did not focus on the meaning 

interpretation of the schema element names.  
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1.3  Methodology 

The semi-automatic name resolution approach and the schema integration process have 

been proposed taking into account the following requirements: i) the schema integration 

process should fit into the Integra system, managing the data source schemas and generating 

the mediation schema and the inter-schema mappings; and ii) the schema integration process 

should admit the limitations imposed by the Integra architecture (e.g. GAV approach requires 

that each object from the global schema must be expressed as a view on the data sources 

which may cause some difficult to maintain the mappings generated between the mediation 

and the data source schemas [Lóscio, 2003]). On the other hand, the maturity of Integra 

favors the evaluation of the new name resolution methods.  

 The following methodology was employed in the  development of this work: i) 

investigation of schema integration research issues; ii) identification and study of the related 

work; ii) specification of the schema integration process and its typical operations which use 

name resolution; iii) investigation of related semantic issues; iv) identification of the domain 

and contextual information necessary to name  resolution; v) study of context fundamentals, 

modeling and reasoning; vi) analysis of the medical data sources in order to identify 

particular cases to address in the name resolution of their schema elements (used as case 

study); vii) modeling and representation of the contextual information; and viii) specification 

and implementation of a prototype of the schema integration sub-processes. 

The individual improvements in the sub-processes are expected to make the overall 

schema integration process more automatic and also able to improve the quality of the 

mediation schema and inter-schema mappings produced. Since this schema integration 

process is driven to name resolution and does not have the purpose to address all the 

problems related to schema integration, we argue that the evaluation of the schema 

integration process can follow specific criteria such as: i) the decrease of the level of user-

intervention required to produce the mediation schema and inter-schema mappings in order 

to estimate the cost of informing additional contextual information; and ii) the effectiveness 

of the use of contextual information in the individual steps and in the overall process in 

addition to the use of domain information for name resolution.  Hence, a preliminary 

evaluation is presented in Chapter 7. This evaluation aims to characterize the type of 

semantic conflicts are expected to be solved by the name resolution approach and also, to 
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show preliminary results of the use of contextual+domain information in contrast with the  

results obtained only using domain information.   

1.4  Main contributions 

The following summarizes the main contributions of this work: 

- the extension of the architecture of the Integra system including the necessary 

modules to handle semantics in the schema mediation generation originally designed 

to deal with structural and syntactic issues; 

- the extension of  the X-Entity model, a conceptual model used to represent both data 

source and mediation schemas to: i) include lexical information to be annotated in the 

data source schemas, and ii) improve the representation of the semantic relationships 

between entities of the mediation schema;   

- the proposition of a schema integration process and a schema element name 

resolution approach using both contextual and domain information in order to provide 

a more rich semantic information in the schema integration process. The schema 

integration process presents the basic functionalities and the necessary formalism to 

define the elements involved in the overall process (e.g. X-Entity extensions, 

semantic clusters, mediation schema and inter-schema mappings);  

-  the identification of the contextual information relevant to the proposed name  

resolution approach. The contextual information is used to characterize each schema 

element name assisting its semantic interpretation;  

- the representation of the contextual information using a context ontology allowing 

reasoning and sharing of information during the execution of the schema integration 

sub-processes; and 

- the implementation of the prototypes for each sub-process of the schema integration 

process. 

1.5 Thesis Outline 

This document is organized as follows: 

Chapter 2 presents an overview of concepts related to schema integration, lexical semantics 

and the role of domain and contextual information in the resolution of the schema element 
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semantics. As we are proposing a name resolution approach for schema integration,  the 

requirements of name resolution in the main steps of schema integration are discussed. 

Related work is also presented is this chapter.  

Chapter 3 presents an ontology which models the contextual information necessary to the 

name resolution approach. In this chapter the relevant contextual information is discussed as 

well as its organization in the ontology and the way this information is accessed, acquired 

and used for reasoning in the schema integration process.  

Chapter 4 describes the information integration environment in which the schema 

integration process works. The Integra’s extended architecture, the X-Entity conceptual 

model and its extension to allow schema lexical annotation are also presented.  An overview 

of the overall schema integration process is presented as well as an application scenario, 

which will be used to illustrate all process steps. The implementation issues section describes 

the used languages and tools that are common to all process steps. 

Chapter 5 proposes a lexical schema enrichment approach. In this chapter, the format of 

expected schema element names is defined. It also presents some related heuristic-rules. The 

proposed Lexical schema enrichment process is detailed as well as the employed string-

distance metric. The enrichment process is illustrated using the application scenario 

described in Chapter 4. The implementation issues and the current status of the prototype are 

also presented. 

Chapter 6 proposes a Semantic Element Clustering approach. This chapter details the 

specification of the clustering process emphasizing the use of the context ontology in the 

schema element sense disambiguation in order to classify them into the corresponding 

semantic cluster. It also includes a brief discussion about the requirements of a semantic 

similarity function which will be used to estimate a degree of semantic similarity between 

names of a cluster and a schema element. A case study is also presented based on the 

application scenario and some implementation issues. 

Chapter 7 proposes a Mediation Schema Generation approach. This chapter discusses the 

main assumptions established for this process and concepts definitions. The two algorithms 

which implement the process are presented: one to generate the mediation schema and the 

other to generate the inter-schema mappings between mediation and data source schemas. A 

case study is presented based on the application scenario  illustrating the generation of 
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mediation entities, attributes and relationships. Implementation issues and preliminary results 

are also presented. 

Chapter 8 discusses the research results and suggests future work.  
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Chapter 2 
 

Semantics in Schema Integration 
 

2.1 Introduction 

Schema integration is the process that receives distinct data source schemas and produces 

a single and unified one [Miller et al., 1993]. The main issue in schema integration is the 

heterogeneity of the underlying data sources. Thus, structural, syntactic and semantic 

conflicts have to be addressed to integrate heterogeneous data sources schemas. Although the 

structural issues are very complex, the semantic problems are the most difficult to address.  

  This chapter presents a number of basic concepts relevant for semantic schema 

integration and in particular for name resolution of schema elements. Section 2.2 presents 

existing approaches to schema integration discussing the usual steps and operations from a 

typical schema integration process. Each step from a schema integration process is discussed 

relating its specific technical issues.  

Schema element names are usually composed of multi-words terms in some natural-

language which should indicate their intended meaning. Therefore, the semantic issues of 

name resolution are related to word sense disambiguation methods. Consequently, semantic 

relationships, conflicts and semantic similarity between element names need to be addressed. 

Semantic issues related to name resolution in schema integration are described in Section 2.3. 

Name resolution is perceived in this thesis as the process of dealing with a number of 

semantic issues in order to determine which real-world entity a given schema element (entity, 

attribute or relationship) refers to. Section 2.4 discusses: i) spell-check and the expansion of 

abbreviations and acronyms; ii) the schema element name sense disambiguation; and iii) the 

designation of the elements of the resulting integrated schema.  

Finally, related work to schema integration and name resolution approaches are briefly 

described in Section 2.5. Such works focus on data and schema integration, schema 

matching, mapping and merging, which have semantic issues in common. We present a 

comparative analysis of the related systems.   
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2.2 Schema integration 

Schema integration is defined as “the activity of integrating the schemas of existing or 

proposed databases into a global, unified schema” [Batini et al., 1986]. In the context of 

database area, a mediator-based information integration system uses a global schema, which 

represents a unified view of the individual distributed data source schemas (used to pose 

user’s queries). For this purpose, the information integration system needs a process which 

receives every individual data source schema and produces the integrated view [Miller et al., 

1993]. Achieving the integrated schema needs resolving syntactical, structural and semantic 

heterogeneity of the data source schemas. There are several reasons for database schema 

diversities [Batini et al., 1986]:  

- different perspectives: distinct designer groups obtain different constructs when modeling 

a same element from the application domain due to their different viewpoints; 

- equivalence among constructs of the model: in conceptual models a same application 

domain can be modeled by distinct constructs; and 

- incompatible design specifications : these incompatibilities may be caused by mistakes in 

the schema specifications related to the element names, types and constraints. 

Likewise, the schema diversities of Web data sources are caused by the same reasons, 

since these data sources are by their very nature distributed, autonomous, dynamic and also, 

heterogeneous.  

2.2.1 Generic process for schema integration 

A general schema integration process comprises a number of specific tasks that receives a 

set of different data source schemas, with different structures and semantics, and produces an 

integrated schema with reconciled resulting elements. A schema integration process usually 

performs the tasks described in the following [Batini et al., 1986; Elmasri et al., 2000; Rahm 

et al., 2001; Madhavan et al., 2001].  

Pre-integration. In this step, data source schemas in their native representation formats are 

analyzed and translated into an internal common format. To carry out the schema integration 

process, the acquisition of additional semantic information related to the schemas is 

necessary. Usually, this information is extracted from the data source schemas or provided by 

users. This step is also responsible for the normalization task, which performs orthographical 

adjustments in the schema element names converting them into a “readable” form. 
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Pre-integration 

 Original data source schemas 

Normalized data source schemas translated 
into the system internal format 

Schema conformation 

Merging of schemas 

Global schema restructuring 

Data source schemas with their conflicts 
resolved 

Unification of similar schema elements  
and production of inter-schema mappings 

Schema comparison 

Correspondences between schema 
elements 

Resulting integrated schema  
Removal of redundancies and unnecessary 
complexity 

Schema comparison. This step aims to identify conflicts and correspondences between 

schema elements of distinct data sources, i.e. the schema matching task. It considers 

syntactic, structural and semantic features in the matching operation producing inter-schema 

mappings. 

Conforming the schemas. This step is responsible for solving schema conflicts identified in 

the previous step. 

Merging and restructuring. In this step corresponding elements are grouped to generate an 

integrated schema. The schema elements are merged and the resulting schema is still 

rearranged in attempt to have its desirable features, such as completeness, correctness, 

minimality and understandability. Moreover, this step must produce mappings between the 

elements of the integrated schema and their correspond ing data source elements. This step is 

also concerned with the customizing of the global unified schema. Thereby, users’ settings 

may restrict and/or customize the elements of the resulting global schema.  

Figure 2.1 illustrates the typical steps of a generic schema integration process according 

to the tasks previous ly discussed.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 – Generic schema integration process 

 

Figure 2.2 presents the basic elements of a generic architecture for schema integration 

process. This figure presents modules for data source schema acquisition and its translation 
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to the system internal format. The architecture also presents a general repository where 

dictionaries, vocabularies or ontologies and the global and data source schemas may be 

stored. 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2 – Typical modules of a schema integration process (Based on Rahm et al.) 

 

2.2.2 Existing approaches to schema integration 

In this section, we present a brief survey of the major approaches to schema integration 

organized according to the tasks previously discussed [Batini et al.,1986; Elmasri et al., 

2000; Rahm et al., 2001; Madhavan et al., 2001; Doan et al., 2005; Shvaiko et al., 2005].  

Pre-integration. This task aims to treat an original data source schema translating it to an 

adequate format to be processed by the remaining steps of the schema integration process. 

Pre-integration approaches are closely related with the schema comparison approaches 

because some of them require the use of linguistic resources in order to match the element 

names. Two existing approaches used in pre- integration are: 

- String-based techniques. These techniques consider the element names formed by strings 

that are sequence of letters from an alphabet. They are syntactic-based: the reference of 

two strings to a same concept is established by a similarity measure between them.  

Thereby, the similarity between two strings can be estimated by “distance functions” 

which produce values to indicate the similarity between them (a smaller value indicates a 

greater similarity). Examples of some usual string-based techniques are prefix, suffix, 

edit distance and n-gram [Shvaiko et al., 2005]: i) the prefix technique checks whether a 

string is a prefix of a second one (e.g. add and address); ii) the suffix technique checks 

whether a string ends as a second one (e.g. phone and telephone); iii) the edit-distance 

method produces a score based on the minimum cost to change a string into another 

[Navarro, 2001; Hall et al., 1980]. The cost is measured considering the operations of 

General repository 
(Dictionaries, ontologies, data 
source and integrated schemas) 

Schema acquisition 

Internal representation 
format 

Schema integration modules 

Data sources 
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insertion, deletion and substitution of characters to convert a string “a” into “b” (e.g. the 

edit-distance between add and address is 0.57); and iv) the n-gram method computes the 

number of n-grams sequences in common between two strings. For example, the 3-gram 

sequences for the string telephone and tphone are (tel, ele, lep, eph, pho, hon, one) and 

(tph, pho, ohn, one), respectively. Thus, the distance between tphone and telephone is 

3/7; and 

- Language-based techniques. They consider the element names formed by words from 

some natural language which allow using the morphological properties of the words. 

Tokenization, lemmatization and elimination are examples of the used techniques. 

Tokenization allows dealing with punctuation, cases, special characters, and so forth. 

Methods based in tokenization split the element names into sequences of tokens. In turn, 

lemmatization analyses the strings based on their morphology in order to find all the 

possible forms that they may present. On the other hand, the elimination method 

disregards tokens from the element names such as articles, prepositions, conjunctions and 

so forth. The language-based techniques are usually applied to the element names before 

the string-based techniques since they “clean up” the original element names.  

Schema comparison. The schema comparison task takes as input two schemas, compares 

them and returns a set of mappings between the elements from the two schemas which are 

semantically equivalent [Madhavan et al., 2001; Rahm et al., 2001]. The comparison requires 

the identification of the role played by the elements in the schema (entity, attribute or 

relationship), the ir meaning, constraints, cardinality and so forth. Thereby, there are several 

kinds of approaches to schema comparison [Madhavan et al., 2001; Rahm et al., 2001]: 

- Instance vs Schema-level: the schema comparison can be carried out considering data 

content information or solely schema-level information. This later uses element names, 

existing descriptions, relationships and constraints when comparing two schemas. On the 

other hand, the data instance information may be used when the schema information is 

insufficient or inexistent. In the case of semi-structured data sources, instance- level 

information may be useful in the conflict resolution between two schemas. A suspicious 

similarity between two schema elements can be confirmed if both elements present 

similar instances; 
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- Element vs Structure matching: Two schemas can be matched by comparison of 

individual elements (e.g. attributes) or by comparison of complex structures such as 

schema fragments and their elements; 

- Linguistic-based: A linguistic-matching approach is based on names and textual 

descriptions of the schema elements. This approach requires that the element names are 

correctly written and thus, a preprocessing operation is  necessary. Generally, the 

linguistic-matching approach uses a thesaurus providing the vocabulary of the knowledge 

domain;  

- Using constraints and data types: A schema matching may use information about the 

element constraints and data type in order to assist the match operation associating this 

information with other types of matching approaches. For instance, the constraint-based 

approach uses information about keys and relationships;  

- Matching cardinality: the matching operation may relate one or more elements of the two 

compared schemas giving 1:1, 1:n, n:1 and n:n results. The generated mappings, thus, 

may relate one or more elements of the two schemas. The same occur at the instance 

level (i.e. different match cardinalities); and 

- Auxiliary information provided: This approach is based not solely on the information 

about the schemas, but also relies on auxiliary information provided by vocabularies, 

dictionaries, ontologies, global schemas, previous matching results and corpus of 

schemas and mappings [Madhavan et al., 2005]. 

The schema comparison task needs to identify conflicts between schema elements such as:  

- Syntactic and structural conflicts: occur when real-world concepts are represented 

through different models and structures [Kim, 1995]. This category includes data type, 

scale and precision conflicts, key conflicts, integrity constraints and so forth; and 

- Semantic conflicts: occur when a same real-world element  is differently modeled by 

distinct data sources causing divergent interpretation. Likewise, different real-world 

elements may have the same representation in the data model, being interpreted as if they 

were identical. Given that data sources comprise real-world models represented by named 

entities, attributes and relationships, it can be argued that the main semantic conflicts 

occur in the meaning disambiguation of these element names. Thereby, element naming 

conflicts occur in both entities and attributes. When the same name is used to assign 
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different concepts, we say that they are homonyms. Otherwise, they are synonyms if 

different names are used to designate the same concept.  

Schema conformation. This task aims to make compatible schemas allowing the ir 

integration. The conforming of schema elements is carried out after the semantic clarification 

of the element names. In this task data type and precision, structure (aggregation, 

generalization) and name (renaming of elements) transformations are achieved. Some of the 

conflicts identified in the schema comparison are resolved in this task. 

Schema merging. This task is addressed by two existing strategies [Batini et al., 1986; 

Elmasri et al., 2000]:  

- Binary approach: This approach merges two schemas at a time. In the ladder strategy, 

the two schemas that are more similar are integrated first and the resulting schema is 

integrated in a new iteration with another schema. The order of the schema integration 

may be obtained using a schema similarity measure. The balanced strategy works in a 

symmetric way splitting the schemas into pairs. The pairs are merged until all schemas 

are integrated. The binary approach reduces the complexity of the merging operation but 

requires a great number of iterations to produce the global schema; and 

- N-ary approach: This approach integrates n schemas at a time. A one-shot approach 

integrates all the (n) schemas in a single iteration. When the n-ary approach integrates the 

schemas in many iterations it is called iterative. The n-ary strategy reduces the number of 

iterations but have to deal with a greater complexity in the merging task.   

Global schema restructuring. This task considers a number of schema transformations in 

order to improve the schema regarding the criteria of [Batini et al., 1986]:  

- Completeness: the resulting integrated schema must contain all the elements presented in 

the local data source schemas; 

- Minimality: concepts which are represented in multiples schemas must be represented 

only once in the resulting integrated schema. The strategies used in the most of the 

methodologies are to identify and eliminate the existing redundancies in the integrated 

schema; and 

- Understandability: the resulting integrated schema and its elements should be easy to 

understand by users.  
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Finally, the schema integration process can be carried out using a top-down or bottom-up 

approach. A top-down schema integration process considers initially user or application 

requirements for producing the integrated schema. Later, it searches in the local data source 

schemas the necessary elements to compute the predefined integrated schema. In turn, a 

bottom-up schema integration process produces an integrated schema based on the schema 

elements provided by the underlying data sources. In this case, the elements from the global 

schema may be selected and customized according to user and application requirements. The 

bottom-up approach takes into account the semantics of the local data sources and has the 

advantage of facilitating the evolution of user and application requirements. User and 

application can use other different elements of the global schema in the future. Figure 2.3 

summarizes the discussed approaches (adapted from [Mello, 2002; Rahm et al., 2001; 

Shvaiko et al., 2005]). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 – Classification of the major existing approaches to schema integration 

 

2.3 Semantic issues in schema integration 

Semantics is the academic name for the study of meaning. The philosophical semantics is 

more comprehensive and has the goal of formulating a general theory of meaning, 

establishing relationships between the domain model and the real world. In turn, the lexical 

semantics has the goal of defining the meaning of terms used in certain languages [Stede, 

1996 apud Miller, 1991]. Our work uses the fundamentals of lexical semantics in order to 

interpret the meaning of words used to designate elements from data sources schemas. 

In natural language applications, words are used to identify concepts [Theodorakis et al., 

1997]. Likewise, the labels of schema elements are used to indicate to which real-world 
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object a given element refers. Data source schemas are designed by people and thus, element 

names can be ambiguous, have misspelling problems and even worse, be represented without 

any relation to the object that they refer [Theodorakis et al., 1997].   

A schema describes the objects that are represented in a database, and the relationships 

among them [Elmasri et al., 2000]. A data source schema, thereby, describes the objects 

represented in the data source by using a set of elements, such as entities, attributes and 

relationships. In this work we are considering that element names have a direct relation with 

the referred real-world object (i.e. indicating its meaning) and thus, they are composed of a 

free combination of natural- language words. A word sense is a discrete representation of one 

aspect of the meaning of the word [Jurafsky et al., 2000]. A word can have various meanings 

each one strongly depend ing on the related context. For example the word “bank” can mean a 

“financial institution”, a “sloping mound”, a “blood supplier” or a “database”, depending on 

the given context: financial, geographic, healthcare or computational, respectively.  

Schemas and instances drawn from data sources rarely contain explicit semantic 

descriptions which could be used to derive the intended meaning or purpose of a schema 

element. Implicit semantic information thus, needs to be extracted in order to explain the 

meaning of the schema elements. This can be carried out using the domain knowledge 

provided by controlled vocabularies and ontologies, for example. A domain ontology 

establishes a common vocabulary for information sharing in a knowledge domain including 

machine- interpretable definitions of concepts and relations among them [Noy et al., 2001]. 

Thereby, a domain ontology represents a common semantic agreement about the concepts of 

a given knowledge domain.  

Moreover, semantic interpretation is a context-dependent task which requires specific 

understandings about the shared domain knowledge. In this case, contextual information 

should be acquired and should  be taken into account for identifying the meaning of schema 

element names. Context, i.e. the circumstantial elements that make a certain situation unique 

and comprehensible [Dey, 2001], may be employed as a way to improve decision-making 

over semantic heterogeneity reconciliation in schema integration processes. In data 

integration and consequently in schema integration, a context “contains metadata relating to 

its meaning, properties (such as its source, quality and precision), and organization” [Wache 

et al., 2001; Kashyap et al., 1996b]. Hence, a context in schema integration may contain 

useful descriptions about structural, organizational and conceptual issues related to a schema 

element. 
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The use of context in information integration is quite different from other context-

sensitive applications. In the specific case of schema integration applications, context has an 

important role in meaning interpretation, which is essential for reconciling data source 

schemas. As mentioned, schema element names may have different meanings depending on 

the semantic context to which they are related. The use of contextual knowledge may provide 

a more accurate semantic interpretation, restricting or modifying the meaning of an element 

name according to a specific semantic context. Thus, whereas the domain ontology is used as 

a common and uniform representation of some knowledge domain, context constitutes 

specific views on parts of the entire domain. Hence, the terminology related to a given 

domain can be differently understood if some of its terms or words are momentarily 

associated to a specific context. For example, the word “implant” may refer to: i) an embryo 

to become attached and embedded in the womb (in gynecological context); or ii) some kind 

of prosthetic material surgically inserted in the body (in surgical context). This can be 

illustrated by Figure 2.4, where context C1 and C2 comprises a number of terms from the 

knowledge domain. C1 and C2, also contain terms in common, but these terms may assume 

different meanings depending on the context.     

 

Figure 2.4 – Common domain vs particular context representation 

 

2.3.1 Semantic relationships  
 

There are various types of semantic relationships which may relate words from a given 

domain. Likewise, these relationships may inter-relate the named elements from a database 

model that reproduces a real-world situation. A survey of the taxonomies of semantic 

relationships in database models was presented by Storey [Storey, 1993]. We briefly present  

in Table 2.1 some relationship types which may inter-relate terms used to name elements in a 

C1 
C2 Cn 

domain representation 
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database model (extracted from the work of Storey). The way of employing the various types 

of semantic relationships, directly affects the accuracy of the model which intends to 

reproduce a given real-world semantics. In the same way, the understanding of the semantics 

of data source schemas depends on the ability to identify these semantic relationships 

between terms that name the schema elements. Therefore, this ability becomes essential in 

the case of a schema integration process which requires the identification of semantic 

relationships between elements from distinct data source schemas. 

  

Table 2.1 – Semantic relationships between element names in a database model (Storey) 

Semantic relationship type Description 
Synonymy 
relates two different terms that 
are semantically equivalent  
(term1 ≅ term2) 

Occur when two different terms are used to name two elements referring a 
same entity from the real-world. In this case, the entities are semantically 
equivalent. Synonymy relations may occur between entities, attributes or 
relationships (e.g. doctor and physician, doctor-treats -patient and patient-is-
treated-by-doctor) 

Homonymy 
Relates two equal terms that are 
semantically incompatible 
(term1 # term2) 

Occur when two equal terms are used referring to different entities from the 
real-world. Example: the term affect can be a noun (psychology: emotion) 
or a verb (medicine: to influence or alter an illness or condition, to infect or 
harm)  

Hypernymy 
Relates two similar terms, one 
of them have a broader meaning 
(term2 is -a term1), then term1 
is the hypernym of term2 

Occur when two different terms refers to different entities, but there is a 
semantic similarity between them: one term is more general than the other. 
The more general term is called the super-type or super-class. Example: 
hospital is a kind of health institution, thus in this semantic relationship 
health institution is the hypernym term. 

Hyponymy 
Relates two similar terms, one 
of them have a more specific 
meaning 
(term2 is -a term1), then term2 
is the hyponym of term1 

Occur when two different terms refers to different entities, but there is a 
semantic similarity between them: one term is more specific than the other. 
The more specific term is called the sub-type or sub-class. This semantic 
relationship is also called subsumption. 
Example: hospital is a hyponym of health institution. 

Meronymy/Holonymy 
Relates two similar terms, one 
of them is part-of the other 
(term1 has-a term2), then term2 
is the meronym of  term1 and 
term1 is the holonym of term2 

This kind of relationship corresponds to part-whole relations between a 
component and the object of which it is a part. In this case the component is 
the meronym term and the main object is the holonym term.  Example: the 
coronary artery (meronym) is part-of the heart (holonym). 
 

Association 
Relates two dissimilar terms, 
which are often found together 
in a given context  
[context c1 (term1 ∼ term2)] 

This kind of relationship indicates a specific relation between terms , which 
are frequently used together, usually in a particular context. Example: in the 
context of problem-oriented health records, symptoms, findings and 
diagnosis are related to health problems. 

Antonymy 
Relates two distinct terms  with 
opposite meanings and thus, 
semantically incompatible 
(term1 # term2) 

This kind of relationship occurs between two terms that have opposite 
meanings. Although these terms are opposite they hold some semantic 
relationship which can be used to sense disambiguation in a particular 
context.  Example: antonymy  relationships can be used to infer some 
excluding term properties, for example related to adjectives 
(weighted/slighted) and adverbs (quickly/slowly) or to infer properties such 
as length, velocity or weight.    
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Other classification is the one proposed by [Sheth et al., 1992; Kashyap et al., 1996]. 

This classification is based on the concept of semantic proximity adopted by Kashyap 

and Sheth, which is an attempt to establish a qualitative measure on how strong is the 

semantic similarity between two entities using the real-world semantics (RWS)4. In their 

work, semantic similarity may range from semantic equivalence, whe re two elements 

refer to exactly the same real-world object, to semantic incompatibility, where two 

elements refer to completely dis tinct objects. Table 2.2 summarizes this classification.  

This classification includes the notion of context when it analyses the semantic 

relationship between two terms. 

 

Table 2.2 – Semantic similarity between element names (Sheth et al.; Kashyap et al.) 

Semantic similarity type Description 
Semantic equivalence 
 

Occur when two objects represent the same entity or concept of the real-
world. In this case it is possible to define a total 1-1 value mapping between 
the domains of these objects in any context. For instance, doctor and 
physician are two entities that are considered semantically equivalent. 

Semantic relationship 
 

Two objects are semantically related when there is a partial many-one value 
mapping or a generalization or aggregation between the domains of the two 
objects. It is a weaker type of semantic similarity than semantic 
equivalence. For example, the conflicts arising from two non-isomorphic 
entities: illness (id, name, code, description) and disease (id, name, code) 
can be resolved by using mappings between the identified related attributes. 
Thus these entities are considered semantically related. 

Semantic relevance 
 

Two objects are semantically relevant if they can be related to each other 
through some kind of abstraction. This kind of similarity is context -
dependent which means that the objects can be related in one context but 
not in another. For instance, let’s consider two entities: institution and 
inst_hospital, where institution represents the same objects but in a more 
general level. The correspondences between these two entities only occur in 
the case of the institution objects which have type = hospital. Thus these 
entities may be considered semantically relevant. 

Semantic resemblance 
 

Two objects are semantically resembling if they do not present semantic 
relation in any domain, but can be associated through rules or roles defined 
by the user. As an example let’s consider two different representations for 
the same entity within to different data sources: patient (id_number, name, 
gender, birth_date) and patient (name, gender, birth_date). They use 
identifier records that are semantically different (id_number and name). 
Thus they may be considered semantically resembling if within each local 
context a specific local role for identification was assumed.    

Semantic incompatibility 
 

This kind of relationship indicates the complete semantic dissociation. In 
this case, the objects are semantically incompatible and do not relate each 
other in any context . For instance, bank might be a financial institution in a 
health administrative data source, while might be a blood supplier in a 
medical one.  

 

                                                 
4 The term RWS distinguishes from the “model semantics” which is described by the abstractions of the 
semantic model [Sheth et al. 1992]. 
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The classification above (Table 2.2) allows for identification of semantic similarity 

even in the case that the objects have different meaningful representations [Sheth et al., 

1992].  

In this work we have used both classifications discussed above (Tables 2.1 and 2.2). 

In this light, we focus on entities and attributes naming problems which are associated to 

synonymy and homonymy semantic relationships and consequently, to semantic 

equivalence and semantic incompatibility. In addition, a semantic similarity measure 

(quantitative) might indicate a certain degree of semantic relatedness between two named 

schema elements by measuring the similarity between the terms used to name these 

elements. These terms belongs to the vocabulary which describes the domain.  

2.3.2 Semantic similarity measures 

The degree of semantic similarity measures the similarity between two terms which 

are not necessarily orthographically similar. This capability enables decision-making in 

the absence of an exact matching [Caviedes et al., 2004].  

The semantic similarity between two elements may assume different degrees of 

semantic relatedness. Many different measures have been proposed to estimate semantic 

similarity degrees such as edge-counting and information content-based similarity 

methods [Budanitsky et al., 2006; Rodriguez et al., 1999; Jiang et al., 1997]. Measuring 

semantic similarity is crucial for achieving schema integration. Therefore, matching, 

mapping, clustering and integration of data source schema elements are operations which 

require calculating the degrees of semantic similarity in order to achieve sense 

disambiguation of element names. Many of the results achieved have been obtained by 

trying to develop and improve functions for measuring semantic similarity on ontology 

integration [Rodriguez et al., 2004]. In spite of this, these results can be used in 

information integration (and particularly schema integration).  

Semantic similarity measures are formulated establishing the degree of semantic 

relatedness, semantic similarity or even calculating the semantic distance between two 

terms. The notion of semantic relatedness is more general than semantic similarity, while 

semantic distance (or dissimilarity) is exactly the opposite of semantic relatedness 

[Rodriguez et al., 1999]. As mentioned before, semantically related terms can be 

associated through meronymy (partOf), antonymy, homonymy, synonymy, hyponymy 

(subclassOf) and other possible functional associations between them. Otherwise, 
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semantic similarity, which indicates a more strait  semantic relationship, uses only 

synonymy and hyponymy relationships [Wang, 2005]. Typically, computer applications 

require establishing just semantic relatedness [Rodriguez et al., 1999]. However, in this 

work we are assuming that: 

− We are always seeking for the semantic similarity, since we are dealing with schema 

integration. In such case, it is really important to obtain the most similar term to fulfill 

matching, mapping, clustering and integration operations. Although, some situations 

require to find other semantic relationships such as meronymy or hyponymy, when 

we need to characterize part-whole/meronymy (part-of) or subsumption/hyponymy 

(is-a) relations, which are particularly important to the schema integration process; 

and 

− We are not distinguishing, in this text, semantic relatedness and semantic similarity. 

Both terms are loosely used, meaning semantic similarity. 

In addition, in this section, we are talking about concepts (a given knowledge domain 

concept), words (that are related to a given concept) and terms (that can be made up of 

multiple words). The functions described below measure the semantic similarity degree 

between two words or terms, which are, in fact, related to a given real-world concept. To 

short, when two words or terms are semantically similar it means that these words 

represent real-world similar concepts. 

In general, semantic similarity measures are classified into four main categories 

[Budanitsky et al., 2006; Hliaoutakis, 2005; Wang, 2005; Petrakis et al., 2006; Nguyen et 

al., 2006]: i) knowledge-rich source (ontology-based approaches), ii) knowledge-poor 

source (information content-based approaches), iii) feature-based approaches and iv) 

hybrid approaches, which consists of some combination of the previous ones.  

 
Ontology-based approaches 

This category comprises approaches which use a knowledge resource (e.g. 

dictionaries, vocabularies and ontologies) to improve the calculation of the semantic 

similarity degree. Consequently, these approaches are usually based on network or graph 

structures using their path properties (length) to calculate the semantic similarity degree 

(or conversely, the semantic distance). Usually, they are based on is-a relationships 

which define super-class/subclass relations between concepts from the ontology 
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hierarchy.  The works of Kozima et al. and Morris et al. are good examples of this kind of 

approach: the former uses a controlled vocabulary generated based on the Longman 

Dictionary of Contemporary English (LDOCE) and the latter is based on the Roget-

structured thesauri [Kozima et al., 1993 apud Budanitsky et al., 2006; Morris et al., 1991 

apud Budanitsky et al., 2006]. 

This class of approaches also includes other semantic similarity measures using 

WordNet5 and other semantic networks. WordNet is an online lexical dictionary 

developed by the Cognitive Science Laboratory at Princeton University [Miller et al., 

1990; Miller, 1995; Richardson et  al., 1994]. Likewise, WordNet and other similar 

taxonomies are viewed as a graph structure. The semantic relatedness in such case can be 

calculated using the path length between two terms (nodes). “The shorter the path from 

one node to another, the more similar they are” [Resnik, 1995]. Several works were 

developed based on this approach: i) Rada et al. defined semantic distance in MeSH6, a 

system for indexing articles in Medline7, a medical database [Rada et al., 1989]. In this 

approach a conceptual distance between terms is measured considering “the number of 

edges between terms in the MeSH hierarchy”; ii) Jarmasz et al. used the Roget’s 

Thesaurus handling the thesaurus as a simple hierarchy of classes (without the index)  

[Jarmasz et al., 2003 apud Budanitsky et al., 2006]. As the previous approach, semantic 

relatedness between two terms is calculated through the shortest path between them; iii) 

Hisrt et al. adjusted the semantic distance approach of Morris and Hirst (1991), 

previously defined to Roget’s Thesaurus to WordNet [Hisrt et al., 1998 apud Budanitsky 

et al., 2006]. They established that “the longer the path and the more changes of 

direction, the lower the weight” and consequently, the less similar are the two concepts 

compared. The changes of direction mentioned consist in upward moving (hypernymy 

and meronymy), downward moving (hyponymy and holonymy) and horizontal moving 

(antonymy).   

The approaches previously described are based on the counting of edges between two 

terms. This is supported by “the notion that the links of a taxonomy represent uniform 

distances”. This is not always true, considering that “some link can be much denser than 

others” [Resnik, 1995]. This motivates several attempts to solve this problem scaling the 

                                                 
5 WordNet - http://wordnet.princeton.edu/ 
6 Medical Subject Headings - http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/ 
7 Medline - http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez/ 
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network taxonomy such as the works of Sussna, Wu et al., Leacock et al. and Choi et al. 

[Sussna, 1993; Wu et al., 1994; Leacock et al., 1998; Choi et al., 2003].     

Caviedes et al. developed CDist, a measure to find the shortest path between two 

terms in the UMLS [Caviedes et al., 2004]. The shortest path establishes the conceptual 

distance between two terms within a UMLS terminology source (MeSH, ICD9CM8 and 

SNOMED9). The results of CDist were evaluated through correlation with human experts 

and the better results were obtained (ordered from best to worst) for MeSH, joint MeSH-

SNOMED, ICD9CM and SNOMED. CDist experiments used PAR (parent) relation and 

RB (broader-than) relation. 

Nguyen et al. proposed an ontology-based similarity measure to be used in the 

biomedical domain [Nguyen et al., 2006]. Their work had proposed a measure based on 

the path length between two terms represented by two nodes, as well as the depth of the 

lcs (least common subsumer) node in the ontology hierarchy. They evaluated the 

similarity metric with human experts’ results and with produced results by a set of 

similarity functions applied over MeSH terminology. They proven that the new ontology-

based similarity measure presented superior results compared to the other ontology-based 

metrics and to the human judgment results.  

 
Information content-based approaches 

This category comprises approaches which basically rely on the notion that the semantic 

similarity between two terms may be evaluated through the degree of information which 

is shared by them [Resnik, 1995]. “The more information the concepts share, the more 

similar they are”. The information shared by two concepts c1 and c2 is denoted by the 

content of information of the most specific concept that subsumes them in the taxonomy. 

Comparing this kind of approaches with those described in the ontology structure-based 

class, it can be observed that the measures of these methods are based on the ontology 

structure and corpus10 statistics [Budanitsky et al., 2006; Al-Mubaid et al., 2006]. 

Moreover, information content-based approaches state a common assumption: 

“semantically similar words have similar distributional behavior in a corpus” [Resnik, 

                                                 
8 ICD9CM – The international Classification of Diseases, ninth revision, clinical modifications [ICD9 2006] 
9 SNOMED – Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine and Veterinary 
10 Corpus (plural corpora) or text corpus is a large and structured set of texts used to statistical analysis, checking 
occurrences or validating linguistic rules on specific universe [The American Heritage® Dictionary of the English 
Language, Fourth Edition copyright ©2000. Updated in 2003. Published by Houghton Mifflin Company]. 
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1995]. According to this, the words which co-occur near a specific word are considered 

as “features” of this word. Consequently, word relationships are usually derived from 

their co-occurrence distribution in a corpus [Jiang et al., 1997]. In such cases, a set of 

hierarchical word classes can be derived through distributional clustering. Those classes 

capture semantic, syntactic, pragmatic or stylistic information [Resnik, 1995]. The 

examples of the similarity measures using information-content approaches are: i) Resnik 

which considers is-a taxonomies [Resnik, 1995]; ii) Jiang et al. method which relies in 

path-distance and uses corpus statistics as a corrective factor [Jiang et al., 1997]; and iii) 

Lin which is based on the ratio of the commonalities and the differences between two 

concepts [Lin, 1998].  

The major drawback in computing semantic similarity degrees using information 

content-based approaches is based on the determination of the concept probabilities using 

a corpus. Different corpus may inform different probabilities. Besides, these measures are 

often based on terms and not in term senses, what can cause deflection in measure values 

[Pedersen et al., 2007]. 

 
Feature-based approaches 

These methods do not consider the location of the word in a taxonomy structure either 

the word information content. Otherwise, feature-based methods are concerned with 

knowledge information about the word which is characterized by a set of word features. 

The more features two words have in common the more similar they are. Tversky’s 

approach is based on the set of descriptors for the words which describe their properties 

or features [Tversky, 1997]. Thus, this method establishes that two words are more 

semantically closed related if they present combined more common features and less non-

common features.  

Pedersen et al. introduces a semantic relatedness measure based on context-vectors 

derived from a corpus of medical information [Pedersen et al., 2005]. A concept (c1) is 

represented by a context-vector. The method build a co-occurrence matrix where each 

cell represents a score calculated based on the similarity (log likelihood) between a term 

found in the description of the concept and each word which co-occurs in the given 

corpus. The rows of the matrix correspond to the terms used to describe the concepts. The 

context-vectors are created based on rich data in natural language related to diagnosis 

phrases collected at Mayo Clinic. After the context-vectors are created, the concepts 
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represented by the descriptor words are represented by the average of all the vectors 

associated with all the descriptor words. They adapted several similarity measures to 

works on the SNOMED-CT11 and have compared the results of these functions with 

those produced by their proposed function. They concluded that the context-vector 

measure correlates better with the human experts than the similarity measures based on 

the SNOMED-CT. 

Petrakis et al. proposed X-Similarity, a feature-based cross-ontology similarity 

method [Petrakis et al., 2006]. They experimented with several semantic similarity 

measures for calculating semantic similarity between two terms using WordNet and 

MeSH. They concluded that those methods are good approximation (correlates with 

human judgment up to 83% in WordNet and up to 74% in MeSH) of the human notion of 

the semantic similarity. The X-Similarity measure was compared with the similar method 

proposed by Rodriguez et al. presenting better results [Rodriguez et al., 2003].  

 
Hybrid similarity approaches 

The following approaches combine some of the described methods above  to establish 

semantic similarity between two terms c1 and c2. Most of them consider in the metric the 

path connecting the two terms in the taxonomy structure, is-a links between the terms and 

their parents and the feature of the terms [Hliaoutakis, 2005]. Some works classify 

Resnik, Jiang & Conrath and Lin methods as combined approaches because they use 

ontology structure and information content in their metrics [Nguyen et al., 2006]. We are 

following the classification used by the majority of the works, which consider those 

methods as information content-based approaches.  

Rodriguez et al. defines a hybrid method to compute semantic similarity between 

entity classes within a single or across different ontologies, applied to retrieval of 

geospatial data [Rodriguez et al., 2004]. This work considers semantic relations (e.g. is-a, 

part-whole) and distinguishing features (e.g. attributes, functions and parts) to determine 

similarity between entity classes. It combines a feature-based method (based on 

Tversky’s method) with a distance-based model of similarity [Rodriguez et al., 2004]. 

Contextual information is used to establish the relative importance of certain 

                                                 
11 SNOMED Clinical Terms - www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/Snomed/snomed_main.html 
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distinguishing features for the matching process improving the correlation with human 

judgments. This work made experiments using WordNet and SDTS12. 

2.3.3 Schema-level conflicts 

Even in the case of data sources from the same knowledge domain, schema 

integration is usually performed on heterogeneous data sources. Information is 

represented in a heterogeneous way due to different people’s understandings and 

different information models used for the representation of real-world elements [Busse et 

al., 1999; Wiederhold , 1993]. Likewise, the modeling of data source schemas is done  

following people’s particular views [Ziegler et al., 2004]. Therefore, schema integration 

needs to address the syntactic, structural and semantic schematic heterogeneity of the 

underlying data sources [Kim, 1995].  

We are especially interested in the semantic conflicts which occur when a same real-

world element is differently modeled by distinct data sources causing divergent 

interpretation and, likewise, when different real-world elements have the same 

representation being interpreted as if they were identical. Given that data sources 

comprise real-world objects represented by named entities, attributes and relationships, it 

can be argued that the main semantic conflicts occur during the meaning disambiguation 

of these element names. Thus, a schema integration process requires a meaning 

interpretation task to relate semantically corresponding elements from the data source 

schemas and, thereafter, to determine the semantic similarity between them.  

Table 2.3 presents the main semantic and structural conflicts that may occur between 

schema elements from distinct data sources [Sheth et al., 1992].  

 

Table 2.3 – Schematic structural and semantic conflicts  (Sheth et al.) 

 
Conflicts  Semantic 

relationship 
Description Conflict resolution 

Naming 
conflicts 
(entities and 
attributes) 
 

Semantic 
equivalence 
(synonymy ) 

Semantically related elements may be designated 
by different names in distinct schemas (e.g. 
entities doctor and physician or the attributes 
doctor.number and physician.registration). The 
elements mentioned in the example are considered 
synonyms.   

A total mapping 1-1 
between the elements 
(valid in all context s).  
 

                                                 
12 SDTS – Spatial Data Transfer Standard, http://mcmcweb.er.usgs.gov/sdts/standard.html 
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Semantic 
incompatib ility 
(homonymy ) 

Semantically unrelated elements may be 
designated by the same name (e.g. entities implant 
(related to the prosthesis) or implant (related to the 
surgical procedure). 

The related context is 
used to identify the 
incompatibility. 

Entity 
identifier 
conflicts 
(entities) 

May be 
semantic 
resemblance or 
a stronger one  

Semantically related entities may use different and 
incompatible keys (e.g. entity doctor1 [number, 
name, specialty] and doctor2 [name, specialty] 
where the key of doctor1 is number and the key of 
doctor2 is name . 

The solution depends on 
the possibility to define an 
abstraction to map the 
keys. 

Schema 
isomorphism 
conflicts 
(entities) 

Semantically 
related entities 

Semantically similar entities are described by a 
dissimilar set of attributes (may have a different 
number of attributes). For instance:  entities 
doctor1 (number, name, specialty) and doctor2 
(number, name). 

Establishing mappings 
between the existing 
identified related 
attributes. 

Generalization 
conflicts 
(entities) 

Semantically 
relevant 
entities 

Two semantically similar entities are represented 
at different levels of abstraction (generalization). 
Example: health_professional (number, name, 
specialty, type) and doctor (number, name, 
specialty). The generalization is defined by 
conditioning that a doctor is a health_professional 
whose type is “doctor”. 

The generalization is 
defined by conditioning 
the more specialized 
element to the correct 
type of the broader 
element.  

Aggregation 
conflicts 
(entities) 

Semantically 
relevant 
entities 

Occur when an aggregation is used in one schema 
to identify a set of entities in another schema. The 
properties of the resulting aggregated entity 
correspond to the properties of the set of entities 
(e.g. symptom [code, name, system] and 
symptomatological_interrogation [code, name, 
date]). 

An element from an entity 
of the set is mapped to an 
element of the resulting 
aggregated entity.  

Attribute 
entity conflicts 
(entities and 
attributes) 

Semantically 
relevant 
entities 

Occur when the same object is represented by an 
entity and an attribute in distinct data source 
schemas. Example: history (date, time, description, 
diagnosis) and diagnosis (code), thus 
history.diagnosis corresponds to diagnosis .code. 

1-1 mappings can be 
established between the 
domains of the attribute 
and the identified attribute 
of the related entity 

Data 
representation 
conflicts 
(attributes) 

Semantically 
equivalent data 
types  

Two semantically alike attributes might have 
different data types. For instance, doctor.number 
(type: number) and physician.registration (type: 
string) 

Conversion routines can 
be used to each specific 
data representation in all 
relative contexts 

Data scaling 
conflicts 
(attributes) 

Semantically 
equivalent 
domain types 

Two semantically alike attributes might be 
represented using different units and measures. For 
instance doctor.salary may be represented in US $ 
and physician.salary in £. 

A mapping 1-1 between 
the values of the 
attributes. A function, a 
lookup table or dynamic 
attributes can be used in 
all contexts.  

Data precision 
conflicts  
(attributes) 

Semantically 
related domain 
types  

Two semantically alike attributes might be 
represented using different precisions. For instance 
fever (discrete values in oF) and fever (range of 
values in  oF). 

There may be a many-1 
mapping from the precise 
attribute to the coarser 
one (used in all contexts).  

Integrity 
constraints 
conflicts 
(attributes) 

Semantically 
resembling or  
incompatible 
domain types 

Two semantically alike attributes might be 
affected by different constraints. These constraints 
may lead to inconsistency (e.g. adult_age1 > 21 
and adult_age2 > 18) or consistence if the 
attributes have not conflicting constraints. 

The related context is 
used to identify the 
incompatibility or the 
resemblance. 

 
 

The conflicts related to data source content were not covered by this work (e.g. data 

value, data representation, data scale and precision, default value, integrity constraints). 
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2.4 Name resolution in schema integration  

In our work, name resolution is the process of dealing with a number of semantic 

issues in order to determine which real-world object a given schema element (entity, 

attribute or relationship) refers to. Furthermore, this process also involves the 

identification of the mediation schema elements (resulting integrated schema). We have 

identified a number of problems regarding name resolution which are useful for any 

schema integration process:  

i) spell-checking and expansion of abbreviations and acronyms ;  

ii) schema element sense disambiguation; and  

iii)  integrated schema element definition.  

These name resolution problems were chosen because they are general problems and  

need to be addressed in most of the schema integration approaches.  

2.4.1 Abbreviation expansion of element names 

The pre-integration task addresses a number of issues discussed in Section 2.2.2. 

Schema elements from the underlying data sources are named affected by the corporate 

and regional style and usually contain natural- language nouns, verbs, adjectives, prefixes, 

suffixes, acronyms, abbreviations, special characters, punctuation, different cases, and so 

forth. Thus, a very important task for schema integration is the spell-check of schema 

element names, thereby allowing further semantic processing. 

The spell-check routine inc ludes the difficult task of expansion of abbreviated terms 

(e.g. abbreviations and acronyms), which make up the full element name. Although this 

task often is considered to be a syntactical one, the expansion of abbreviated terms takes 

into account a large quantity of linguistic information, which may be provided by using 

semantic methods. Therefore, this task is considered to be related to name resolution, 

since it is intended to correct misspellings of the original schema element names. Some 

research on this subject, such as the work of Sun [Sun, 2005], consults the abbreviations 

found in dictionaries. This kind of solution is limited by the number of abbreviations 

included in the dictionary.  
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Other studies have addressed abbreviation disambiguation in clinical and biomedical 

documents (using NLP 13 techniques) [Yu et al., 2003; Song et al., 2005; Schijvenaars et 

al., 2005; Pakhomov et al., 2005]. These argue that the disambiguation of abbreviations 

or acronyms depends on the context in which they are being used. For example, the 

acronym PA occurring in patient records can meant Paternal Aunt in the context of a 

family history or PolyArthritis in the context of a final diagnosis. Likewise, RA can be 

related to a number of medical terms (such as Rheumatoid Arthritis, Rheumatic Arthritis, 

Renal Artery, Right Atrium, Refractory Anemia and Radioactive) depending on the 

context. Thus, these authors identify the context related to the text where the abbreviation 

occurred. Many of them use feature-vectors to represent the identified context (i.e. co-

occurring local words, collocations, semantic categories, and so forth). A feature-vector 

is an n-dimensional vector with numeric or nominal values which represents the features 

related to some object. These values are commonly used to represent linguistic 

information for machine-learning algorithms (developed for learning problems arising 

from text classifications) [Jurafsky et al., 2000; Joachims, 1998].  

Abbreviation expansion is also mentioned in Madhavan et al. and Gal et al. in their 

work on the matching of schemas [Madhavan et al., 2001] and ontologies [Gal et al., 

2003]. The former devised Cupid, a schema-matching tool whose normalization task 

includes a routine for the expansion of abbreviations and acronyms using a thesaurus and 

domain-specific references. The latter, is OntoBuilder an ontology-matching tool, which 

comprises a set of algorithms such as: preprocessing, word similarity, string matching, 

value normalization and value matching. OntoBuilder uses WordNet as a source of 

general vocabulary (thesaurus). Its word matching tool uses the thesaurus to match terms 

and labels. Mismatched terms are presented to user input. 

2.4.2 Schema element name sense disambiguation 

Schema element sense disambiguation includes operations to interpret the meaning of 

a schema element, establishing semantic relationships and resolving semantic conflicts 

between two schema elements. Such operations are useful in the tasks of matching, 

mapping and merging schemas and can also be applied to data sources and mediation 

schemas. 

                                                 
13 Natural Language Processing 
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Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is the task of selecting the correct meaning of a 

specific word considering the specific context to which the word is related [Jurafsky et 

al., 2000]. WSD is usually carried out using one of the following approaches [Jurafsky et 

al., 2000; Maynard et al., 1998; Ide et al., 1998]:         

Supervised-learning approach: This approach extracts features from texts (which have 

previously been hand- labeled with the correct word senses) in order to predict specific 

word senses, training the classifier to assign each specific sense in the case of 

identification of the corresponding specific features;   

Dictionary and thesaurus-based approach: This approach allows dictionaries and 

thesauri to be used as sources to provide word senses. The distinguishing feature of 

dictionaries is that they contain glosses. In this case, a given word sense can be selected 

by comparing the word context and the context s which identify each possible sense. The 

thesaurus provides information on the relationship between two words, and also allows 

the similarity between two words to be established;  

Distributional-based approach: This approach automatically extracts relationships 

between words from a corpus that have already been developed. Two similar words have 

similar distributions in the corpus. These methods can provide semantic relatedness 

measures in NLP and also can be used to augment thesaurus with new relationships (e.g. 

WordNet); and 

Unsupervised sense-disambiguation: It is difficult for all the possible senses of a word 

to be created from the instances of each word in the training set (without human-

labeling). 

Jurafsky et al. points out the strength of each approach. Supervised- learning based 

approaches have presented the best results in WSD, but a labeled-word corpus is an 

expensive resource to be built [Jurafsky et al., 2000]. In turn, dictionary and thesaurus-

based approaches represent indirect supervised methods, but have limitations such as 

lacking of new or domain-specific words and also, present difficulties in the 

establishment of similarity between words from different hierarchies (e.g. nouns and 

verbs in WordNet14). Distributional methods are more flexible in this case, since they are 

able to extract synonym and other relationships from the corpora that have already been 

built.  

                                                 
14 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/ 
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Schema element sense disambiguation in fact, concerns the sense disambiguation of 

the words which compose the element name. Some works have differentiated terms and 

words, considering terms constituted by more than one word and belonging to a specific 

domain. Thereby, element names may be considered as multiword terms. Hence, the 

ambiguity of an element name is usually not caused by the ambiguities of the individual 

words, but instead, by the different meanings of the element name as a whole (in different 

domains or within a same specific-domain) [Maynard et al., 1998]. For example, the 

meaning of a schema element named “social_security_number” can not be understood 

using only the meanings of its individual words (social, security and number). 

As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, linguistic-based approaches (used in schema 

integration at element- level) employ element names and related descriptions to find 

senses and establish semantic similarity between schema elements [Rahm et al., 2001; 

Shvaiko et al., 2005]. Thereby, external sources of semantic information are necessary: 

general natural language thesauri or dictionaries, domain-specific and enterprise-specific 

thesauri. A number of systems can be classified as dictionary and thesaurus-based 

approaches: Artemis/MOMIS [Castano et al., 2001], Cupid [Madhavan et al., 2001] and 

COMA [Do et al., 2002], to cite a few. They use thesauri information in order to find 

synonyms, hypernyms, and broader related elements. None of these tools, however, use 

context in the sense disambiguation of schema element names. Cupid and COMA use a 

notion of context, but only in their structural matches in order to identify the context in 

which a schema element occur [Shvaiko et al., 2005].   

The use of context in sense disambiguation of schema element names is illustrated in 

the works of [Rodriguez-Gianolli et al., 2001; Masood et al., 2003]. The former is 

DIXSE, a XML-based data- integration approach which uses schema-integration ideas. 

DIXSE semi-automatically derives inter-schema relationships from conceptual schemas 

previously built for each data source. A conceptual schema is related to a given context 

which defines the meaning, interpretation or intended use of the data sources. Contextual 

information is represented by distinguishing attributes of document types, mappings and 

entity classes [Rodriguez-Gianolli et al., 2001]. 

ECCAM (Extended Common Concept Analysis Methodology) has the main purpose 

of identifying semantic similarities between elements from schemas of a federated 

database system. The interpretation of schema elements is carried out using general 

concepts defined in an ontology which describes the common/global universe of 
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discourse. ECCAM represents the int rinsic semantics of schema elements (context- free) 

and also in-context semantics allowing for the identification of different interpretations of 

an element caused by a different context [Masood et al., 2003]. 

2.4.3 Integrated schema element name definition 

The final integrated schema includes a set of elements resulting from the 

superimposing and merging of the underlying data source schema elements [Batini et al., 

1986]. This gives rise to a problem with the definition of adequate names for the resulting 

elements of the final schema. Element name selection is an important issue in producing 

a final schema that can be easily understood by the user and employed by the applications 

(understandability criterion). Therefore, we argue that the selection of an element name 

should be based on application and user contexts. An example of this would be the 

question of determining the final name for the entity resulting from the integration of 

three semantically similar entities named patient, user and client. The selected name for 

this entity could be client in the context of an insurance application or an administrative 

user-profile.  

The selection of the final element names of the integrated schema is often made by 

the user [Parent et al., 1998] or is chosen the name with the highest occurrence [Mello, 

2002]. 

2.5 Related work 

This section focuses on a number of tools and systems and describes their main 

features in so far as they relate to schema integration and name resolution problems. We 

have mentioned the importance of using context in semantics and, particularly, for name 

resolution in schema integration. Several systems have used context in order to address 

general problems relating to semantics, but we are especially interested in the 

developments in name resolution as discussed in the previous sections. Thus, the papers 

cited in the following report the development of information integration systems, schema 

matching and mapping tools, or proposed schema integration approaches. 
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2.5.1 Information integration and schema integration approaches  

TSIMMIS15 is a mediator-based data integration system. It uses OEM (Object Exchange 

Model) to represent data source schemas and MSL (Mediator Specification Language), a 

declarative language which allows the user definition of several mediation views 

[Chawathe et al., 1994]. MedMaker is the system tool that TSIMMIS uses to declare and 

generate the views of mediators using the MSL [Garcia-Molina et al., 1997; 

Papakonstantinou et al, 1996]. Thus, MedMaker follows a structure-based approach and 

the semantic correspondences are manually configured using its graphical interface.  

MOMIS16 is a mediator-based information integration system which uses Artemis17, a 

schema integration tool, for creating global views of local data source schemas 

[Bergamaschi et al., 1998; Castano et al., 2003]. It uses a thesaurus representing 

intensional and extensional relationships between classes and attributes from local data 

source schemas. Artemis calculates the degree of affinity between attributes and 

subsequently clusters similar attributes on the basis of the affinities computed. The 

clusters are then used to construct the global views [Rahm et al., 2001]. Affinity between 

schema element names is established using a thesaurus which is constructed with generic 

(WordNet) and domain-specific information.  

DIXSE18 is an XML-based data- integration approach which uses schema-integration 

ideas. DIXSE semi-automatically derives inter-schema relationships from conceptual 

schemas previously built for each data source. A conceptual schema is related to a given 

context which defines the meaning, interpretation or intended use of the data sources. 

Contextual information is represented with the distinguishing attributes of document 

types, mappings and entity classes [Rodriguez-Gianolli et al., 2001]. 

ECCAM19 has the main purpose of identifying semantic similarity between elements 

from schemas of a federated database system. The interpretation of schema elements is 

carried out using general concepts defined in an ontology which describes the 

common/global universe of discourse. Component schemas are mapped to ontology 

general concepts resulting in a concept model to each component schema (CCM) used for 

schema interpretation. CCM therefore represents the local context of interpretation 

                                                 
15 The Stanford IBM Manager of Multiple Information Sources 
16 Mediator envirOnment for Multiple Information Sources 
17 Analysis of Requirements: Tool Environment for Multiple Information Systems  
18 Data Integration for XML based on Schematic Knowledge 
19 Extended Common Concept Analysis Methodology 
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(definition context). The FCM (Federation Concept Model) is structured using the 

concepts from the general ontology. Comparisons between CCM and FCM are 

subsequently used to establish semantic similarity between schema elements within the 

context of a specific federation. This is used to identify the corresponding schema 

elements that need to be integrated into the federated schema. This work represents the 

intrinsic semantics of schema elements (context- free) and also in-context semantics 

allowing for the identification of different interpretations of an element caused by a 

different context [Masood et al., 2003]. 

2.5.2 Schema and ontology matching tools  

Cupid20 is a schema-matching tool which presents element- and structure- level matchers 

[Madhavan et al., 2001]. It uses thesaurus information to establish relations of synonymy 

and hypernymy between schema elements and also to expand abbreviations and 

acronyms (a routine included in the normalization task). Cupid only matches schemas 

represented in tree-structures. For this reason, schemas are converted into trees before 

matching. The matching algorithm involves three steps: i) linguistic-matching 

(establishes linguistic similarity between element names by computing their respective 

degrees of similarity); ii) structural-matching (establishes the similarity between pairs of 

elements, computing weighted similarity of their leaf sets); and iii) the generation of 

mappings between elements with weighted similarity coefficients that are greater than a 

given threshold [Madhavan et al., 2001; Rahm et al., 2001; Shvaiko et al., 2005].   

Embley et al. propose a semantic matching based on a machine- learning approach to 

match attributes in order to integrate multiple data source schemas into a target schema 

[Embley et al., 2002]. They use WordNet for schema augmentation with application-

independent information. In turn, application-specific information for schema 

augmentation is provided by sample data. They propose a metadata multifaceted 

approach which “includes terminological relationships (synonyms and hypernyms), 

characteristics of data values (variance, string lengths), expected values (declared by 

target regular-expressions recognizers) and structural characteristics (schema graphs)” 

[Embley et al., 2002].  

S-Match is a schema-based matching system which analyses two graph-structures and 

returns the existing semantic relations between semantically related nodes [Giunchiglia et 

                                                 
20 Cupid - http://www.research.microsoft.com/research/db/ModelMgt/ 
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al., 2004]. The semantic match is achieved by establishing mappings between schema 

elements that hold semantic relations such as equivalence, more generality and 

disjointness. The identification of these semantic relations is carried out by identifying 

the meaning of the concept (not the label), which is defined as propositional formulas 

defining the intended meaning of the node label. Thus, this kind of matching problem can 

be resolved by propositional satisfiability (SAT) deciders [Shvaiko et al., 2005].  S-Match 

captures the knowledge residing in the tree-structure in order to obtain the context in 

which a given concept at label occurs [Giunchiglia et al. 2005]. S-Match uses WordNet 

as external source. 

OntoBuilder is an ontology-matching tool, which comprises a set of algorithms such as: 

preprocessing, word similarity, string matching, value normalization and value matching 

[Gal et al., 2003]. OntoBuilder uses WordNet as a source of general vocabulary 

(thesaurus). Its word matching tool uses the thesaurus to match terms and labels. 

Mismatched terms are presented to user input. It computes similarity in term, word and 

name matching, without explore semantic relationships such as synonyms from WordNet. 

COMA++ is a schema and ontology matching tool that extends COMA [Aumueller et al., 

2005]. It uses strategies to deal with complex matching problems such as fragment-based 

matching (to cope with large schemas) and the reuse of previous match results (based on 

learning and statistical methods applied in a corpus of matched schemas). COMA 

presents a library of matching tools which can be combined in order to improve match 

results [Do et al., 2002]. Most of the matching tools use string-based methods (n-gram, 

edit-distance, etc.). In addition, COMA uses thesaurus information in order to establish 

synonymy and hypernymy relations and also, to make expansion of abbreviations. 

Schemas are internally encoded as graphs structures. Dragu et al. have proposed to use 

model management techniques in order to produce a global view by using the schema 

matching information provided by COMA. Dragu et al. also proposed to build mappings 

between local schemas and a reference ontology which provides standard terminology 

and naming conventions [Dragu et al., 2004]. Furthermore, COMA uses a notion of 

context in their structural matches in order to identify the context in which a schema 

element occur [Shvaiko et al., 2005].    

ContextMatch is an attribute-level schema matching tool in which was introduced the 

notion of contextual-matching [Bohannon et al., 2006]. A contextual-match “is annotated 

with a logical condition providing the context in which the match should be applied”. It 
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does not use thesaurus or dictionaries to carry out name resolution. ContextMatch is a 

hybrid matching tool which computes similarity scores between pairs of attributes. The 

identification of contextual matches is an extension of regular schema matching. 

 

Table 2.4 – Characteristics of the described systems  

System Application Normalization Match 
approach 

Name 
resolution 

Auxiliary 
information 

Context  

TSIMMIS Mediator-based 
data integration 

system 
(OEM  Objects) 

 
_____ 

Structure-based 
approach 

Semantic 
mappings 

(manually using 
MSL) 

 
_____ 

 
_____ 

MOMIS Mediator-based 
information 

integration system 
(Hybrid relational 

- OO) 

 
_____ 

 

Weighted sum of 
name, data-type 
and structural 

affinities 

Synonym, 
hypernymy, 

general 
association 

Generic and 
domain -specific 

thesauri 
(WordNet, 
ODB-tools)  

 
_____ 

Cupid Schema-matching 
tool 

(Graphs) 

Tokenization, 
Expansion 

(abbreviations), 
elimination 

(prepositions, etc.) 

Element and 
structure-level 

match (structural 
and linguistic 

similarity) 

Synonym and 
hypernymy 

relationships 

Thesaurus 
(common-

language and 
domain -specific 

references)  

Context-
dependent 
mappings 
(structural 

match) 
DIXSE XML-based data-

integration 
approach 

(Conceptual 
schemas, Telos) 

 
_____ 

 

A mapping is 
generated using 

DIXml 
(user customized 

mapping) 

Capture 
semantics with 
heuristics and 

user-input  

 
_____ 

 

Distinguishing 
attributes 

(document 
types, mappings 

and entity 
classes) 

Embley et al. Semantic 
matching based on 

a machine-
learning  

(conceptual 
model-OO) 

Abbreviations are 
expanded using 

WordNet  

Feature-vector, 
decision rules and 

measure of 
confidence  

(attribute name, 
value 

characteristics and 
expected values)  

Synonyms and 
hypernyms 

WordNet and 
sample data 

 
_____ 

 

ECCAM Semantic 
similarity in 

federated database 
systems 

(conceptual data 
model) 

 
_____ 

 

Comparisons 
between schemas 
and the federated 

model 
(federation-

specific concept 
model) 

Schemas are 
interpreted 
using the 
general 

ontology 
concepts 

(component 
concept model) 

Ontology  
describes 

common/global 
universe of 
discourse 

Definition 
(local) and 
Federation 
contexts 

S-Match Schema-based 
matching system 

(Graphs) 

 
_____ 

 

Element (string 
and language-

based) and 
structure-level 

matchers 

Equivalence, 
subsumption, 

Labels 
translated into 
propositional 

formulas 
(intended 

meaning), SAT  

WordNet  Contexts in 
which elements 

occur  

COMA++ Schema and 
ontology matching 

tool 
(DAGs) 

Expansion of 
abbreviations 

Fragment-based 
matching and  

reuse –oriented 
match. Library of 
matching tools. 

Synonymy and 
hypernymy 

Auxiliary 
thesauri 

Contexts in 
which elements 

occur 

OntoBuilder Ontology 
matching 

Capitalization-
based separation, 

stop-terms 
removal, ignorable 

characters 
removal, de-
hyphenation 

Schema-based, 
structure 

granularity, 
linguistic-based, 

Constrained based 

Computes 
similarity in 

term, word and 
name matching 

Thesaurus 
(WordNet) 

_____ 
 

ContextMatch Schema matching _____ 
 

Attribute-level  _____ 
 

_____ 
 

Contextual 
matches 
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In Chapter 4 we present a comparison between our work and the related work 

discussed above.   

2.6 Concluding remarks 

This chapter presented an overview of basic concepts meaningful to name resolution 

in schema integration. Schema integration processes were extensively discussed in the 

literature, but various semantic issues still remain as open problems (e.g. the 

establishment of the meaning of schema elements). Establishing the meaning of schema 

elements requires to identify semantic relationships, to resolve semantic conflicts, and 

also to measure semantic similarity between schema elements. These topics were briefly 

discussed in Section 2.3. 

Name resolution, in our work, is concerned with basic operations to identify to what 

real-world object a given schema element is related. Thereby, semantic techniques related 

to word sense disambiguation are important issues, since element names are multi-word 

terms whose meanings need to be established to carry out schema integration tasks.  

Schema element names are related to objects in a given context, which will define the 

element meaning. Likewise, name comparison should be carried out when the schema 

element name is considered in the same context or in similar contexts. In this chapter the 

role of contextual information was discussed in the following issues: i) schema element 

sense disambiguation; ii) spell-checking and abbreviation expansion of schema element 

names; and iii) naming of mediation schema elements. 

The related work section discusses semantic approaches used in a number of 

significant systems which performs useful tasks for schema integration. Table 2.4 

summarized the survey that have been made and showed the developments of hybrid 

approaches, generally combining linguistic and structure-based techniques in order to 

improve matching and mapping results. Those are very different approaches which are 

based on: declarative models and languages (e.g. TSIMMIS and DIXSE), machine-

learning (e.g. Embley et al.), SAT-based (e.g. S-Match) and the hybrid ones (e.g. Cupid, 

COMA++, OntoBuilder, ContextMatch). In these systems, contextual information is used 

to: i) locate the element as a node of the graph structure as in Cupid, COMA++ and S-

Match; ii) define document context features as in DIXSE; iii) define local and federation 
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semantics as in ECCA; and iv) represent contextual matches as in ContextMatch. This led 

us to propose a schema integration process and a name resolution approach, both of 

which use contextual and domain information to provide richer semantic information. 

Most of the discussed related work, indeed, has used only dictionaries or thesauri as 

auxiliary source of semantic information.   
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Chapter 3 

A Context Ontology for Schema 
Integration  

 

3.1 Introduction 

Defining and  using context in computational applications require a well-designed 

context model which is able to represent and deal with contextual knowledge (contextual 

facts and relationships) [Strang et al., 2003; Dey, 2001; Brézillon, 2002; Dourish, 2001]. 

Context is defined as the set of contextual information used to characterize the 

circumstances involving a certain entity, where an entity can be a person, place, object or 

even a procedure, that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an 

application [Dey, 2001; Strang et al., 2003]. In fact, with the advance of context-aware 

computing, there is an increasing need for developing formal context models to facilitate 

context representation and management allowing information sharing and semantic 

interoperability. A survey of relevant context modeling approaches is presented by 

[Strang et al., 2004]. Ontologies, therefore, are considered an interesting approach to 

represent context [Strang et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2004]. There are several reasons for 

developing ontology-based context models [Strang et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2004], 

namely: to share a common understanding of the information structure; to enable reuse of 

context knowledge; to make context  assumptions explicit; and to enable the use of 

existing inference engines to reason about context.  

We propose to represent the contextual information related to schema integration 

issues using an ontology-based model. An ontology allows to describe a given subject 

area by representing their concepts, attributes and relationships and thus, creating a 

shared understanding in this area [Uschold et al., 1996]. Likewise, a context ontology is 

an ontology which is capable to represent contextual elements, their attributes and inter-

relationships [Strang et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2004].  

This chapter describes the context ontology proposed to provide contextual 

information for schema integration and particularly, for name resolution tasks (Section 
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3.3). This ontology, however, also includes the usual elements from information 

integration environments, allowing its extension in the future. For simplicity, we have 

opted for inclusion of a number of context fundamentals in this chapter, rather than in 

Chapter 2, as is the convention.  

3.2 Contextual information in schema integration 

The use of context in information integration systems is quite different from other 

context-sensitive applications. Integrating heterogeneous data sources requires solving 

structural and semantic conflicts which may arise at schema- or instance-level [Kashyap 

et al., 1996; Goh, 1997; Souza et al., 2006; Stefanidis et al., 2005]. Most of the metadata 

that describe the elements of the information integration environment can be used as 

contextual information (e.g. data source settings). Other contextual elements are 

perceived or inferred dynamically during the execution of a given process (e.g. the 

existing semantic relationship between two schema elements in a schema matching 

operation depends on data source context ).  

A general schema integration process performs a number of specific tasks such as 

described in Section 2.2. The schema integration process proposed in this thesis is 

described in Section 4.6 and it is based on the following tasks:  

− pre-integration, which translates the schemas into a common format and makes 

schema element names comparable;  

− schema comparison, which establishes the meaning of schema elements producing 

inter-schema mappings; and  

− the merging and restructuring tasks, which group corresponding elements to generate 

the integrated schema.  

Context, therefore, can be used in a proper way in the execution of each one. However, 

we are focusing on the name resolution of schema elements using contextual information 

to solve conflicts arose due to semantic heterogeneity.  

We propose to use context in the following name resolution problems, which occur in 

the schema integration tasks mentioned:  

− Pre-integration: in the spell-check routine and in the expansion of abbreviations and 

acronyms;   
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− Schema comparison: in the meaning disambiguation and categorization operations; 

and,  

− Merging and restructuring: in the task of naming the elements of the resulting 

mediation schema using more suitable names.  

As discussed in Section 2.4, the expansion of abbreviations and the element meaning 

disambiguation problems use to be addressed by using generic and domain-specific 

information, whereas the spell-check routine is usually carried out by using syntactic 

methods. In fact, these operations need semantic and lexical information about the 

vocabulary and the elements from the information integration environment. 

In this light, name resolution of schema elements needs to capture the semantic 

context surrounding the element, which may be characterized, for example, by 

information about data sources, schemas, users and applications. Moreover, it is 

necessary to capture the related terminological information which is used to establish the 

real meaning of a given schema element name. In this work, terminological information 

includes: i) terms from the vocabulary shared by the data sources (e.g. provided by a 

domain ontology or thesaurus); and ii) specific circumstances or situations (i.e. context-

dependencies) which can establish specific meanings of a given term from the 

vocabulary.  This kind of information, however, is not usually available  in the domain 

ontologies or thesaur i. Both are especially important to clarify element meanings. 

3.2.1 The role of context in meaning disambiguation 

As discussed in Section 2.4.2, Word sense disambiguation is the establishment of the 

word meaning regarding the context in which the word is used [Jurafksy, 2000]. This 

context is often activated by a set of features that we are naming “situation” to avoid 

misunderstandings with other kinds of context involved. For instance, the word “user” 

may have different meanings depending on the context (situation) in which it is being 

used: i) in health domain, “user” can be understood as “a person who is in drug 

treatment”; or ii) in computing domain, “user” is thought as “a person who uses a given 

computational system”. Thus, we can say that the  situation which defines the first 

meaning is identified by a set of determinant features as domain=health and sub-

domain=psychology. In turn, the second meaning, is defined by a situation whose 

determinant feature is domain=computing. Table 3.1 illustrates some of the possible 

meanings of the word “user” depending on the specific situation.  
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meaning 

situation 

term has-meaning 

n 

1 n 

Table 3.1 – The word “user” and its possible meanings 

Term: USER 
Meaning1: a person who is in drug treatment Situation1: health domain and psychology 

sub-domain 
Meaning2: a person who uses a given computational 
system 

Situation2: computing domain 

 

In our model, each term meaning is associated to a specific situation, which is defined 

by the necessary conditions (i.e. determinant features) to assume the term meaning. 

Hence, we represent terms extracted from a given vocabulary and the situations which 

characterize every meaning that each term can assume. This way, we consider that there 

is a “conditional relationship”—between a term and a given meaning—whose existence 

depends on a valid situation. Thus, this meaning is valid when the conditions that define 

the situation occur. In the case of Table 3.1, the first meaning of the term “user” may be 

employed when the domain is health and sub-domain is psychology, these being the 

conditions to identify situation1. This led us to use a rule-based model to represent term-

situation-meaning where: 

− the set of rule preconditions defines the necessary characteristics and respective 

values of a given situation; and 

− the rule action identifies the consequent meaning.  

Figure 3.1 shows, using UML notation, a class representing a specific term associated 

to a given meaning through a conditional relationship (represented by a dashed line) 

defined by a given declared situation.   

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 – A term and a related meaning depending on a given situation 

 

This model also allows representing term meanings which are valid in any situation 

(called as context- independent in the literature). For example, the term “pathology”, in 

the health domain, means “the study of disease” in any situation. These context-

independent meanings are activated by a production-rule whose preconditions are always 

satisfied and thus, the meaning is valid in any situation. This makes the model flexible to 
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adapt itself to both tendencies that arose from discussions about the context influence in 

word meaning [Barsalou, 1982; Theodorakis et al., 1997; Evans, 2006]:  

− a word meaning is context-dependent and sometimes, context- independent; or 

− a word meaning is always context-dependent. 

 The possibility of representing context- independent meanings allows importing 

vocabulary information (provided by dictionaries or thesauri) to populate the context 

ontology, since vocabulary information is usually represented regardless of contextual 

information. In this case, the acquired vocabulary information is initially represented as 

context- independent (situation with a pre-satisfied rule), and later the corresponding 

situation can be “specialized” by definition of rules which define  specific term situations. 

In this light, we are acquiring domain-specific information from an external dictionary or 

thesauri (e.g. UMLS) and representing the terms from the vocabulary into the proposed 

model. This way, our model includes both contextual and domain-specific information.    

3.2.2 Vocabulary information 

Data source schemas and instances are supposed to represent their elements by using 

some terminology related to a given knowledge domain.  We used the UMLS 21 (Unified 

Medical Language System) as a source of the necessary terminological information about 

the domain to which the data sources are related. As mentioned, the case study of this 

thesis uses healthcare data sources from a second opinion system. The use of UMLS and 

data sources, whose elements were labeled using English words, were decisions that aim 

to facilitate the publication of research results and save the time spent with frequent 

translations from Portuguese into English study cases. Besides, these translations 

frequently cause variation on semantic and lexical features of data source schemas. 

The UMLS was designed by NLM22 in order to provide biomedical and health 

knowledge to computer systems. UMLS is composed of a Metathesaurus, a Semantic 

network and the SPECIALIST Lexicon. The semantic network organizes the 

Metathesaurus concepts into semantic categories providing the existing relationships 

between the concepts. The semantic network intends to provide a semantic framework for 

the UMLS and its constituent vocabularies in the biomedical domain [Bodenreider et al., 

2003]. In turn, the Metathesaurus is a large repository containing biomedical and health 

                                                 
21 UMLS - umlsks.nlm.nih.gov 
22 NLM – National Library of Medicine 
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concepts with their several names and relationships among them [Bodenreider, 2004]. 

The SPECIALIST Lexicon has the purpose of providing general English lexical 

information and also, a number of biomedical terms. UMLS contains information about 

various sub-domains such as: clinical repositories (SNOMED), genetic knowledge bases 

(OMIM), biomedical literature (MeSH), genome annotations (GO), anatomy (UWDA), 

model organisms (NCBI taxonomy) [Bodenreider, 2004].  

Additionally, UMLS uses the LVG23 approach associated with the SPECIALIST 

Lexicon to handle lexical inflections (e.g. verb tense, nouns gender, plural variation) in 

biomedical terminologies. Its lexical methods allow to access UMLS resources using 

normalized terms or their inflected forms [Divita et al., 1998; McCray et al., 1994]. 

UMLS works with lexical inflections such as: plural inflections (e.g. abdominal binder, 

abdominal binders), Greco-Latin inflections (e.g. nasal cannulae, nasal cannula), 

derivational (e.g. malaria (noun), malarial (adjective)) and spelling variation (e.g. linoleic 

acid (noun), linolic acid (noun)) [McCray et al., 1994]. UMLS, thus, provides the 

necessary lexical information to represent the lexical inflected forms of the vocabulary 

terms in our case study.  

3.3 The context ontology for schema integration 

Context, in our approach, is a set of elements surrounding a domain entity which are 

considered relevant in a specific situation. A domain entity in general may be a person, a 

procedure, a file, a set of data or even an inter-schema mapping, i.e. it is anything in the 

real-world that is relevant to describe the domain (e.g. data sources, users and 

applications in data integration domains). Furthermore, we use the term contextual 

element (CE) referring to pieces of data, information or knowledge that can be used to 

characterize the Context, in accordance with the definition provided by Vieira et al. 

[Vieira et al., 2007]. Thus, CEs are used to characterize a given domain entity (e.g. the 

domain of a data source). 

The context ontology for schema integration needs to include contextual information 

about: data sources, schemas, vocabulary terms (e.g. meanings, semantic relationships 

and lexical information), users and applications. In fact, these elements were represented 

as domain entities and contextual elements. Therefore, we determined six main domain 

                                                 
23 Lexical Variant Generation. www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/meta4.html 
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entities around which we consider the CEs: user, environment, data, procedure, 

association and application that are detailed in Section 3.3.1. Considering such entities, 

we have identified which contextual elements characterize each one.  

The context ontology was designed including not only the meaningful domain entities 

and contextual elements for schema integration, but also the general classes related to DI 

(Data Integration). We described all the proposed domain entities, but we have discussed 

more deeply the essential CEs to reconcile semantic heterogeneity of data source 

schemas. For this reason, Data and Procedure domain entities were not included in our 

work, but will be considered in further research. The entire set of contextual elements is 

detailed to each domain entity (Section 3.3.1).   

Figure 3.2 is an excerpt of the complete context ontology which includes a few CEs 

to illustrate the existing relationships between domain entities and contextual elements. 

For the sake of space, the diagram is presented in UML24, where the contextual elements 

are represented in white and the domain entities in gray. In addition, Figure 3.2 does not 

show the relationship between the context ontology and the corresponding source of 

terminological information (i.e. domain ontology). The domain information is retrieved 

from the source vocabulary and represented within the context ontology into the related 

CEs. The context ontology, thus, can be used to integrate data source schemas from any 

knowledge domain. 

Figure 3.2 – Partial definition of the context ontology 
 

                                                 
24 Unified Modeling Language 
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3.3.1 Domain entities and contextual elements 

The context ontology has been developed using Protégé 3.225. Figures 3.3 to 3.8 

illustrate the CEs that characterize each of the mentioned domain entities. 

Environment: is the domain entity related to the environment in which the user interacts 

and the application is executed. Thus, the environment can be a Data Integration System 

(which work with a single global schema) or a Peer Data Management Systems - PDMS 

(which deal with mappings among peers’ schemas). Actually, we are dealing with 

dynamic and autonomous data sources that may join and leave the network at any time. 

Thus, some environment CEs must be acquired from very dynamic settings, e.g. the data 

source availability is a CE that is acquired on the fly. Others are acquired during the 

system configuration phase (e.g. data source type). In this light, data integration systems, 

PDMS, data sources and peer are the main domain entities from which the CEs will be 

acquired (Figure 3.3a). To schema integration the main environment CEs (Figure 3.3b) 

are: sourceType, region, platform, domain and sub-domain, besides the CEs of source 

schemas which characterizes the schemaElement and related entities or attributes. These 

elements are relevant for name resolution since they can influence the element sense 

disambiguation (e.g. a specific term meaning can be usual in a specific region).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3a – CEs for the Environment domain entity  

  

 

 

                                                 
25 Protégé 3.2 beta-version, protege.stanford.edu/ 
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Figure 3.3b – CEs for the Environment domain entity  

 

User: The CEs that make up a user's information context are concerned with his/her 

profile, location, role, region, application and query interface type (Figure 3.4). 

According to the user’s preferences (identified from his/her profile and usage patterns), 

query interface and type, the schema integration process can use preferred data types, 

measurement units and scale for schema element representation. Furthermore, the user 

occupation, group and interests (obtained from his/her profile) can be used to influence 

the selection of names for entities and attributes of the integrated schema. For example, a 

user having administrative activities in an insurance group can prefer to name a patient 

entity of client. 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 – CEs for the User domain entity 

 

Application: each application has its particular features (e.g. interface, appType, domain, 

sub-domain, targetAudience). Important CEs for schema integration are the application 

domain and sub-domain. Each domain (and sub-domain as well) has a vocabulary (e.g. 

dictionary, domain ontology or thesaurus) and associated specific terms. Terms and their 

related features (e.g. lexical forms, semantic class, meaning, description and semantic 

relationships) are either extracted from the related vocabulary or can be informed by 
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inflectType 
has_inflecForm 

users. The semantic relationships represented are parent, child, siblings and part-of 

relationships. Figure 3.5 shows the Application CEs. For example, an insurance 

application may be characterized by the following CEs and the respective instances: 

(interface=multimedia, appType=health_insurance, domain=health, sub-domain= 

health_insurance, targetAudience=staff).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5 – CEs for the Application domain entity  

 

Furthermore, the situation CE yields the ability to represent the semantics of a given 

term (e.g. meaning, description, semantic class and semantic relationships CEs) 

depending on a specific situation, within a same or in different domains. For instance, 

one of the situations which define one possible meaning of the term “client” is:   

si(client)=((application.domain=health),(application.subdomain=health_insurance)). 

This situation defines the meaning of “client” when it is used by an application of the 

health domain and health insurance sub-domain. 

The semantics of a given term may be valid in any situation. This is identified using a 

definition-rule that is always fired (whose preconditions are always satisfied). 

Additionally, other semantic relationships between terms in their particular situations can 

be derived from these CEs (e.g. synonymy and homonymy). For example, a given 

semantic relationship between two terms is defined by a semantic relationship 
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considering the situations of the two terms involved (instead of only the both terms). For 

instance, we have previously discussed (in Section 3.2.1) the two possible meanings for 

the term “user”: in health and in computing domain. The homonymy relationship in this 

case, is identified not only using the terms, but using the situations (context) in which 

they are related (i.e. considering their domains).  

Association: all kinds of associations (e.g. mappings) are important to characterize 

relations between elements (schemaElements) used by processes and tasks, such as 

resolving schematic conflicts between elements from different sources (depicted in 

Figure 3.6). Semantic mappings represent existing relationships among schema elements 

and may indicate how data in one schema is to be transformed into data in a different 

target schema. Association domain entities are characterized by type and description CEs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6 – CEs for the Association domain entity 
 

Data: data CEs are classified into schema element content and query result. A schema 

element content is related to its schema element which is classified into entity, attribute 

and relationship CEs (Figure 3.7). Schema element constitutes one of the main concepts 

both to query processing and schema integration, since it is possible to infer semantic 

associations from its meaning (achieved when identifying its corresponding concept in 

the context ontology).  

The Query Result represents results of individual queries as well as the final result 

obtained from the integration of several individual Query Results. Such result is 

presented to the user according to his/her CEs (e.g. with the intended level of detail). 
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Figure 3.7 – CEs for the Data domain entity 

 

Procedure: a procedure is an ordered collection of actions. The idea is to provide the 

contextualization of a process steps in order to solve a given problem. These CEs 

represent information used for adapting the system to the current process step under 

execution taking into account a particular context. In our setting, a procedure may be the 

complete schema generation or the mapping generation processes (Figure 3.8). A 

procedure has the following CEs: description, type, constraint, goal (purpose) and it is 

usually composed of a number of steps. For instance, a given query is always formulated 

within a search context, therefore, in addition to the inherited Procedure CEs, we have to 

identify which kind of query model is being used, which schema elements are necessary 

to work with and also, which operators have to be executed. Those CEs will be acquired 

at query formulation time.   

 
Figure 3.8 – CEs for the Procedure domain entity 

 

CEs can be either explicit or implicit. An explicit CE is obtained from static 

information, such as a user profile (e.g. settings information). An implicit one is 

perceived in the surrounding dynamic environment or is derived through some reasoning 

process (e.g. a semantic relationship between two given terms).   
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3.3.2 Context reasoning 

Using an ontology-based approach to represent context allows us to process context 

using logical reasoning mechanisms. Context reasoning, thereby, aims to check context 

consistency and to derive high-level (implicit context) from low-level (explicit context) 

[Wang et al., 2004]. A context ontology allows defining constraints and reasoning rules 

that may be used to derive implicit context information.  

We have developed the context ontology using OWL which presents resources to 

define instances, properties and classes, and also to reason about classes and instances 

[Smith et al., 2004]. For instance, suppose the OWL classes named entity and attribute, 

which are data source schema elements. Entity has a property named hasAttribute which 

relates it with the attribute class. An instance of entity may be patient which hasAttribute 

patient_name (instance of attribute). 

OWL is presented in three flavors that differ from their expressiveness (OWL lite, 

OWL DL and OWL Full). We have opted to use OWL DL which presents an 

intermediary expressiveness, but guarantees computational completeness and decidability 

in ontology reasoning [Smith et al., 2004]. OWL DL is based on description logics, 

which is a formalism for representing knowledge describing concepts of an application 

domain and also, associating a logic-based semantics [Baader et al., 2003]. The OWL 

vocabulary is an extension of RDF (Resource Description Framework) [Hayes et al., 

2004]. 

Description logics supports the inference pattern based on classification of concepts 

and individuals [Baader et al., 2003]. The context ontology, thus, includes the following 

inference characteristics [Wang et al., 2004; Horridge et al., 2007; Baader et al., 2003]:  

− Concept satisfiability: consists in verify if a given defined class (based on the 

described conditions) can have any instances;  

− Class subsumption: defined by a super-class/sub-class relationship, allows to identify 

if a class is a sub-class of another one and then infer the entire class hierarchy; and 

− Instance checking: consists in verify if an individual is an instance of a given class.  

In addition, more flexible inference mechanisms can be used such as provided by 

rule-based reasoning [Wang et al., 2004; Baader et al., 2003]. This kind of reasoning can 
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be used to infer the mentioned high- level implicit contexts, which are not directly 

acquired from sensors and configuration settings (e.g. data source features) which are 

explicit. We have used production-rules to define the possible meanings of a given term 

(i.e. according to situations) and thus, facilitate the understanding. A rule-based 

mechanism is also used to infer synonymy, homonymy and is-a (super-class/sub-class) 

semantic relationships. 

Term meanings and semantic relationships may be inferred not only by the declared 

situations in the production-rules. In fact, a given semantic relationship or meaning can 

be associated to a specific momentarily contextual scenario established by current CEs 

captured when the semantic relationship (or meaning) is derived. In this case, when this 

contextual scenario is identified again, semantic relationships and meanings associated to 

it can be used in term sense disambiguation. This kind of mechanism is suitable to work 

with feature-based approaches in which contextual elements can be represented as 

features in an n-dimensional vector [Tversky 1997; Rodriguez et al., 2004]. Moreover, 

this mechanism adds flexibility to the rule-based model, since it allows the derivation of 

new situations without the obligation of setting a new specific rule. The latter, on the 

other hand, give us a method to represent the subtleties of some term meanings. The use 

of a feature-based model and the inference mechanism based on CEs scenarios lies 

beyond the scope of this work.  

 
 
Context ontology reasoning  

This kind of reasoning is achieved by using the ontology binary properties available 

in OWL DL: inverse, functional, inverse functional, transitive and symmetric [Horridge 

et al., 2004]. Table 3.2 presents some examples of these properties used for reasoning in 

the context ontology.  
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Table 3.2 – Examples of OWL properties characteristics 

Property Meaning Examples 

Inverse If a property links an individual A to B, then 

the inverse property links B to A. 

hasParent/hasChild. Ex. If patient 

hasParent person, then person hasChild 

patient.  
Functional If an individual A is affected by a functional 

property there can be at most one individual 

related to A by this property.  

inEntity. Ex. If patient_name inEntity 

patient and patient_name inEntity pat, then 

pat and patient must be the same entity. 

Inverse 

Functional 

It means that an inverse property is also 

functional. 

inEntity/isEntityOf. Ex. If patient_name 

inEntity patient, then patient isEntityOf 

patient_name.  

transitive If property P is transitive, and A relates to B 

with P and B relates to C with P, then A 

relates to C with P. 

hasAncestor. Ex. If doctor hasAncestor  

professional, and professional hasAncestor 

Person, then doctor hasAncestor Person. 

symmetric If property P is symmetric, and A relates to B 

with P then B relates to A with P.  

isSiblingOf. Ex. If doctor isSiblingOf nurse, 

then nurse isSiblingOf doctor.  

 
 
 
User-defined context rules 

A user-defined rule asserts the necessary conditions which characterize a given term 

meaning defined in the ontology by the situation CE. The conditions to identify a certain 

situation are composed of a set of relevant CEs and their specific values. The situation is 

identified when the conditions are completely satisfied (i.e. the rule is fired). In this case, 

we first find the term in the ontology, and then its specific meaning according with the 

identified situation. Table 3.3 contains a few examples of user-defined rules. 
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Table 3.3 – Examples of user-defined context rules to declare situation CE 

Situation Definition rule 
affect.S1  If lexicalForm(affect).category = verb then situation = S1; 

 affect.S2 If lexicalForm(affect).category = noun then situation = S2; 
client.S3 If term= client and application(id).domain = health and application(id).subdomain = psychology 

then situation = S3; 

 client.S4 If term= client and application(id).domain = health and application(id).subdomain = 
health_insurance then situation = S4; 

client.S4 If term= client and dataSource(id).domain = health and dataSource(id).subdomain = 
health_insurance then situation = S4; 

client.S5 If term= client  and application(id).domain = services_admin then situation = S5; 
client.S5 If term= client and user(id).profile = managers then situation = S5;  
user.S6 If  term=user and application(id).domain = computer_systems  then situation = S6; 
user.S7 If  term=user and application(id).domain = health and application(id).subdomain = public_health 

then situation = S7; 
user.S7 If term=user and application(id).appType = public_health then situation S7; 
user.S7 If term=user and user(id).profile = public_staff then situation S7; 
user.S7 If term=user and dataSource(id).domain = health and dataSource(id).sourceType = public then 

situation S7; 
user.S8 If term=user and application(id).domain = health and application(id).subdomain = 

drugs_treatment then situation S8; 
patient.S9 If term=patient then situation S9; 
doctor.S10 If term=doctor then situation S10; 
PA.S11 If  term=PA and application(id).domain = health and application(id).subdomain = 

patient_records then situation = S11; 
 PA.S11 If term=PA and  dataSource(id).domain = health and dataSource(id).subdomain = 
patient_records then situation = S 11; 
 PA.S12 If term=PA and  application(id).domain = health and application(id).subdomain = diagnosis then 
situation = S12; 
 PA.S12 If term=PA and dataSource(id).domain = health and dataSource(id).subdomain = diagnosis then 
situation = S12; 
 PA.S13 If term=PA and application(id).domain = health and application(id).subdomain = pathology then 
situation = S13; 
 PA.S13 If term=PA and dataSource(id).domain = health and dataSource(id).subdomain = pathology then 
situation = S13; 
  person.S14 If term=person then situation S14; 

 

Let S be the set of possible situations si of a given term tj, thus S(tj) = {s1, …, sn}. 

Each si.(tj) is defined by a set of pairs (CEk,  Vl), where CEk is a specific contextual 

element and Vl its expected value. Thus a given si(tj) = {(CE1,  V1), …, (CEm,  Vm)}. A 

given situation si of a term tj is therefore identified when: ((CE1=V1) ^ (CE2= V2) ^ … ^ 

(CEm=Vm)) is true. Thus, the resulting meaning is si(tj).meaning.  

It means that there is a situation Si related to a term tj which is triggered when the 

conditions defined by the set of CEs presents the assigned values. CEs values are 
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obtained considering the identification (id) of data source, user and application domain 

entities captured during the process execution. As an example, consider the set of 

possible situations to each term S(tj) using the ontology instances related to patient, client 

and user terms from Figure 3.11. Thus, 

S(t1=patient)={any},  

S(t2=client)={health_insurance, psychology},  

S(t3=user)={public_health, drug_treatment}.  

In turn, the situation which identifies the client meaning is si(client), and if we are dealing 

with an application whose domain is health and sub-domain is health_insurance, the 

si(client) will be satisfied since it is defined by: 

s1.(t1=client)=((application.domain, health), (application.subdomain, health_insurance)). 

Thus, the corresponding meaning of client is patient (see Figure 3.11). 

As we can see in Table 3.3, a given situation can be identified by different 

circumstances (e.g. S4 and S7 are triggered by user or data source contextual information). 

This means that the meaning of a term is identified depending on the contextual elements 

related to the domain entity being considered. For example, when we need to identify the 

meaning of an element from a given data source schema, we use data source and schema 

CEs (dataSource, sourceSchema). 

 
Semantic-relationship derivation rules 

Semantic relationships between terms can be inferred from the context ontology using 

the declared meanings of the terms involved. We presented in Table 2.1 semantic 

relationships which may occur between terms from a given vocabulary. Synonymy,  

homonymy and is-a relationships, for example, are used for meaning interpretation in the 

schema integration process. In our case, the terms patient and user can be considered 

synonyms in a certain situation (exemplified in Section 3.3.3). We have considered that 

semantic relationships are also dependent on the situation and in this case, the term’s 

meaning has to be taken into account in the related situation. For this reason, the semantic 

relationship is established between two specific situations from a given term. Table 3.4 

shows the definition of synonymy, homonymy and is-a rules and the corresponding OWL 

representation.  
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Table 3.4 – Semantic relationship derivation rules  

Relationship type OWL representation Derivation rule 

Synonymy  
(two different terms 
with the same meaning) 

 isEquivalentTo  
 OWL: sameAs;   

 

If meaning.(terml.Si) = meaning.(termm.Sj) then 
 (terml.Si) isEquivalentTo (termm.Sj); 
Example: user.S7 isEquivalentOf patient.S9; 

Homonymy  
(a same term having 
different meanings) 
 

 isIncompatibleWith  
 OWL: differentFrom;  

 

If terml = termm and meaning.(terml.Si) # 
meaning.(termm.Sj) then  (terml.Si) isIncompatibleWith 
(termm.Sj);  
Example: user.S isIncompatibleWith user.S ; is-a  

(a term is a sub-class of 
another) 

 isA  
 OWL: subClassOf. 

 

If meaning.(terml.Si) = meaning.(termm.Sj) and (termm.Sj) 
hasParent (termn.Sk) then (terml.Si) isA (termn.Sk); 
Example: user.S7 isA person.S14; 

 
 

3.3.3 Application scenario 

To illustrate context reasoning we present, in the following, instance values used to 

deduce term meaning in three different cases which are important to name resolution: 

acronym and abbreviation expansion, term sense disambiguation and mediation schema 

element naming. The diagrams were constructed using instances from the context 

ontology. 

Acronym and abbreviation expansion 

Suppose we need to expand PA acronym which takes part of a schema element name.  

As mentioned, the acronym PA can have different meanings in different situations : i) if 

occurring in patient records can meant Paternal aunt in the context of family history; ii) 

PolyArthritis in the context of final diagnosis; or iii) it can be related to Pathological 

aspects in the context of pathology. This situations related to the different meanings of 

PA are illustrated in Figure 3.9 (excerpt of the context ontology instances).  

 

Figure 3.9 – Instances for PA acronym sense disambiguation  
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The situation that defines which meaning will be taken is established by the 

respective user-defined rules: S11, S12 and S13 (Table 3.3). Those situations are 

characterized by application (domain and sub-domain) and data source (domain and sub-

domain) CEs.  

 
Term sense disambiguation  

To illustrate term sense disambiguation, we have considered the case of the term user, 

which is used in different domains (e.g. computing and health). User in the health 

domain, may present different meanings, for instance: i) user as a patient of the Brazilian 

public health system; and ii) user as a patient in drug treatment. In turn, in the computing 

domain user can assume the meaning of a user of computer systems. The possible 

meanings of the  user term contained in the context ontology are illustrated in Figure 3.10. 

The situations that define the proper meaning in health domain are represented by the 

user-defined rules: S6, S7 and S8 (Table 3.3). The triggered rule indicates the meaning that 

should be used. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.10 – User term and related situations  and meanings 
 

Naming of mediation schema elements 

The final mediation schema includes a set of elements resulting from the integration 

of elements from the underlying data source schemas. Suppose we need to name the 

entity resulting from the integration of the data source entities: patient, user and client 

(whose common meaning is patient). Figure 3.11 illustrates the existing applications and 

the respective contextual elements of domain and sub-domain of each one. This figure 
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also distinguishes the situations in which patient, user and client are often used (e.g. 

client is used in the situation of health insurance applications). In this case, the selection 

of the adequate name is based on application and user CEs which will trigger the 

respective user-defined rule. The situations that define the proper term are represented by 

the rules: S3, S4, S7 and S9 (Table 3.3). Client, for instance, can assume different meanings 

in the health domain (e.g. a patient in psychotherapy counseling and a patient in health 

insurance applications). In turn, the term patient has the same meaning in any situation 

and then, it can be used by any kind of application. On the other hand, if the application 

sub-domain is health insurance then the name selected should be client. In this case, we 

can obtain as a result two possible situations: patient and client. The specific situation 

(client) should be preferred to the generic one (patient).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.11 – Application CEs with patient, client and user situations  

 

Finally, the element naming selection may also be based on user CEs (Figure 3.12) 

using the same context reasoning mechanism and the definition rules S5, S7 and S9.  
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Figure 3.12 – User CEs for naming a final element in the mediation schema 

 
 

3.3.4 Context acquisition 

Low-level context is acquired by configuring the elements that participate in the 

information integration environment  (Chapter 4). As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, these 

elements are represented in the context ontology as domain entities (data sources, users, 

applications, procedure, association and data). Each domain entity is described by a set of 

CEs which are mostly static information. For instance, when a given source is configured 

by the DBA (Database Administrator), its necessary settings are registered (e.g. source 

type, region and domain). Exceptions are made to the CEs that are dynamically acquired 

(e.g. data source availability used in query processing).  

Schema and data information and the related CEs (that are also low-level contexts) 

are acquired through an automatic process which extracts schema information to be used 

in the information integration environment, and consequently, is used to populate the 

context ontology. Both data and schema information need to reflect data source changes. 

The process for managing data and schema evolution is not included in our work.  

Association CEs, on the one hand, are low-level contexts since they can be used to 

deduce other context information. On the other hand, they can be thought as high- level 

contexts since they can be deduced from other context information. For example, 

mappings and semantic relationships can be generated as a result of the schema 

integration process and also can be used to infer novel context information.  Procedure 

CEs are configured by the programmer which informs the necessary instances of CEs to 

provide the contextualization of processes during execution (e.g. query processing CEs).  
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As mentioned, vocabulary information is extracted from the domain ontology and is 

initially included in the classes and properties classified under a “generic” situation   (i.e. 

meaning, semantic class, lexical formats and semantic relationships) (Figure 3.5). This 

semantic information is obtained from the domain ontology without the notion of 

situation (represented in this CE by the situation class). However, this information is 

incrementally updated with the specific conditions and their related semantic information.  

Finally, the user-defined context rules can be manually coded by a DBA who is 

familiar with the application domain, and thus will be able to use generic and domain-

specific knowledge to develop situation definition-rules. However, this is a simple 

process since a given situation is defined by a set of CEs and the respective values. In 

fact, this knowledge will be augmented and reused with the continued use of the context 

ontology by the process of schema integration.    

3.4 Implementation issues 

The context ontology was encoded in OWL DL using Protégé 3.226. The resulting 

ontology has been imported by Jena27 which allows to reason about user-defined rules. 

These production-rules complement the constraints associated to the CEs (defined in the 

context ontology) defining the situations which activate term meaning. Also, in order to 

provide access to the context ontology information we have used W3C/SPARQL query 

language 28. Vocabulary information has been acquired from UMLS 2007AC files29.     

The proposed schema integration process retrieves the necessary semantic 

information using a set of primitives such as: i) check if a given term is contained in the 

ontology; ii) recover the existing syntactical similar terms from a given term; iii) obtain 

the existing semantic relationships between two given terms; and iv) obtain the possible 

existing situations in order to represent a number of synonym terms. The execution of the 

primitives is controlled by Jena. Figure 3.13 illustrates the tools used to implement the 

context ontology and its access by the schema integration process.   

 

 

                                                 
26 Protégé 3.2 beta-version, protege.stanford.edu/ 
27 Jena, jena.sourceforge.net/ 
28 SPARQL Query Language, www.w3.org/TR/2006/WD-rdf-sparql-query-20061004/ 
29 UMLS 2007AC. www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/ 
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Figure 3.13 – The prototype implementation of the context ontology 
 

3.5 Concluding remarks 

This chapter presented the proposed context ontology designed to provide semantic 

information for name resolution in schema integration. The context information is 

modeled within the ontology using domain entities and contextual elements as suggested 

by Vieira et al. [Vieira et al., 2007]. This notion of context differs from other works 

which relate context to fragments or pieces of the structures used to represent information 

(e.g. from the graphs that represent data source schemas), considering each fragment or 

even schema as a given context [Giunchiglia et al., 2005; Madhavan et al., 2001; Do et 

al., 2002]. These structures allow identifying the context to which an element belongs. 

Otherwise, domain elements and contextual elements used in our work allow involving a 

larger number of context issues relating elements from an information integration 

environment. Although the ontology has the initial purpose of supporting name resolution 

in schema integration (within the scope of this work), it includes more general domain 

entities and contextual elements with the aim of allowing further extensions and 

providing contextual information for the purpose of data integration.  

Many context-based approaches which address information integration use the 

notions of local and global contexts [Goh et al., 1997; Stuckenschmidt et al., 2000; 

Masood et al., 2003; Ram et al., 2004]. The former describes the local semantics and the 

latter defines the semantic understanding that have to be shared among the underlying 

data sources, peers or nodes. In this case, the information integration is achieved by 

adapting local and global semantics using their contexts. Differently, we did not define 

specific contexts to describe local and global semantics. Instead, the context ontology 

defines a knowledge model shared by every element of the information integration 

environment. However, we can distinguish in the ontology: data source contexts (which 
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represent, certainly, local semantics) and user and application contexts (representing 

global semantics). Masood et al. for example, have mapped schema elements to concepts 

that describe the intrinsic semantics (local semantics). They consider the intrinsic 

semantics representing the local context, which is mapped to the global semantics 

(extrinsic semantics). In fact, it considers the local one as a context- free semantics. 

Distinctly, we argue that context needs to be taken into account even in local semantics 

(i.e. in a same node or data source we can have meaning misunderstandings which can be 

solved by context information). 

The use of context in sense disambiguation of schema element names is illustrated in 

the works of [Rodriguez-Gianolli et al., 2001; Masood et al., 2003; Kashyap et al., 

1996b]. The former is DIXSE which associates a given context to a conceptual schema 

used to define meaning, interpretation or intended use of the data sources [Rodriguez-

Gianolli et al., 2001]. The work of Kashyap et al. is the most similar to ours in terms of 

context representation. It defines: i) metadata-contexts (m-contexts) to capture 

information content about the underlying data sources; and, ii) conceptual-contexts (c-

contexts) using terms from a domain-specific ontology characterizing contextual 

descriptions. Semantic interoperability between contexts is maintained by using 

terminological relationships among terms from different ontologies [Kashyap et al., 

1996b]. Besides, it represents context as a set of context coordinates and their respective 

values, similar to our contextual elements. The context coordinates, however, are more 

general than ours, and relate characteristics of a given entity and possible values 

(extracted manually from an ontology).  

In terms of the scope of the modeled contextual information, we present more 

similarity with Turley et al. and Ram et al. [Turley et al., 2004; Ram et al., 2004]. The 

former relates the contextual information necessary to improve data integration in 

healthcare applications defining five main types of context. The latter, proposed SCROL 

which provides constructs and definitions to represent data- and schema-level conflicts 

between original and target contexts. Our work, however, have discussed more deeply the 

use of context in element sense disambiguation, which was reflected in the context 

model.  
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Chapter 4 

Information Integration Environment 
 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the information integration environment for which the schema 

integration process and its related name  resolution approach were proposed. The 

proposed schema integration process was developed for the Integra system [Lóscio, 

2003], whose main features are briefly described in the following sections. Integra’s 

architecture and the X-Entity conceptual model have been extended in order to handle 

semantics in the proposed schema integration process. The overall steps of the proposed 

schema integration process are also summarized in this chapter. However, the complete 

detailing and formalization of each step is presented in the following chapters.  

Lóscio defines a set of correspondence assertions, which describe the existing 

mappings between schema mediation elements and the corresponding elements from data 

source schemas [Lóscio, 2003]. In our work, the same formalism defined by Lóscio is 

used, but it is called “inter-schema mappings”. These correspondence assertions are 

briefly described in Section 4.5.  

4.2 System architecture overview  

Integra is a mediator-based system for information integration which uses XML 

Schema30 as the internal standard representation for the native data source schemas. 

Integra has a hybrid architecture which is able  to execute virtual and materialized queries 

and also uses a cache in order to answer the most frequently asked queries [Lóscio, 2003; 

Batista, 2003]. Its architecture is based on GAV (Global-as-view) approach [Levy, 2000], 

allowing user applications to be isolated from the complexities of data integration. This 

system also addresses problems related to the generation and maintenance of the 

mediation schema [Lóscio, 2003]. Integra original architecture was organized in four 

main spaces as shown in Figure 4.1 and described below. 

                                                 
30 W3C XML Schema - www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-0/ 
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Figure 4.1 – Integra architecture (Lóscio) 

Common core : this space feeds the Mediator generation and maintenance space with 

information about data source schemas, while receiving data source queries from the data 

integration space and answering them. 

Data integration: the main component of this  space is the mediator, which is responsible 

for restructuring and merging data from autonomous data sources and for providing an 

integrated view of distributed data using XML. The other components are used to 

improve the overall query response time.  

Mediator generation and maintenance : this space is responsible by the generation and 

maintenance of the mediator, i.e., it generates and maintains the consistency of the 

mappings between the mediation and data source schemas, which are used during user 

query execution.  

User space: this space contains the User Requirements Manager, which offers an 

interface for the definition of users’ requirements. Furthermore, it is responsible for 

notifying the Mediation Queries Maintainer about changes in user requirements.  
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In order to provide a high- level abstraction for the information described in an XML 

Schema, the definition of a conceptual data model, called X-Entity, was required [Lóscio 

et al., 2003]. This conceptual model is used to represent data source as well as mediation 

schemas.  

4.3 The X-Entity Conceptual Model 

The X-Entity is a conceptual data model designed for representing XML schemas 

[Lóscio et al., 2003]. Every local data source schema, independently of its native model, 

is represented in XML Schema, preprocessed and converted into an X-Entity schema. 

The X-Entity was proposed as an extension to the ER Model [Chen, 1976]. The main 

concept of the X-Entity model is the entity type, which represents the structure of XML 

elements that are composed of sub-elements and their attributes. In the X-Entity model, 

relationship types represent (element, element) and (element, sub-element) relationships, 

named refers and contains respectively.  

The X-Entity also extends the ER graphical representation where entities are 

represented by rectangular boxes, attributes by ovals attached to their entity, and 

relationships by diamond-shaped boxes (Figure 4.2). In X-Entity diagrams, distinct 

representations are used to connect attributes to their corresponding entities: dotted lines 

are used for optional and ticked lines for required attributes. Relationships in X-Entity 

diagrams are represented by diamond-shaped boxes labeled with either contains or refers. 

Finally, a disjunction constraint in an X-Entity diagram is represented by an arc, which 

traverses the attributes or relationships involved in the constraint definition. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 – Example of an X-Entity schema graphical representation 
 

In the X-Entity schema depicted in Figure 4.2 we can identify: 

− Entities: doctor, office_visit, patient; 
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− Relationships: contains (office_visit contains doctor and office_visit contains patient); 

− Attributes of the doctor entity: doc_reg (key), doc_name, doc_specialty (optional) and 

doc_phone (multivalued); 

− Attributes of the patient entity: pat_number (key), pat_name, age, mother_name and 

health_insurance (optional); 

− Attributes of the office_visit entity: date (key), time, history and diag_code (optional). 

The X-Entity conceptual model allows the representation of hierarchical structures of 

XML Schemas, transforming them into a flat representation, which clearly sets out the 

entities and their relationships. This format focuses on the semantically relevant concepts, 

while masking the complexity of the structure details.   

4.3.1 Basic concepts of the X-Entity conceptual model 

The complete formalism used to construct X-Entity schemas has been described in 

[Lóscio, 2003]. The basic concepts and processes related to the X-Entity model and 

adopted by this work are reproduced below: X-Entity schema, entity type, relationship 

type, disjunction constraints, preprocessing step and X-Entity pre-defined tags. An X-

Entity schema S is denoted by S = (E, R), where E is a set of entity types and R is a set of 

relationship types.  

The entity type is denoted by an entity name, a set of attributes and a set of 

disjunction constraints. Thus, an entity type E is denoted by E ({A1, …An}, {R1, …, Rm}, 

{D1, …, Dk}), where: 

− E is the entity name;  

− {A1, …An} is a set of attributes of the entity E; 

− {R1, …, Rn} is a set of relationships of the entity E; 

− {D1, …, Dn} is a set of disjunction constraints. 

The relationship type establishes an association between two entity types. The X-

Entity represents containment and reference relationships. A containment relationship 

between two entities E1 and E2 establishes that each instance of E1 contains instances of 

E2. Likewise, a reference relationship specifies that the entity E1 refers to the entity E2.  
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A disjunction constraint defines that an instance of the entity E1 can be associated to 

only one of the concepts specified in the disjunction constraint. A disjunction constraint 

D is denoted by D ((d1, …, dn)), where di is a specified concept in the constraint, which 

may be an attribute, a containment relationship, a set of attributes or a set of containment 

relationships of E1. 

A preprocessing step modifies an XML Schema in order to remove group references, 

anonymous type definitions and irrelevant element declarations. Also, this step performs 

a renaming of conflicting element declarations. When two elements have the same 

identification but different complex types, one of them must be renamed. 

An X-Entity schema is created by submitting a preprocessed XML Schema to a set of 

conversion rules. These rules basically take into account element declarations and type 

definitions of an XML Schema and generate the corresponding conceptual elements. The 

model describes the hierarchical structure of XML Schemas using a flat representation 

that shows entities and the relationships among them and, thus, focuses on concepts 

which are semantically relevant.  

The X-Entity model provides a set of XML pre-defined tags for represent ing entities, 

attributes and relationship elements: 

− XENTITY_SCHEMA element: is the root element, composed of ENTITY, 

CONTAINMENT_RELATIONSHIP and REFERENCE_RELATIONSHIP elements; 

− ENTITY element: describes the attributes, relationships and disjunction constraints 

associated with an entity type using the ATTRIBUTE, RELATIONSHIP_NAME and 

CHOICE elements respectively; 

− CONTAINMENT_RELATIONSHIP element: is composed of two elements, 

ELEMENT_ENTITY and SUBELEMENT_ENTITY, which represent the 

participating entity types of the relationship;  

− REFERENCE_RELATIONSHIP element: is composed of two elements representing 

the participating entity types, REFERENCING_ENTITY and 

REFERENCED_ENTITY elements. Additionally, a REFERENCE_RELATIONSHIP 

has a KEY and a KEYREF elements, which specify the attributes involved in the 

reference relationship;  

− ATTRIBUTE element: represents entity attributes; 
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− RELATIONSHIP_NAME element: represents entity relationships; 

− CHOICE element: represent s disjunction constraints. 

Example1 : The following tags illustrate the structure of the “patient” entity from the X-
Entity schema represented in Figure 4.2. 
 
<ENTITY name="patient"> 
        <ATTRIBUTE name="pat_number" type="xs:integer" cardMin="1" cardMax="1" key="true"/> 
        <ATTRIBUTE name="pat_name" type="xs:string" cardMin="1" cardMax="1"/> 
        <ATTRIBUTE name="age" type="xs:integer" cardMin="1" cardMax="1"/> 
        <ATTRIBUTE name="mother_name" type="xs:string " cardMin="1" cardMax="1"/> 
        <ATTRIBUTE name="health_insurance" type="xs:string" cardMin="0" cardMax="1"/> 

<RELATIONSHIP_NAME name="office_visit_patient"/> 
 </ENTITY>.  
 
 

4.4 Extending the X-Entity Model 

In its original version the X-Entity model is able to describe the structure of the 

underlying data source schemas. We proposed an extension to the X-Entity model, the X-

Entity+, allowing to include the lexical information relevant for name resolution in the 

schema integration process. Particularly, we propose to extend only the ENTITY and 

ATTRIBUTE elements, since the relationship elements (reference or containment), are 

defined by the ent ity names involved in the relationship tag. Example1 illustrates the 

original representation of an X-Entity containment relationship. 

Example1 : The following tags reproduce the structure of a containment relationship of the 
X-Entity schema represented in Figure 4.2. This relationship involves the entities 
office_visit and patient, which have their names individually resolved. 
 
<CONTAINMENT_RELATIONSHIP name="office_visit_patient" cardMin="1" cardMax="n"> 
    <ELEMENT_ENTITY name="office_visit"/> 
    <SUBELEMENT_ENTITY name="patient"/> 
 </CONTAINMENT_RELATIONSHIP> 

 

The proposed extensions to the X-Entity model are defined below.  

Definition 4.1: X-Entity+ schema 

Let an X-Entity+ schema S+ be denoted by S+ = (E+, R), where E+ is a set of entity types 

enriched with lexical information and R is a set of relationship types. 

Definition 4.2: Entity type E+  

An extended entity type E+ is denoted by E+ ({A1
+, …, An

+}, {R1, …, Rm}, {D1, …, Dk}), 

where: 
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− E+ is the entity tag with additional lexical information;  

− {A1
+, …An

+} is the set of attributes of the entity E+, where each attribute was 

extended with the corresponding lexical information; 

− {R1, …, Rn} is the set of relationships of the entity E; 

− {D1, …, Dn} is the set of disjunction constraints. 

Definition 4.3: Lexical information declaration 

The lexical information declaration is a tuple (source_name, assigned_term, description) 

that is appended to every ENTITY and ATTRIBUTE element as an XML attribute_list of 

these elements. Thus, we have defined the following extensions:  

− source_name="ontology name": represents the source of the lexical information (e.g. 

the ontology identification); 

− assigned_term="term name": represents the final term assigned to this element; 

− description="text": represents the textual description of the term obtained from the 

ontology. 

Example2 : The following tags illustrate the structure of the “patient” entity from the 
schema of the Figure 4.2 represented in the X-Entity+ model, including the lexical 
information. 
 
<ENTITY name="patient" source_name="umls" assigned_term="patient"  
                             description="Any person who receives medical attention care or treatment” > 
      <ATTRIBUTE name="pat_number" type="xs:integer" cardMin="1" cardMax="1" key=”true” 
                              source_name="umls" assigned_term="patient number" description="patient identification"/> 
     <ATTRIBUTE name="pat_name" type="xs:string" cardMin="1" cardMax="1" source_name="umls"  
                              assigned_term="patient name" description="patient name"/> 
     <ATTRIBUTE name="age" type="xs:integer" cardMin="1" cardMax="1" source_name="umls" 
                              assigned_term="age" description="Elapsed time since birth"/> 
     <ATTRIBUTE name="mother_name" type="xs:string " cardMin="1" cardMax="1" source_name="user"  
                              assigned_term="mother name" description="the name of the patient mother"/> 
     <ATTRIBUTE name="health_insurance" type="xs:string" cardMin="0" cardMax="1" source_name="umls"  
                              assigned_term="health insurance" description="health care insurance plan" /> 
      <RELATIONSHIP_NAME name="office_visit_patient"/> 
</ENTITY 

In X-Entity+ the original conceptual model constructs were maintained. The lexical 

information is only annotated through an attribute list of the X-Entity schema elements.  

4.5 The Correspondence assertions 

The correspondence assertions were proposed to represent semantic and structural 

correspondences between elements from distinct schemas [Lóscio, 2003]. They are used 
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for representing correspondences between elements from the mediation and the data 

source schemas. The following types of correspondence assertions were defined: 

Entity correspondence assertions : specify the correspondence between two entity 

elements from two distinct schemas that are semantically similar. Example: Let E1 and E2 

be entities from the schemas S1 and S2, respectively. Then E1 ≅ E2 indicates that these 

entities are semantically equivalent ;  

Sub-Entity correspondence assertions : specify the correspondence between two sub-

entities from semantically equivalent entities. The sub-entity of an entity type E is an 

entity type E’ which is associated with E through a containment relationship R. Example: 

Let E1 ≅ E2, semantically equivalent entities. R1 is a relationship between E1 and E2, and 

R2 is a relationship between E2 and E1. Then, if E1.R1.E’ ≅ E2.R2.E’’, E’ ≅ E’’. This 

indicates that these two sub-entities are semantically equivalent; 

Attribute correspondence assertions : specify the correspondence between common 

attributes from two semantically equivalent entities. Example: Let E1 ≅ E2 represent two 

semantically equivalent entities. Then E1.A1 ≅ E2.A2 indicates that the attributes A1 and 

A2 are also semantically equivalent;  

Mapping attribute assertions : specify the correspondence between instances of 

elements from distinct data source schemas. Thus, they define a mapping between 

instances of semantically equivalent entities. Example: Let E1 ≅ E2, (A11, ..., A1n) be 

single-valued attributes of E1 and (A21, ..., A2n) single-valued attributes of E2. Then we 

may have E1.( A11, ..., A1n) ≅ E2.( A21, ..., A2n) which establishes mappings between 

corresponding instances of E1 and E2. In this case, if two instances e1 and e2 of the 

entities E1 and E2, respectively, have the same value for two semantically equivalent 

attributes, then e1 and e2 refers to the same real world object; 

Path correspondence assertions : specify special types of correspondences between 

attributes and sub-entities from semant ically equivalent entities, but that are represented 

by different structures. To define this kind of correspondence assertions, three important 

concepts needed to be defined: 

− Link: Let X1 and X2 be elements of an X-Entity schema (an element can be an entity 

type, a containment relationship type or an attribute), X1.X2 is a link if: i) X2 is an 
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attribute of the entity type X1, or ii) X1 is an entity type participating in the 

relationship type X2 (or vice-versa); 

− Path: If X1….. Xn are elements of a schema, such that ∀X1, 1≤ i ≤ n, Xi.Xi+1 is a link, 

then X1.X2… Xn is a path from X1; 

− Inverse path: If there is a path from X1 denoted by X1.X2… Xn, such that Xn is an 

entity type, then there is a path denoted by (X1.X2… Xn)-1, which is called the inverse 

path of  X1.X2… Xn. 

Let P1 and P2 be two paths: 

Path correspondence assertion1: P1 = X1.X2… Xn and P2 = Y1.Y2… Yn, where X1 ≅ Y1. The 

correspondence assertion P1 ≅ P2 specifies that the entity types Xn and  Yn are semantically 

equivalent; 

Path correspondence assertion2: P1 = X1.X2… Xn.A and P2 = Y1.Y2… Yn.A’, where X1 ≅ Y1. 

The correspondence assertion P1 ≅ P2 specifies that the attribute A of the entity type Xn 

and the attribute A’ of the entity type Yn are semantically equivalent; 

Path correspondence assertion3: P1 = X1.X2… Xn and P2 = (Y1.Y2… Yn)-1, where X1 ≅ Yn. 

The correspondence assertion P1 ≅ P2 specifies that the types Xn and Y1 are semantically 

equivalent; and 

Path correspondence assertion4: P1 = X1.X2… Xn.A and P2 = (Y1.Y2… Yn)-1.A’, where X1 ≅ 

Yn. The correspondence assertion P1 ≅ P2 specifies that the attribute A of the entity type Xn 

and the attribute A’ of the entity type Y1 are semantically equivalent. 

Attribute derivation path: let a path assertion be E.A ≅ P.A’, where A and A’ are 

attributes, P is the path and P = (Y1.Y2.....Yn) or P = (Y1.Y2.....Yn)-1. Then P.A’ is a 

derivation path of the attribute A of the entity E. This correspondence assertion allows 

correspondences to be assigned between attributes with different structures; and 

Entity derivation path: let a path assertion be E.R.E’ ≅ P, where R is a relationship, E 

and E’ are entities and P = Y1.Y2......E” or P = (E”. Y2 ........Yn) -1, indicate that P is a 

derivation path of the entity E’. This correspondence assertion allows correspondences to 

be established between entities represented by different structures. 

Table 4.1 exemplifies the generated correspondence assertions between the data 

source schemas S1 and S2 depicted in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.  
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Figure 4.3 – X-Entity schema of the data source  (S2) 

 

Table 4.1 – Correspondence assertions between S1 and S2 schemas 

Entity correspondence assertions  
client2 ≅ patient1 
consultation2 ≅ office_visit1 
physician2 ≅ doctor1 
Sub-entity correspondence assertions 
consultation2.consultation2_physician2.physician2 ≅ office_visit1.office_visit1_doctor1.doctor1 
consultation2.consultation2_client2.client2 ≅ office_visit1.office_visit1_ patient1.patient1 
Attribute correspondence assertions  
client2.number2 ≅ patient1.pat_number1 
client2.name2 ≅ patient1.pat_name1 
client2.birthday2 ≅ patient1.age1 
client2.health_insurance2 ≅ patient1.health_insurance1 
consultation2.date2 ≅ office_visit1.date1 
consultation2.time2 ≅ office_visit1.time1 
consultation2.history2 ≅ office_visit1.history1 
physician2.registration_number2 ≅ doctor1.doc_reg1 
physician2.name2 ≅ doctor1.doc_name1 
physician2.specialty2 ≅ doctor1.doc_specialty1 
physician2.phone_number2 ≅ doctor1.doc_phone1 
Mapping attribute correspondence assertions   
client2.(number2) ≅ patient1.(pat_number1)  
client2.(name2) ≅ patient1.(pat_name1) 
client2.(birthday2) ≅ patient1.(age1) 
client2.(health_insurance2) ≅ patient1.(health_insurance1)           
consultation2.(date2)  ≅ office_visit1.(date1) 
consultation2.(time2)  ≅ office_visit1.(time1) 
consultation2.(history2)  ≅ office_visit1.(history1) 
physician2.(registration_number2) ≅ doctor1.(doc_reg1) 
physician2.(name2) ≅ doctor1.(doc_name1) 
physician2.(specialty2) ≅ doctor1.(doc_specialty1) 
physician2.(phone_number2) ≅ doctor1.(doc_phone1) 
Path correspondence assertions  
consultation2.consultation2_diagnosis2.diagnosis2.code2 ≅ office_visit1.diag_code1 
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4.6 The revised system architecture 

The Integra system has been extended to handle domain and contextual knowledge, in 

order to provide semantic resolution of data source element names. For this purpose, a 

new space, called Ontology Space, has been included in the system architecture to 

provide semantic information to the other modules. The Mediator Generation and 

Maintenance Space has also been extended with three new modules: Lexical Schema 

Enrichment, Semantic Element Clustering and Mediation Schema Generation. Figure 4.4 

illustrates the revised architecture with the new modules represented in gray color. The 

following paragraphs describe the main modules of the architecture that deals specifically 

with mediation schema generation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 – The revised system architecture  
 

Ontology Space: this space provides the ontological elements necessary for semantic 

clarification of data source schema elements (i.e. domain-specific and contextual 

ontological elements). The domain ontology plays the role of a reference vocabulary 

shared by the data sources. Thus, it provides semantic information to interpret the 

meaning of schema elements, as well as data source instances (which lies beyond the 

scope of this work). As data sources belong to the same knowledge domain the system 

uses a single shared vocabulary or domain ontology. Additionally, the system is able to 

include the local terminology, which contains terms related to the domain that were not 
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originally in the domain ontology. These terms are provided by users during system 

execution. This way, the shared vocabulary will increase as the system is used. The 

context ontology contains domain-specific and contextual knowledge  used for 

establishing particular senses of data source schema elements. In this light, domain-

specific information is extracted from the domain ontology and is stored in the context 

ontology. From now on, we may refer as ontology to the context ontology, which in fact 

includes both contextual and domain-specific information. Thus, the system obtains 

domain-specific and contextual knowledge by using the ontology in every step of the 

schema integration process, thereby helping to solve syntactic, structural and semantic 

conflicts which occur with regard to schema element names.  

Lexical schema enrichment : this module is responsible for the normalization of the 

element names of the data source schemas, in order to make them suitable for processing 

by the remaining steps of the schema integration process. Besides a set of orthographical 

adjustments, the normalization routine includes the spell-check and the expansion of 

abbreviated terms that compound an element name (usually used as prefix or suffix) 

which are executed through a linguistic matching operation. This process matches data 

source schema elements (entities and attributes) with ontological terms. The matching 

operation aims to find the adequate ontology term to replace the abbreviated term which 

is annotated in the corresponding data source schema element. The schema enriched with 

lexical information extracted from the ontology is stored in the DSKB (Data Source 

Knowledge Base). 

Semantic element clustering : this module has as its main function to unify semantically 

similar schema elements. Each element has a meaning that is related to some “ontology 

term”. Elements with the same meaning are grouped forming a cluster. Each cluster 

represents a semantic concept (correctly interpreted regarding domain and contextual 

information). The clustering process generates a Set of semantic clusters which are 

maintained in the MKB (Mediator Knowledge Base). Preliminary mapping information 

between clusters and data source schema elements is also produced by this module.  

Mediation schema generation: According to the users’ requirements, this module 

produces the mediation entities, attributes and relationships based on the set of semantic 

clusters produced by the previous module. The preliminary mapping information 

produced by the previous module is transformed into effective inter-schema mappings 

(between mediation and local data source schemas) which will be used during the 
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mediation queries generation. Domain and contextual information are used to find the 

appropriate names for designating (enumerate) the elements of the mediation schema and 

for providing additional information to establish inter-schema mappings which can not be 

obtained directly from the set of semantic clusters. The produced mediation schema is 

stored in the MKB. 

The schema integration process related to the new modules described is detailed in 

the following section.  

4.7 The proposed schema integration process 

This process focuses on the semantic resolution of naming conflicts which may occur 

between elements from data source schemas: entities, attributes and relationships. These 

elements are named according to a corporate style and usually contain special characters, 

punctuation, acronyms, abbreviation, different cases, and so forth. A spell-check routine 

is thus required to adapt original element names in order to make them “processable”. 

Nevertheless, element names can be quite dissimilar, since the same element can be 

named differently in schemas from distinct data sources (synonymy). Conversely, the 

same name can be used to designate different elements (homonymy). These situations 

require a task to disambiguate the meaning of element names from the data source 

schemas in order to generate the corresponding inter-schema mappings. In addition, the 

generation of the resulting mediation schema needs to address existing syntactical and 

structural conflicts too.  

The proposed schema integration process generates the mediation schema using a 

bottom-up approach considering the overall elements of schemas from the underlying 

data sources. Hence, the user requirements are considered only at the end of the process 

to make the necessary adaptations onto the mediation schema. The process also employs 

string-based and language-based (tokenization and elimination) techniques to preprocess 

the schema element names in their original spelling. The schema matching approach is 

based on schema- and element- level information to carry out linguistic comparisons 

between elements from data source schemas and auxiliary sources of information 

(domain-specific thesaurus, previous matching information and historical results of 

anterior mediation schema generated).   
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4.7.1 Process description 

The proposed process receives native schemas from the local data sources represented 

in the internal common model (X-Entity). The schema is submitted to a spell-check 

(normalization) routine which makes orthographical adjustment s over their element 

names. This constitutes the Lexical Schema Enrichment sub-process (1) which produces a 

set of enriched schemas with lexical information about each schema element. This way, 

these enriched elements are in an appropriate format and contain the necessary lexical 

information to the execution of the further operations from the schema integration 

process. The next sub-process, the Semantic Element Clustering (2), classifies the 

elements from the data source schemas in semantically related clusters. The Set of 

Semantic Clusters is the basis for the Mediation Schema Generation (3). This sub-process 

analyses the Set of Semantic Clusters producing the mediation schema represented in X-

Entity+ and the set of inter-schema mappings (between mediation and data source schema 

elements). This sub-process also deals with basic syntactical and structural issues. The 

steps of the overall process are represented in Figure 4.5.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5 – The proposed schema integration Process 

 

As mentioned before, each sub-process of the schema integration makes use of some 

contextual and domain information. This information is extracted just in time from the 
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context ontology, whose taxonomy represents the context and the domain information 

useful for schema integration (see Section 3.3).  

Figure 4.6 illustrates the interaction of the main elements involved in the proposed 

schema integration process: i) the vocabulary providing domain information to the 

context ontology; ii) data source schemas stored in the DSKB receiving lexical 

information provided by the context ontology to enrich their schemas; iii) the context  

ontology and its main domain entities; and iv) the mediator knowledge base which 

maintains the semantic clusters, the mediation schema and the inter-schema mappings 

which are generated using the semantic information provided by the context ontology.   

The three steps of the schema integration process: (i) Lexical Schema Enrichment; (ii) 

Semantic Element Clustering; and, (iii) Mediation Schema Generation, are described in 

the following chapters.  

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6 – The context ontology and the elements of the schema integration process 
 

4.7.2 An application scenario 

This section presents an application scenario to better illustrate the schema integration 

process and its name resolution approach. This scenario consists in a second-opinion 

application system which allows members from healthcare staff to work in a 

collaborative way sharing information for discussing diagnosis of patients. The medical 

information is kept by each health institution and can be shared through an information 

integration system. Suppose we need to integrate information from three medical data 

sources belonging to health institutions which are members from this collaborative 

service: data source (S1), data source (S2) and data source (S3). 

Data source (S1) contains medical data from a private health organization, data source 

(S2) is used by a health insurance company to verify the medical attending of their clients 
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and data source (S3) belongs to a public health institution. These data sources present 

usual semantic conflicts and additionally, the ones that arise from their very nature (e.g. 

private x public, clinical x business). For instance, patients in public institutions 

(belonging to the Brazilian Public Health System) are often called “users”. In this case, 

the integration of the entities “patient” and “user” needs to take into account this 

particular contextual information. Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.7 present the diagrams of X-

Entity schemas of data sources (S1), (S2) and (S3), respective ly. 

This application scenario is used to illustrate each sub-process of the overall schema 

integration process, which are detailed in the following chapters. The proposed schema 

integration process and the name resolution approach are supposed to address a number 

of semantic and structural conflicts presented in these schemas which are exemplified in 

Table 4.2.  

Table 4.2 – Semantic and structural conflicts at schema-level  

Conflict type  Examples from data source schemas (S1), (S2), (S3)   
Naming conflicts user/patient (synonymy); name (patient)/name (doctor) (homonymy) 
Schema isomorphism  conflicts patient/user (entities with different number of attributes) 
Generalization conflicts health_professional/doctor  
Aggregation conflicts medical-record/office-visit/treatment 
Attribute-Entity conflicts attribute diag_code of the entity office_visit /diagnosis  entity 
Attribute concatenation conflicts patient.name = user.(last-name, first-name )  

 

Data source (S1), data source (S2) and data source (S3) schemas also provide examples 

of attribute names to test the normalization routine, such as diag-cod, PMH (Past medical 

History), cns-number, lic or pat-number. These examples allow employing tokenization 

and elimination techniques besides term expansion (i.e. dealing with acronyms and 

abbreviations). 

 

 

  

 

 

Figure 4.7 – Data source schema (S3) 
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4.8 Implementation issues 

The steps of the schema integration process are implemented in Java  programming 

language version 1.531. Particular implementation issues related to each process step, as 

well as its current stage of development, is detailed in the corresponding chapters. As 

mentioned in Chapter 3, the reasoning and access to the context ontology content is 

provided by Jena, a framework for developing Semantic Web applications. Ontology 

search operations were carried out using W3C/SPARQL query language, which allows 

queries the ontology inferred model produced by Jena. Ontology search operations are 

used in all process steps to obtain the necessary semantic information.  

4.9 Concluding remarks 

This chapter described the information integration environment to which the schema 

integration process and the name resolution approach were proposed for. The information 

integration environment is the Integra system, a mediator-based information integration 

system which adopts the GAV approach. Besides, this system uses XML as a common 

data model for data exchange and integration, which allows integrating information from 

structured and semi-structured data sources. This chapter also presented X-Entity, a 

conceptual data model proposed for represent ing data source and mediation schemas in 

Integra [Lóscio, 2003].  

We have decided to take advantage of using the X-Entity model to represent data 

source and mediation schemas. As X-Entity isolates each entity and its attributes, this 

property facilitates the task of name resolution. We have proposed the X-Entity+ 

extension in order to enrich element descriptions with corresponding lexical information 

acquired from the context ontology.  

The system architecture was extended to support the schema integration process 

tackling name resolution issues. The extended architecture described has included a new 

ontology space which represents the source of semantic information, providing domain 

and contextua l knowledge to the other modules of the system.  

An overview of the overall sub-processes of the proposed schema integration process 

was described in this chapter. This process focuses on the semantic resolution of naming 

                                                 
31 Java programming language, version 1.5, java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/ 
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conflicts which may occur in elements from data source schemas: entities, attributes and 

relationships. The schema integration process includes three sub-processes: (i) Lexical 

Schema Enrichment; (ii) Semantic Element Clustering; and, (iii) Mediation Schema 

Generation, described in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 5 
 

Lexical Schema Enrichment  
 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the Lexical Schema Enrichment step of the schema integration 

process proposed in Chapter 4. As mentioned, the schema enrichment step aims to 

normalize the names of schema elements, thereby allowing for further semantic 

processing.  Data source schema elements are labeled following no standards or according 

to corporate rules. Thus, the Lexical enrichment step includes:  

− a preprocessing routine to deal with special characters, punctuation, different cases, 

and so forth; and,  

− a spell-check routine to correct misspelling problems and to expand abbreviations and 

acronyms.  

As a result, an enriched schema is produced containing the normalized schema element 

and the related lexical information. The lexical information is acquired from the context 

ontology presented in Chapter 3. 

The preprocessing step is based on tokenization (breaking the full name down into 

individual tokens) and elimination (e.g. removing special characters and disregarding 

stop-words). Stop-words are maintained in a list of words to be filtered out prior to 

further processing of the element names.  

The spell-check step is achieved by performing a language-based matching which 

aims to find syntactically similar vocabulary terms to a given schema element name. This 

matching operation employs schema information at the element-level and also uses the 

context ontology as auxiliary source of domain and contextual information. Roughly 

speaking, this operation is carried out using the following mechanisms: i) ontology 

classification methods; ii) syntactic-based matching; and, iii) rule-based reasoning. 

Ontology classification, in this process, is used in a twofold purpose: it confirms the 

correct spelling of an element name and finds the expanded form in the case of 

abbreviations and acronyms (which are already represented in the ontology). 
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Classification, however, requires that the element names are written exactly as in the 

ontology. Otherwise, a string-based matching algorithm is used to find misspelled or 

abbreviated names. This may give rise to more than one result (i.e. it may find more than 

one syntactically similar term). In this case, the most similar term is selected on the basis 

of a degree of similarity. The similarity of names is measured by means of string-distance 

methods [Navarro, 2001; Hall et al., 1980; Bilenko et al., 2003]. Furthermore, syntactic 

matching results can be filtered using lexical and schematic heuristic-rules (Section 5.2). 

The proposed Lexical Schema Enrichment process is detailed in Section 5.3 including 

its main steps and routines involved. In this section we also discuss the employed string-

distance metric and its characteristics in compliance with the process requirements. 

Section 5.4 exemplifies the enrichment process execution. Implementation issues are 

presented in Section 5.5. Section 5.6 discusses related work and concluding remarks. 

5.2 Basic assumptions 

In our work, a data source schema is a structured set of elements (entities, attributes 

and relationships) described using the X-Entity conceptual model [Lóscio et al., 2003]. In 

the X-Entity model, each element is identified by a name which is supposed to maintain a 

direct relation with its meaning (e.g. patient or pat_address). We considered that an 

element name is composed of a  sequence of individual tokens separated by special 

characters and other less important tokens for the establishment of the element meaning 

(stop words), such as articles, prepositions and pronouns. Schema element names should 

follow the format defined below.  

The name of a schema element is contained in the  name attribute tag of an X-Entity 

element. This name is composed of a token list illustrated using a BNF32 notation: 

<element_name> ::= <token-list> 
<token_list> ::= <token> | <token> <separator> <token> | <token_list> 
<token> ::= <NL_word> | <set_characters> 
<NL_word> ::=  <NL_word_normalized> | <NL_word_inflected> | <NL_word_misspelled> 
<separator> ::=  <hyphen> | <underscore>  |  “ “ 
<set_characters> ::=  <alphabet_character> | <special_characters> | <set_characters> 
<special_characters> ::= <punctuation> | < * > | < # > | < $ > 
<punctuation> ::= < , > | < . > | < : > | < ; > 
 

                                                 
32 Backus-Naur Form 
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Thus, a token may be an English word of any syntactical category (e.g. artic le, 

pronoun, preposition, conjunction, noun, adjective or verb). This word may be written in 

a normalized or inflected form (e.g. plural, singular, acronym or abbreviation) or even 

may be a misspelled word. Occasionally, tokens may include some special characters.  

Example1 : the name <pat_address> has two tokens: pat and address. They are linked by 
the character “_“ which needs to be removed by the preprocessing routine. The pat token 
is thereafter expanded to patient. 
 

Lexical schema enrichment produces data source schemas enriched with lexical 

information and represented in X-Entity+ (defined in Section 4.4). As mentioned in that 

section, only the ENTITY and ATTRIBUTE element tags were extended. The 

RELATIONSHIP_NAME element tag is represented by its related entity names in X-

Entity+.  

 
Lexical and schematic heuristics 

Lexical heuristic-rules are used aiming at diminishing the range of syntactic-matching 

results employed to resolve tokens which are misspelled or abbreviated. Considering we 

are dealing with element labels written in English language, we can observe that:  

− Entity and attribute labels are usually composed of nouns and adjectives. Most of them, 

however, are composed of nouns. In the case of element labels, we can consider English 

adjectives to be used as attributes, which often precede the noun they modify 33;  

− In conceptual models, relationships are usually associated with verbs (e.g. in ER model)  

[Chen, 1976; Storey, 1993]. However, in our conceptual model (X-Entity), relationships 

are identified by the names of the related entities. We can thus assume that relationships 

formed by nouns and adjectives also follow the same rules for entities and attributes 

discussed above;  

− Entity and attribute labels may be represented as lexical variants, which should be 

handled in such a way as to ensure adequate treatment for terms and their inflected forms. 

In our work, we have considered only number inflections, since gender inflections are 

rare in the English language in general (e.g. those affecting pronouns such as he/she, 

his/her, him/her). Hence, plural variants are being handled in the same way of the 

normalized term (in the singular form) and, likewise, spelling variation inflections (e.g. 

                                                 
33 Attribute adjectives, Easy English Grammar Guide. www.answers.com/topic/adjective 
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linoleic acid and linolic acid). Lexical variants represented in the context ontology are 

acquired from the UMLS;  

− Abbreviations and acronyms are usually employed as suffix and prefix in labeling 

schema elements. UMLS solves a broad number of biomedical term abbreviations which 

can be extracted and represented in the context ontology. They may be handled as lexical 

variants since they are related to a normalized term; and  

− There are lexical categories that are less important for establishing the meaning of 

element names. Such categories (for example, articles and adverbs) can be disregarded 

and maintained in a list of stop words. 

 

Likewise, schematic  heuristic-rules can be used to derive complimentary semantic 

information in order to assist in the search operation of a given element name in the 

ontology. CEs related to data source schemas (i.e. schemaElement: entity, attribute and 

relationship) can be used by simple heuristic-rules in the disambiguation of terms found in 

search operations. For example, the information about other related entities in a data source 

schema may be used to find out the correct name of a given entity in the ontology. A related 

entity in the schema, for example, may be a parent, a child, a sibling or may have a part-of 

relationship with the given entity. For instance, suppose we want to find the expanded name 

of an entity designated doc. Its data source schema presents two related entities named: 

medical_record and patient. These entities may be used to obtain semantic surround 

information to assist the expansion of the doc entity. The ontology may be searched for the 

semantic relationships of the medical_record and patient entities in which can be found out 

semantic similarities with the doc entity. On the other hand, the attribute list of a given entity 

can be used to capture related semantic information from the ontology and then to establish 

similarity with a given entity name. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 contain a number of schematic 

information which can be used in resolving names of entity and attributes in the spell-check 

or acronym and abbreviation expansion. The first column of each table relates the schema 

information which can be used to search in the ontology for semantic auxiliary information 

(second column). 
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Table 5.1 – Schematic heuristic information to resolve entity names 

Complimentary schema information Available ontology resources 
It can be used the entities that maintain 
relationships with the target entity in the data 
source schema. 
 
Ex. pat (supposed to be the patient entity) has a 
relationship with the office-visit related entity.  

A related entity can maintain relationships such as parent, 
child, sibling or part -of with the target entity. These 
semantic relationships can be captured from the ontology.  
This information can be used to decide for the most similar 
term to the target entity in a list of syntactically similar 
terms .  

It can be used the attributes of the target entity 
in the data source schema.  
 
Ex. diag (supposed to be diagnosis  entity) has  
code, description and symptoms attributes.  

An attribute can maintain parent, child, sibling or part-of 
relationships with the target entity. The ontology can inform 
the terms which maintain semantic relationships with the 
attribute list. The resulting terms can be used to decide for 
the most similar term to the target entity in a lis t of 
syntactically similar terms.  

Table 5.2 – Schematic heuristic information to resolve attribute names 

Complimentary schema information Available ontology resources 
The target attribute is named by a single token. 
It can be used its entity name as an attribute 
qualifier (as a precedent token).   
The entity name was already resolved. 
Ex. num attribute of the patient entity can be 
thought as patient.num. 

There is a list of syntactically similar terms to the target 
attribute token (obtained from the ontology). The entity can 
maintain parent, child, sibling or part -of relationships with 
the target attribute token. Thus, all the semantic 
relationships maintained by the entity can be captured from 
the ontology. This information can be used to decide for the 
most similar term to the target attribute in the list of 
syntactically similar terms . 

The target attribute has a multi-token name  and 
its precedent token is misspelled or abbreviated. 
Its entity name may be used as an attribute 
qualifier (as a precedent token).  
The entity name was already resolved. 
Ex. diag-code attribute of the diagnosis entity 
can be related to diagnosis. 

It can be computed the syntactical similarity degree between 
the entity name and the target attribute token. If it exceeds 
the similarity threshold, the precedent token can be 
expanded using the entity name. 

The target attribute has a multi-token name and 
its precedent token is misspelled or abbreviated. 
Its entity name has not presented sufficient 
similarity with the compared token (table line 
above). The entity name was already resolved. 
Ex. pt-number attribute of the office-visit entity. 

There is a list of syntactically similar terms to the target 
precedent token (obtained from the ontology). It can be used 
semantic relationship information about the related entity 
and the subsequent tokens. This information can be used to 
decide for the most similar term to the target attribute in the 
list of syntactically similar terms. 

The attribute has a multi-token name. The 
subsequent token is misspelled or abbreviated. 
The entity name was already resolved.   
Ex. patient-num attribute of the patient entity. 

There is a list of syntactically similar terms to the target 
attribute token (obtained from the ontology). If the 
precedent token is equal to the entity name, it can be used 
semantic relationship information about the related entity. 
This information can be used to decide for the most similar 
term to the target attribute in the list of syntactically similar 
terms. 

The attribute has a multi-token name. The 
subsequent token is misspelled or abbreviated. 
The entity name was already resolved. The 
entity name is different of the precedent token 
(table line above).  
Ex. patient-num attribute of the office-visit 
entity. 

There is a list of syntactically similar terms to the target 
attribute token (obtained from the ontology). It can be used 
semantic relationship information about the related entity 
and the precedent tokens. This information can be used to 
decide for the most similar term to the target attribute in the 
list of syntactically similar terms. 
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Lexical and schematic information such as that given above may be utilized to draw up 

heuristic-rules which can be used to make rational inferences regarding the contextual 

information and thus to reduce the universe of matching results. 

5.3 Process Specification 

The Lexical Schema Enrichment process consists of two main steps, as depicted in Figure 

5.1: a preprocessing step that makes up orthographical adjustments in the element names 

from X-Entity schemas, and a matching operation of schema elements and ontology terms 

producing normalized data source schemas (named X-Entity+). X-Entity schemas are kept on 

the DSKB (Data source knowledge base) and are input to the Lexical Schema Enrichment 

process. The resulting X-Entity+ schemas are also stored in the DSKB. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 – Lexical schema enrichment 

 

The following algorithm summarizes the process of Lexical Schema Enrichment over a 

set of data source X-Entity schemas S = {S1, S2, …, Sn} producing a set of data source X-

Entity+ schemas S+= {S1
+, S2

+, …, Sn
+}.  In the following consider: 

Si = el1, …, eln : the set of elements of a given source Si; 
Si.elj = the schema element elj of the source Si; 
elj.name = the name of the element elj of the source Si; 
elj.preName = the preprocessed name of the element elj of the source Si; 
Si

+.elj+ = the element elj of the source Si
+ enriched schema. 
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Algorithm 1: Lexical schema enrichment  
Input: S 
Output: S+ 
For each Si in S 
     For each Si.elj in Si which are entity or attribute; 
          Preprocess (elj.name); /* Algorithm 2 
          SearchContextOnt (elj.preName); /* Algorithm 3 
          GenElemXEntity+ (Si

+.elj+); 
     End 
End     

Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 detail the steps of Preprocessing of schema element names and 

Searching schema element names in the context ontology. 

5.3.1 Step1 - Preprocessing of schema element names 

Due to the lack of a common standard for labeling entities, attributes and relationships, 

system analysts and DBAs usually follow enterprise’s rules or use their own experience 

employing particular points of view for naming those elements, when designing a data source 

schema. Thus, schema elements can be named with little or no relation with their actual 

meaning. However, in our work, we are considering that schema element names maintain a 

direct relation with the element meaning, since we focused on name resolution using only 

schema information. The expected format to an element name was presented in Section 5.2. 

The preprocessing routine occurs before the matching operation and makes the following 

orthographical adjustments. 

Tokenization: This operation separates the words that make up the full name by using the 

symbols: hyphens (-) or underscore (_), and also splits strings separated by uppercase in the 

middle of the word. As an example, consider the compound element names doctor-code and  

patientId. After this operation, the element names change to doctor code and patient id.   

Unnecessary character removal: This operation removes unnecessary symbols like 

punctuation and special characters such as asterisk (*), sharp (#) and currency ($).  

Stop-words removal: This operation removes usual terms which do not affect the 

identification of a word meaning. It removes terms such as articles and prepositions (e.g. “a”, 

“the”, “to”, “in”). 

Case changes handling : The preprocessing routine tries to make uniform the element label 

adjusting upper and lower case. In this case, doctor_Code is changed to doctor_code. In this 

case, uppercase is not used to separate different tokens.   
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The preprocessing step is achieved by a set of specialized routines which takes an 

element label and returns a new transformed one (Algorithm 2). In the following consider the 

declarations used in Algorithm 1 and: 

elj.name = T = {tok1, …, tokk}: set of tokens that make up the full name; 
elj.name.tokk = the individual token tokk of the element elj of the source Si; 
auxT = {auxTok1, …, auxTokk}: auxiliary list of tokens; 

 

Algorithm 2: Preprocessing of a schema element name 
Input: elj.name 
Output: elj.preName 
   GenSetTokens (elj.name); /* split name by ( - ), ( _ ) and (capital- letters) 
   For each elj.name.tokk in T 
      RemoveChar (elj.name.tokk); /* remove special characters (*), (#) and ($) 
   End  
   DisStopWord (auxT); /* Disregard stop-words (articles and prepositions) 
   LowCase (auxT); /*Transform the element name into a lower-case name; 
End     

5.3.2 Step2 - Searching schema element names in the ontology  

After the preprocessing phase, every schema element name is searched for in the 

ontology to check if the element belongs to the vocabulary shared by the data sources. In 

fact, this operation confirms if the element is correctly spelled. If the full name is not found, 

it is necessary to check the individual tokens. Likewise, checking each token in the ontology 

intends to identify misspelling problems of individual tokens and also to handle abbreviations 

and acronyms. The latter may be expanded by consulting the ontology regarding related 

contextual information. On the other hand, some abbreviations may not be included in the 

ontology (i.e. only the complete word is). In this case, individual tokens which are not found 

in the ontology are submitted to a syntactic matching operation that searches within the 

ontology for syntactically similar terms to each token. This operation may produce exact, 

partial or inconclusive matches. In the case of partial matches, a calculation of the degree of 

syntactic similarity between the element name and the corresponding ontology term is 

required in order to measure how close they are. Therefore, many match results can be 

produced, leading the system to choose the result which has the highest degree of syntactic 

similarity. In addition to the similarity score, lexical and schematic heuristic-rules can be 

used to diminish search results and thus allow a more user-independent decision-making.  

The user intervention is requested in the case of inconclusive matches and in the case of 

multiple partial matches (i.e. with lower similarity scores) that lead the system to an 
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undecided situation. The former requires that the user informs the correct term which is 

included in the ontology to be reused in other situations. The latter requires the user selection 

of the most related term from the list of terms produced. This list is ranked by the degree of 

syntactic similarity. Before the user intervention, the required term is searched in the UMLS.  

At the end of the matching operation we will have a set of tokens which make up the full 

element name. The resulting full element name is then searched in the ontology to check if it 

belongs to the vocabulary. If so, the element name and the related lexical information are 

stored into the X-Entity+. Otherwise, the user is asked to input the full name in the ontology 

enriching the available vocabulary. Algorithm 3 specifies this search of the element name in 

the ontology. 

We have proposed to extend the X-Entity tags to include lexical information relevant to 

the schema integration process. The element name and the related lexical information found 

out in the context ontology are then appended to every ENTITY and ATTRIBUTE element 

of the original schema generating the corresponding X-Entity+. Section 4.4 defines the format 

to include: source_name, assigned_term and description information as an attribute list of 

entity and attribute elements. In the following consider the declarations used in Algorithm 1, 

Algorithm 2 and: 

elj.preName = T’ = {tok’1, …, tok’k}: set of tokens of the full preprocessed name; 
elj.preName.tok’k = the token tok’k of the preprocessed name of the element elj of Si; 
finalNameList = T” = {tok”1, …, tok”l}: set of resulting tokens of the full final name; 
simVl = similarity value between a token and an ontology term; 
auxTermList = aTe = {(term1, simV1) …, (termm simVm)}: set of ontology terms and 
corresponding similarity degrees; 
upperLim = upper threshold limit; 
ontUserTerm = term extracted from the UMLS or informed by users; 
 
 
Algorithm 3: Searching the element name in the context ontology 
Input: elj.preName   
Output: Si

+.elj+  
SearchOntology (elj.pre_name);   
If the element was found 
   Return (Si

+.elj+); /* element name, related lexical information (retrieved from the ontology) 
Else /* the element name was not found 
   For each elj.preName.tok’k in T’ 
        SearchOntology (elj.preName.tok’k);   
        If the token was found 
           InsertFinalNameList (elj.preName.tok’k); 
        Else /* the token was not found 
           SyntactSearchOntology (elj.preName.tok’k); /* return list ranked by the sim. degree 
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           ApplyHeuristics (auxTermList); /* diminishing the ranked list 
           If exists at least one (termm simVm) in aTe where simVk > upperLim 
              InsertFinalNameList (termm); /* a term was found 
           Else 
              If aTe = 0 /* list is empty, no related term was found 
                 SearchDomain (elj.preName.tok’k) /* search token in the UMLS 
                 If a related term was not found in the domain ontology /* UMLS 
                    AskUser (elj.preName.tok’k); /* ask user for information 
                 End  
                 IncludeTermContOntology (ontUserTerm); /* term from user or UMLS 
                 InsertFinalNameList (ontUserTerm); 
              Else /* similarity degrees are very low 
                  listUser (auxTermList); /* Presents the ranked list to the user selection 
                  If the user selects a term 
                       InsertFinalNameList (termm simVm);  
                  Else /* user did not select a term 
                      SearchDomain (elj.preName.tok’k) /* search token in the UMLS 
                      If a related term was not found in the domain ontology /* UMLS 
                           AskUser (elj.preName.tok’k); /* ask user for information 
                      End  
                      IncludeTermContOntology (ontUserTerm); 
                      InsertFinalNameList (ontUserTerm); 
                  End  
              End  
           End  
        End 
   End 
   SearchOntology (finalNameList); /* check the membership 
   If the element was found 
      Return (Si

+.elj+); /* element name, lexical information (retrieved from the ontology) 
   Else /* the full element name was not found 
      SearchDomain (finalNameList) /* search full name in the UMLS 
      If a related term was not found in the domain ontology /* UMLS 
           AskUser (finalNameList); /* ask user for information 
      End  
      IncludeTermContOntology (ontUserTerm); 
      Return (Si

+.elj+); /* element name, lexical information (retrieved from the ontology) 
   End     
End 
 

An example of the overall Lexical Schema Enrichment sub-process is in Section 5.4. 

5.3.3 The measure of syntactic similarity 

The syntactic similarity degree is calculated using a string-based similarity metric 

invoked by the syntactic matching routine (Algorithm 3 in Section 5.3.2). Bilenko et al. 

classify and evaluate a number of existing string-based algorithms regarding name-matching 
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requirements [Bilenko et al., 2003; Cohen et al., 2003]. They classify the algorithms into 

edit-distance, token-based distance and hybrid functions. 

Our application, indeed, needs to match an uncompleted word (token) with a dictionary 

(i.e. our ontology) resulting in a given set of the dictionary words with maximum similarity.  

Thus, we need a function to measure the syntactic similarity between two single tokens  

regarding that: i) the token used to comparison can be an abbreviated or a misspelled word; 

ii) the tokens are previously preprocessed; iii) the order of the characters that compose the 

tokens is important to the comparison; and, iv) the alignment of the initial characters of the 

two tokens should be considered in the comparison. Thereby, we have evaluated a number of 

string-distance methods in order to choose a better one to the Lexical Schema Enrichment 

process, taking into account the mentioned requirements [Gondim, 2006]. 

This evaluation groups the studied algorithms considering their characteristics related to 

global and local alignments. The former performs the comparison taking into account the two 

complete sequences (strings), and the latter, performs comparisons of specific small regions 

in a long sequence disregarding spaces and mismatches at the extremes of the sequences. 

Hybrid algorithms are named semi-global.  

As a result, we have proposed a similarity measure named initial alignment which is 

based on the Levenshtein distance algorithm [Navarro, 2001; Hall et al., 1980]. The initial 

alignment algorithm performs comparisons between single-token strings and yields a degree 

of similarity which is a value of the [0,1] interval.  

The purpose of the initial alignment is to give priority to the similarity obtained from the 

initial characters of the compared tokens, yielding good scores for abbreviations (i.e. when 

compared with the original word). For example, the degree of similarity between Telephone 

and Tele will be most influenced by the similarity of the initial characters in common. 

Otherwise, it avoids that two tokens which have similar characters only in the middle of the 

sequence (e.g. handicapped and cap) have a good score. A drawback of the initial alignment 

rises in the calculation of similarity between tokens whose similarity is at the extreme of the 

sequences, as Telephone and phone, which can have low scores.   

The initial alignment follows the same definition of Levenshtein but, differently, assumes 

the best score from the matrix which is generated with the alignment of two sequences. Thus 

the matrix of scores is generated using: 
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M (i,j) = Max { M (i-1, j) - 1,   //insertion  
  M (i-1, j-1) + p (i, j),      //match or substitution  
  M (i, j-1) - 1 }  //deletion 
 

 Where:  p (i, j) = +2     If  Xi = Yj //match 
        -1     If  Xi ? Yj //substitution 
 

A number of tests were made scaling the matches occurring in the initial of the sequences 

aiming to increase the score in such cases. The application of the weights was conditioned to 

occurrences of matches of the preceding character. These are simple derivations which 

improve the scores of the algorithm to our application.  

5.4 Application scenario 

Suppose we have submitted the schema of the data source (S1) (Figure 4.2) to the Lexical 

Schema Enrichment process. This data source participates of the application scenario  

described in Section 4.7.2.  

The lexical enrichment will perform the following operations to normalize, for example, 

the “diag-code” attribute of the “office_visit” entity: 

1. The preprocessing routine obtains the full element name formed by the two separated 

tokens <diag> and <code>; 

2. The full element name <diag code> is then classified in the ontology taking into account 

all the involved CEs (dataSource, sourceType, region, domain, sub-domain and 

schemaElement) (Figure 3.3b). These CEs are captured from the ontology using the data 

source identification. In this case, data source (S1) is characterized by having a private data 

source type, belonging to the northeast region, using UMLS as a source vocabulary from the 

health domain and clinical sub-domain. “Diag-code” is an attribute of the “office_visit” 

entity;   

3. Figure 5.2 exhibits a fragment of the ontology containing the related information to find 

out the attribute <diag code>. This figure shows some related terms to the tokens “diag” and 

“code” (e.g. diagram, diag, diagnosis, diagnostic) and corresponding situations which defines 

the possible meanings of each term. Situations with an “any” indication defines a meaning 

which is valid in all situations. This figure shows that the element full-name does not belong 

to the current set of ontology instances; 
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4. Then, the individual tokens are classified in the ontology in order to find their individual 

syntactic corresponding terms. In Figure 5.2 we can see the instances <diag> and <code>, 

which correspond to both terms and thus, validate the tokens of the full name <diag code>. 

However, the <diag> token is set up in the ontology as an abbreviation of “diagnosis”, and 

thus its expanded form is used in the attribute name. Subsequently, the full name becomes 

<diagnosis code>; and 

5. The full name <diagnosis code> is classified into the ontology to check if this element 

belongs to the vocabulary regarding relevant CEs .  

 

 

Figure 5.2 – Excerpts of the context ontology instances (diag, code) 

 

The previous example illustrates the classification mechanism, which explores the 

information that is already represented in the ontology. The expansion of “diag” abbreviation 

was resolved by using the property which indicates that “diag” is an inflected form of 

“diagnosis”. The instances of the context ontology was acquired from the UMLS 2007AC. 

As a second example, we should consider the same task to spell-check the <diag_code> 

attribute, but in this case, the abbreviation “diag” was not pre- included in the context 

ontology. We should use, thus, an approximate string matching operation to find all the 

syntactically similar terms to the tokens of the full element name in the ontology. The 

matching results with the corresponding syntactical similarity degrees are related in Table 

5.3. 
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Table 5.3 – Syntactically similar terms captured from the context ontology (diag) 

 

The matching results are filtered by: 

− Lexical heuristic-rules, reducing the number of results (e.g. exclud ing verbs from 

matching results of entities and attribute names); and 

− Schematic heuristic-rules, using: i) the type of the element (i.e. entity or attribute); and, 

ii) the related schema elements (i.e. the list of attributes of a given entity or the related 

entity of a given attribute). The ranked list of terms syntactically similar to a given 

attribute token can be reduced by comparing the terms from the list with the semantic 

information about its entity. Ex. office-visit entity has the following semantic information 

(parent: professional practice; child: none; siblings: referral and consultation; part-of 

relationships: none). Code has the following semantic information (parent: conceptual 

entity; child: costar, icd; siblings: snomed, umls, diagnosis code, part-of: diagnosis). 

The above information is used in order to reduce the range of matching results and it is 

aimed at obtaining one selected term. Diagram and Diagonal have the highest similarity 

degree, but both have not semantic relationship with code and office-visit. Diagnose is 

disregarded considering the heuristic-rule that states that verbs are rarely used in attribute 

labels. Diagnosis appears having a semantic similarity with code (considering the semantic 

relationships obtained from the ontology). The expected full-name is then diagnosis code 

whose correct spelling is confirmed in the ontology.  The corresponding lexical information is 

recovered and annotated in the attribute tag in the X-Entity+ schema as illustrated below.  

<ATTRIBUTE name="diag_code"  
type="xs:string" cardMin="0" cardMax="1" 

  source_name="UMLS"  
assigned_term="diagnosis code" 
description="general term for detecting and classifying diseases"/>. 

 

Syntactically similar terms Description Degree 
diagram (syntCat: noun) A simple, graphic depiction of an idea or object. 0,727 
diagnose (syntCat: verb) The process of identifying a disease by the signs and symptoms . 0,666 
diagonal (syntCat: adjective) At an angle; having an oblique or slanted direction. 0,666 
diagnosis (syntCat:  noun)  General term for detecting and classifying diseases .  0,615 
diagnostic (syntCat: adjective) Characteristic or indicative of a disease. 0,571 
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5.5 Implementation issues 

This sub-process was partially implemented in Java  programming language version 1.5. 

The reasoning and access of the context ontology content was implemented using Jena. The 

syntactic-matching operation allied with the schematic heuristic-rules were not implemented 

and will be carried out using W3C/SPARQL query language, which allows queries the  

ontology information encoded in OWL and imported by Jena. Furthermore, the 

normalization routine and the syntactic similarity function prototypes were implemented.      

We have designed an interface to allow user intervention for: i) selecting the most related 

term to a given token (from the list of terms produced by the process); and ii) informing a 

new term. The user interface is presented in Figure 5.3, which shows the list of terms to 

expand the token “rec” of the element name “medical_rec”. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3 – User interface for selection of element names  

 

The algorithms which have been analyzed in the implementation of the syntactical 

similarity measure came from: SimMetrics34 and Secondstring35. We implemented three of 

them: Levenshtein Metric, Smith Waterman and Convigton Distance. The algorithms 

analyzed were: Levenshtein Metric, Smith Waterman, Convigton Distance, Soundex, QGram 
                                                 
34 sourceforge.net/projects/simmetrics/ 
35 secondstring.sourceforge.net 
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Distance, Jaro, Jaro Winkler, Monge Elkan, TFIDF, Slim TFIDF and Jaro Winkler TFIDF 

[Gondim, 2006]. Table 5.4 was produced with results of the comparison of the mentioned 

algorithms, taking into account :  

− the quality of the produced scores: scores with higher quality are the ones that are closer 

to the ideal score (i.e. average of the scores produced by the evaluated functions). The 

quality of produced scores is indicated in Table 5.4 using a scale from 0 to 5,  where 0 is 

the worst and 5 is the best score; 

− the capability to compare schema element names: some algorithms are more suitable to 

compare long sequences (DNA sequences or speech recognition), for example. 

Measuring string similarity of schema element names requires functions that work with 

relatively small single-tokens and also keep the order of the characters which make up the 

tokens;  

− the type of alignment: global, semi-global or local. The latter is the most adequate for 

measure string similarity of schema element names.  

The algorithms that are suitable for our problem are the ones that produce good scores, 

are capable to measure string similarity of schema element names and also, that are based on 

local alignment (or that can be adapted to it). From Table 5.4, we can conclude that Smith 

Waterman and Initial alignment algorithms are good options for measure string similarity of 

schema element names. However, the Initial alignment algorithm produces better scores in 

comparison of element names made up of single-tokens and with similar prefixes.    

 

Table 5.4 – Comparison of the algorithms of the syntactic similarity functions 

Algorithm Score Quality 
evaluation 

Schema 
element names 

Type of 
alignment 

Levenshtein 2 ok Global 
Smith Waterman 4 ok Local 
Initial alignment 4 ok Initial 
Stochastic Model 3 ok Global 
Jaro Metric 4 ok Global 
Hamming distance 1 ok Global 
Soundex 1 - Global 
Covington’s distance 4 ok Global 
NFA 3 ok Semi -global 
BLAST 3 ok Local 
q-gram 1 ok Global 
Bit-Parallelism - ok - 
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5.6 Concluding remarks 

The proposed Lexical schema enrichment intends to normalize schema element names 

converting them into an “understandable” form allowing further semantic processing in 

schema integration. This proposed step comprises routines to preprocess and also to spell-

check and expand abbreviations and acronyms of schema element names. In this light, the 

approaches adopted in this chapter are related to the solutions that address the problems 

related to the initial steps of schema matching (e.g. normalization, syntactic matching, and 

syntactical similarity). Comprehens ive schema matching surveys were presented in the works 

of Rahm et al. and Shvaiko et al. where the most representative systems were classified and 

evaluated considering several features [Rahm et al., 2001; Shvaiko et al., 2005].  

The linguistic-based approaches discussed in these surveys employ the element names in 

the matching process and thus, depend on their correct spelling (e.g. MOMIS/Artemis, 

Cupid, COMA and S-Match). In general, the existing normalization tasks often address: 

unnecessary character removal, case change handling, tokenization, stop-words removal, and 

so forth. The spell-check and the expansion of abbreviations and acronyms, however, are 

more rarely tackled by these approaches (e.g. it is addressed only in Cupid and COMA). The 

normalization task of Cupid and COMA addresses the expansion of abbreviations and 

acronyms using look up thesaur i methods. Both tools use, similarly, a notion of context for 

the structural matching in order to identify the context in which a schema element occur and 

do not use contextual information to disambiguate abbreviations and acronyms [Shvaiko et 

al., 2005].  

The proposed Lexical Schema Enrichment, differently, uses domain-specific and 

contextual information (provided by the context ontology) to expand abbreviations and 

acronyms of schema element names. As we have seen, the results of the expansion of 

abbreviations and acronyms is improved taking into account the context in which they are 

being used. On the other hand, abbreviations which are not included in the ontology are 

being expanded using techniques of approximate string matching and lexical and schematic  

heuristic-rules to diminish matching results. Furthermore, the algorithm specified also checks 

the membership of an element name in the shared vocabulary (i.e. checks if the element is 

included in the context ontology) confirming its correct spelling. 
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Chapter 6 
 

Semantic Element Clustering  
 

6.1 Introduction 

Clustering techniques are widely used in several knowledge discovery applications.  A 

cluster groups similar objects, such that objects within a given cluster are similar to each 

other, whereas the similarity between objects from different clusters is minimal [Rasmussen 

et al., 2004]. In schema integration cluster-based techniques can be employed in order to 

group schema elements by identifying their semantic similarity [Zhao et al., 2004]. 

This chapter presents the specification of the Semantic Element Clustering sub-process. 

This process aims to generate a set of semantic clusters which groups schema element names 

with the same meaning. Furthermore, this process generates mappings from each semantic 

cluster to every related schema element in the correspond ing data source. Both semantic 

clusters and mappings are inputs to the next sub-process: Generation of the mediation 

schema. 

The generation of clusters and mappings requires the prior resolution of semantic 

conflicts between clusters. Our approach focuses on the semantic conflicts that arise during 

the interpretation of element names. These conflicts are identified and resolved using 

domain-specific and contextual information provided by the context ontology described in 

Chapter 3.  

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 establishes some concepts and 

terminology used in the specification of the clustering process. Section 6.3 details the 

specification of the clustering process and its routines. This section also explains the use of 

the ontology in the sense disambiguation of element names, in order to classify them into the 

corresponding semantic cluster. The chosen semantic similarity function used to estimate a 

degree of similarity between names of a cluster and a schema element is briefly described. 

Section 6.4 illustrates the process with an application scenario and Section 6.5 presents 

details of the prototype implementation. Finally, Section 6.6 presents concluding remarks.  
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6.2 Basic Assumptions 

There are several approaches used in clustering such as: statistical (hierarchical and 

nonhierarchical), partitioning, grid-based, constraint-based, machine-learning, and so forth 

[Berkhin, 2002; Zhao et al., 2006]. The approaches often used in the establishment of schema 

element correspondences were discussed in Zhao et al.: linguistic (e.g. using dictionaries, 

taxonomies or thesaurus ), heuristic formulae (e.g. using names and structure of schema 

elements), based on information retrieval methods (e.g. using element text descriptions), and 

cluster analysis (e.g. using element meta-data such as name, summary statistics and 

schematic specification) [Zhao et al, 2006].  

6.2.1 Clustering approach 

Our approach is a linguistic-based one, clustering similar schema elements using their 

names and intended meanings. This requires that element names be reliable and describe 

their intended meanings. This step, thereby, has as input X-Entity+ schemas which already 

present the correct spelling of the element names. This way, X-Entity+ entity and attribute 

elements are clustered by this process. Entities and attributes have the same treatment : they 

are grouped into the most similar related semantic cluster. 

Relationship elements, in X-Entity+, are represented by reference and containment 

relationships (Chapter 4). Containment may represent is-a (hypernymy/hyponymy) or part-

whole (meronymy/holonymy) relationships. In turn, reference may represent refers-to 

(association) relationships. Differently, X-Entity+ relationships are not clustered: they are 

represented as inter-cluster relationships. In such a case, a given relationship name contains 

the names of the related entities which are used to identify the involved clusters. Thus, our 

approach represents four types of inter-cluster relationships:  

Hypernymy/hyponymy. This relationship  occurs when one semantic cluster is subsumed by 

another (an is-a relationship ). It is identified by the information provided by the ontology and 

data source schemas (the X-Entity containment relationship); 

Meronymy/holonymy. There are several types of meronymic relationships (see Section 

2.3.1). Although, we are identifying and representing a general part-whole relationship in 

which a given cluster makes part of a higher level one (a part-of relationship). It is identified 

using the ontology and the data source schema information (the X-Entity containment 

relationship); 
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Association. This is also a kind of meronymic relationship in which two clusters maintain a 

semantic connection (a refers-to relationship). This relationship is identified using the data 

source schema information (the X-Entity reference relationship); and 

Attribution. This is similar to a meronymic relationship and it occurs between a cluster and 

other clusters which are its attributes (a has relationship ). This information is provided by 

data source schema information (the element/sub-element relationship in X-Entity schemas).  

6.2.2 Element name disambiguation  

Despite normalization, element names can be quite dissimilar, since the same element can 

be named differently in schemas from distinct data sources. On the contrary, the same name 

can be used to designate different elements. The proposed clustering algorithm considers 

synonym, homonym and is-a relationships to disambiguate schema element names in a given 

clustering operation. These semantic relationships are defined in the vocabulary (i.e. in the 

ontology) and they are also used to identify the inter-cluster relationships defined above. 

The schema element sense disambiguation (ESD) routine uses a function to establish the 

semantic similarity between a given element name and a candidate cluster. We adopted a 

simplified scale to classify semantic similarity between two terms [Sheth et al., 1992]:  

− Semantic equivalence: the two terms are considered synonyms. Their degree of similarity 

is equal to 1.0. They are considered semantically identical or equivalent; 

− Semantic similarity: the two terms have a degree of semantic similarity above a certain 

limit (predefined upper threshold). These terms have some semantic proximity and the 

degree of semantic similarity is a measure of that; 

− Semantic distance: the two terms have a degree of semantic similarity below a certain 

limit (predefined lower threshold). To assume that these terms are semantically similar a 

user confirmation is needed; and 

− Semantic incompatibility: the two terms do not have any semantic relation. This is 

represented by a degree of semantic similarity equal to 0. 

6.2.3 Basic operations 

The clustering process adopted a binary strategy, whereby each schema element is 

compared to one semantic cluster at a time. This strategy allows that we concentrated on 

resolving the relevant semantic issues. Furthermore, the current approach does not require the 
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previous configuration of the number of clusters, nor even the set of expected semantic 

clusters. The clustering algorithm incrementally creates the semantic clusters and the relevant 

inter-cluster mappings. A general clustering algorithm is based on the four basic operations:   

− Associating an element name with an existing semantic cluster; 

− Creating a new semantic cluster, if no existing cluster is already related to the element; 

− Merging some related semantic clusters, thereby optimizing the set of clusters; and, 

− Splitting a single semantic cluster into smaller ones (specialization), in order to achieve a 

better representation of the concept which is represented by the cluster.  

In the present work an attempt is made to reproduce as much as possible the actual 

structure of the data source schemas. It thus includes a consistency analysis of the set of 

clusters, evaluating the accuracy in clustering elements with the same meaning, and also in 

generating inter-cluster and cluster-element mappings). In the current version, the clustering 

algorithm does not include merge and split operations. Merge and split operations are used 

for optimizing the process and will be considered in the future.   

6.2.4 Terminology 

We use the following terminology to define semantic clusters, elements and mappings for 

corresponding schema elements in the underlying data sources. The examples used to 

illustrate each definition refer to the Set of semantic clusters depicted in Figure 6.1. 

SC: denotes a set of semantic clusters; 

Cli: denotes a given semantic cluster which belongs to the set of semantic clusters; 

Eci: denotes a schema element from a corresponding data source which is mapped to a 

semantic cluster. 

Definition 6.1: Let Cli be a semantic cluster which is represented by the tuple (Cl_id, 

meaning, description, {cluster relationships}), where: 

− Cl_id is the cluster identification; 

− meaning  is the name which represents the cluster meaning (key concept); 

− description is a textual information about the cluster meaning; and 

− cluster relationships are a set of pairs <ri,  ti>, where ri represents a relationship with 

another semantic cluster and the correspond ing relationship type ti, which means, the kind 
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of this relationship. The type ti may present contains, refers-to or has values, indicating 

hypernymy/meronymy, association or attribution relationships, respectively. 

Example1 : The semantic cluster for the concept patient is Cl1 = (cl1, patient, “Persons under 

medical care”, {<person, is-a> <number, has> <health insurance, has> <phone, has>}). 

Example2 : The semantic cluster for the concept physician is Cl2 = (cl2, doctor, “A licensed 

medical practitioner”, {<person, is-a> < phone, has> <name, has> <license number, has> 

<specialty, has>}). 

Definition 6.2: Let Eci be an element of a cluster represented by the tuple (Ec_id, element  

name, description, semantic similarity, similarity degree, role, entity, key indication, element 

mapping), where: 

− Ec_id  is the element identification; 

− element name is the name of the schema element which is associated to a cluster; 

− description is a textual information about the meaning of the element; 

− semantic similarity indicates the type of semantic similarity between the element and the 

semantic cluster. The element can be equivalent or similar to the semantic cluster in 

which it is associated. Elements and clusters semantically incompatible are not 

associated; 

− similarity degree indicates the measure of semantic similarity between the element and 

the semantic cluster. The degree of semantic similarity can be a value in the range [1.0, 

0.0] meaning respectively, equivalence or incompatibility, while intermediate degrees can 

be estimated by a function to calculate the semantic proximity; 

− role establishes the role played by the element in the data source schema  (entity or 

attribute); 

− entity is the name of the entity to which a given element is related when it plays the role 

of attribute in the schema; 

− key indication denotes if an attribute element is the key-element of the related entity;  and 

− element mapping establishes an association between a given element of a data source 

schema and a specific semantic cluster. We define mapping = (Cl_id, S_id), where: 

- Cl_id, is a semantic cluster identification; and 
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- S_id is a local data source identification. 

Example3 : mappings = (cl1, s1), (cl1, s2) and (cl2, s3). 

Example4 : The schema element patient in data source (S1) is represented by Ec1 = (ec1, 

patient, “Persons under medical care”, equivalent, [1.0], entity, none, none, < cl1, s1>). 

Example5 : The schema element user in data source (S2) is represented by Ec2 = (ec2, user, 

“patients from the Brazilian national health system, SUS”, equivalent, [1.0], entity, none, 

none, < cl1, s2>). 

Example6 : The schema element doctor in data source (S3) is represented by Ec3 = (ec3, 

doctor, “Individual qualified by education and legally authorized to practice medicine”, 

equivalent, [1.0], entity, none, none, < cl2, s3>). 

Definition 6.3: Let SC be a set of semantic clusters which contain clusters, schema elements 

and mappings. Thus the set of semantic clusters can be defined as: 

SC = {(Cli, Clj, …, Clm), (Eck, Ecl, …, Ecn)}. 

Example7 : The set SC of semantic clusters showed in Figure 6.1 has two clusters Cl1 and Cl2 

and three elements Ec1, Ec2 and Ec3 as described in the previous examples.  Thus: 

SC={(Cl1, Cl2), (Ec1, Ec2, Ec3)}. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1 – An example of the Set of semantic clusters  
 
 

6.3 Process Specification 

X-Entity+ schemas are kept on the DSKB (Data Source Knowledge Base) and are the 

input to the Semantic Element Clustering process. These schemas are examined in order to 

estabilish the meanings of their elements and, consequently, to link each element to a 
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X-Entity+  

 

  

Ontology 
Domain, Contextual knowledge 
 

Classification of entities and attributes into similar clusters, 
Generation of element-cluster mappings 

Generation of inter-cluster relationships using relationship 
schema elements 

 

User 

Data source schemas 
DSKB 

Data Source Knowledge Base 

Verification of the consistency of the generated clusters 

 

Set of semantic clusters MKB 

Mediator Knowledge Base 

semantic cluster which represents the nearest meaning. If no similar semantic cluster exists, a 

new one is created in the Set of Semantic Clusters and the element-cluster mapping is 

created. In addition, inter-cluster mappings are generated using the relationship elements of 

data source schemas.  

At the end of the clustering process, every element from the data source schemas has to 

be mapped onto a corresponding semantic cluster. Mappings between clusters and data 

source elements are 1:n, i.e. it is possible to have multiple links between them.  

The last step of the process aims to check the consistency of the set of semantic clusters. 

The Set of semantic clusters is stored in the MKB (Mediator Knowledge Base). This process 

is depicted in Figure 6.2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.2 – Semantic element clustering  process 

 

In what follows, we present the main algorithms of the Semantic Element Clustering 

process. Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 are described next. Algorithms 4, 5 and 6 describe 

respectively, the steps of Classification of entities and attributes into similar clusters, 

Generation of inter-clusters relationships and Verification of the cluster consistency, detailed 

in Sections 6.3.1, 6.3.2 and 6.3.3.  

Algorithm 1 summarizes the process of Semantic Element Clustering over a set of data 

source X-Entity+ schemas S+= {S1
+, S2

+, …, Sn
+}.  In the following consider: 
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Si
+.id = the identification of the source Si

+; 
Si

+= el1+, …, eln+: the set of elements of a given source Si
+; 

Si
+.elj+ = the schema element elj+ of the source Si

+; 
elj+.id = the identification of the element elj+ of the source Si

+; 
SC = {Cl1, …, Cln}: the set of clusters SC; 
Cln = the cluster Cln of the set of cluster SC; 
Cln.id = the identification of a cluster Cln; 
(Cln.meaning, Cln.description) = the attributes of a cluster Cln; 
(Cln, Si

+.id) = mapping cluster-element; 
(Cln, Cln, relType) = mapping cluster-cluster; 
simVal = degree of semantic similarity, a value between [0,1]; 
lowLimit = lower threshold; 
upperLimit = upper threshold; 
Cln.semSim = semantic similarity type of a cluster Cln; 
Cln.simValn = semantic similarity degree of a cluster Cln; 
auxListClusters = (Cl1, …, Clo): list of potential related clusters to a given element; 
 
 
Algorithm 1: Generation of the set of semantic clusters 
Input: S+ 
Output: SC 
For each Si

+  in S+  
     For each Si

+.elj+ from Si
+ 

          If Si
+.elj+ is an entity or attribute 

             ClassifyElement (elj+); /* Algorithm 4 
             If a semantic cluster is found  
                  MappClusterElement (Cln, Si

+.elj+); /* Algorithm 2 
             Else /* a related cluster does not exist 
                  GenCluster (elj+); /* Algorithm 3 
                  MappClusterElement (Cln, Si

+.elj+); /* Algorithm 2 
             End 
          End 
          Else /* the element is a relationship reference or containment 
                  MappInterCluster (elj+); /* Algorithm 5 
          End 
      End 
End   
NameInterClusters (SC); /* Name inter-cluster mappings with the relationship score;  
CheckConsistency (SC); /* Algorithm 6 
FixProblems (SC);  
End  
 
 
Algorithm 2: Generation of the mapping cluster-element  
Input: Cln, Si

+.elj+ 
Output: (Cln, Si

+.id) 
GenElement (elj+); 
GenMapp (Cln, Si

+.id, elj+.name); 
End 
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Algorithm 3: Generation of the new semantic cluster  
Input: (Si

+.elj+, Si
+.id) 

Output: (Cln) 
GetMeaning (elj+.name); /* search for the element meaning in the context ontology 
NewCluster (Cln.id, Cln.meaning, Cln.description);  
Return Cln.id;  
End 

6.3.1 Step1 – Classification of entit ies and attributes into similar 
clusters 

This step is responsible for the classification of entities and attributes from a given data 

source schema into the similar clusters. This step depends on the sense disambiguation of 

element names. We use, thereby, domain and contextual information obtained from the 

ontology to clarify element meaning.  

We have defined a list of potential clusters ordered by their degree of semantic similarity. 

When the element meaning matches the meaning of a candidate cluster, the cluster is 

included in the list with similarity degree equals to 1.0. Otherwise, the degree of similarity is 

calculated using a function that considers the common features between the cluster and the 

element. The greater the degree of semantic similarity the higher are the commonalities 

between then. The cluster is disregarded if the similarity score is less than the predefined 

lower theshold. Otherwise, the cluster is included in the list of potential clusters.  

An empty list means that no related cluster was found. Otherwise, the candidate cluster 

with the highest degree of similarity whose value is greater than the predefined upper 

threshold may be automatically selected. User intervention is necessary in the case of 

inconclusive results such as: i) all the candidate clusters have presented degrees of similarity 

between the upper and lower thesholds; and ii) several candidate clusters have presented the 

same value of degree of similarity (greater than the predefined upper threshold). In those 

cases, the user chooses one cluster from the list or suggests a new one, thereby allowing 

element-cluster mapping to be carried out.  

We chose not to interrupt the comparison when the first exact match is found. We include 

the exact matched cluster in the list of potential clusters and continue to make the 

comparisons between element and candidate clusters. This is done to allow the user to detect 

inconsistencies whitin the list, as for example, the existence of various clusters with the same 

meaning.  
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This step also includes two accesses to the ontology: i) to capture the meaning of a given 

schema element; and ii) to update the ontology with new semantic information acquired 

during the selection of a related cluster by the user. Both are detailed in the Schema element 

sense disambiguation section. Algorithm 4 describes the Classification of schema elements 

into similar semantic clusters. 

 
Algorithm 4: Classification of schema elements into similar semantic clusters  
Input: (elj+)(entity or attribute) 
Output: (Cln or none) 
For each Cln in SC 
       GetMeaning (elj+.name); /* search for the element meaning in the context ontology 
       If Cln.meaning = elj+.meaning 
             IncListPotClusters (Cln); /* (Cln.semSim = equivalence;  Cln.simVal = 1.0) 
        Else 
             CompSemSimilarity (Cln.meaning, elj+.name); /* Algorithm 7 
             If simVal > lowLimit 
                   IncListPotClusters (Cln); /* (Cln.semSim = similarity;  Cln.simVal = value) 
             Else 
                   Disregard the semantic cluster; 
             End 
        End 
End 
If auxListClusters is empty 
       Return (none); /* no related cluster was found 
Else 
       CheckConsistency (auxListClusters); /* (e.g. duplicated synonyms) 
       If auxListClusters is not ok  
            FixList (auxListClusters); /*Try to produce a list with reliable candidate clusters 
       End  
       If auxListClusters has only one candidate cluster Clo with simVal > upperLim  
            Return (Clo.id, Clo.semSim, Clo.simVal); /* cluster was found 
       Else /* the system is not capable to decide 
            AskUser (auxListClusters); /* ask user for information 
            UpdateContextOnt; /* semantic information provided by the user; 
            Return (Clo.id, Clo.semSim = equivalence, Clo.simVal = 1.0);  
       End 
End 

 
Accessing the ontology information 

As mentioned, the clustering process aims to disambiguate the meaning of schema 

elements to classify them into the most similar cluster. This may be carried out using the 

semantic information provided by the ontology. This step queries the ontology in order to 

capture the meaning of a given schema element  taking into account the CEs that describe the 

surrounding context of the element: dataSource, sourceType, region, domain, sub-domain 
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and schemaElement (see Figure 3.3.b). This operation should find a meaning to this element  

name since the data source schema was submitted to the Lexical enrichment process before. 

The element meaning, however, may not match the candidate cluster. In this case, a function 

is used to calculate the semantic similarity between them.  

In the clustering process the ontology is also accessed in order to update information 

provided by the user when he/she associates a schema element to a given cluster. This 

association indicates that there is an undeclared semantic relationship between the cluster and 

the element name which needs to be added to the ontology. A new situation is included in the 

ontology relating the element name (i.e. the corresponding ontology term) and the meaning 

suggested by the user. This situation is then defined by a rule which is automatically 

generated using dataSource, sourceType, region, domain, sub-domain and schemaElement 

CEs and their respective current values.  

 
Semantic similarity measuring 

This work does not intend to propose a new function for measuring semantic similarity, 

but instead evaluating and choosing one appropriate function to the schema integration 

process. We have studied several approaches for measuring semantic similarity described in 

Chapter 2. The metrics were classified in ontology-based, information-content based, feature-

based and hybrid similarity approaches [Budanitsky et al., 2006; Hliaoutakis, 2005; Wang, 

2005; Petrakis et al., 2006; Nguyen et al., 2006].  

Our work uses an ontology to represent domain-specific information acquired from the 

UMLS. Several meaningful works have proposed methods to measure semantic similarity 

between two terms of the UMLS terminologies [Rada et al., 1989; Caviedes et al., 2004; 

Pedersen et al., 2005; Petrakis et al., 2006; Wang, 2005; Nguyen et al., 2006]. In fact, we are 

representing the acquired domain-specific information from UMLS following our own 

structures defined in the proposed ontology. This way, we do not need to use the non-

homogeneous structure of the UMLS taxonomy to calculate semantic similarity. On the other 

hand, we have not maintained the UMLS hierarchical structure in our ontology in the 

representation of domain-specific information. This excludes the use of measures based on 

the path length (ontology-based) and consequently, the measures considering the UMLS 

hierarchical structure.  

Furthermore, the domain-specific information is strongly influenced and dependent on 

the contextual knowledge represented in our ontology. In addition, two similar words 
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frequently occur within similar contexts [Jurafksy, 2000]. For this reason, we argue that the 

semantic similarity between two terms have to take into account the contextual elements 

related to specific meanings of such terms. Thus, we are discussing a measure of contextual 

semantic similarity. As far as we know, feature-based approaches are especially interesting 

for such cases, since contextual elements can be defined as features and thus be considered in 

the calculation of the semantic similarity.  

In the scenario of clustering schema elements, a number of relevant features can be 

extracted to compute semantic similarity such as: domain, sub-domain, region, type of data 

source, type of schema element, data type, related entities and attributes in the data source 

schema. Likewise, term semantic features as: parent, child, siblings, semantic class, part-of 

relationships and syntactical category can be obtained. A feature that should decrease the 

semantic similarity is, in our case, the existence of a declared hypernym relationship between 

the element and the candidate cluster, since we are interested in clustering entities and 

attributes in synonym clusters.  

This measure needs to be simple enough to be implemented and incorporated into the 

process, since we need to validate the clustering process and its feasibility in terms of 

producing better results using contextual information. Algorithm 7 defines the use of the 

semantic similarity in the clustering process.  

 
Algorithm 7: Calculation of the degree of semantic similarity   
Input: (Cln.meaning, elj+.name) 
Output: (simVal) 
GetContext (elj+.name); 
GetContext (Cln.meaning);  
CalculateDegree; /* compare commonalities between CEs of the element and cluster names  
Return simVal;  
End 

6.3.2 Step2 - Generation of inter-cluster relationships 

Inter-cluster relationships are identified by using the existing relationships between data 

source schema entities. Thus, the set of semantic clusters may reflect more closely the 

semantics of the data source schemas. A reference relationship, as defined by X-Entity+, 

indicates a kind of association relationship and it is directly identified in the inter-cluster 

relationship. Containment, however, may indicate different relationship types which may 

occur between two entities (e.g. hypernymy or meronymy). For simplicity, we have limited 

the containment semantics considering that it represents hypernymy and a general type of 
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meronymic relationships, indicated by is-a and part-of, respectively. These types of 

relationship, however, are defined in the Mediation Schema Generation (in Chapter 7).   

Finally, the specific type of relationship is defined considering the highest occurrence of the 

relationships in the data source schemas. When the clustering algorithm can not identify the 

prevalent relationship, it will be classified as undefined. Algorithm 5 describes inter-cluster 

relationship generation. 

 
Algorithm 5: Generation of inter-cluster relationships 
Input: : (elj+)(relationship)  
Output: (Cln, Cln, relType) 
IdentEntities (elj+); /* identify the entities declared in the relationship tag 
GenMapp (Cln, Cln); /* Create an unnamed inter-cluster relationship 
If elj+.relationship is reference  
     AddRefers; /* Score refers-to relationship 
Else /* It is a containment relationship  
           AddContains; /* Score contains relationship; 
End 
 

6.3.3 Step3 – Verification of the clusters consistency 

The Set of semantic clusters generated by the clustering process may present  

inconsistencies such as: a number of redundant clusters, mistakes in element association and 

in inter-cluster relationships. Thus, this routine has the purpose to find those errors and to 

allow user-intervention to correct those situations. Algorithm 6 specifies the main routines of 

this step. 

 
Algorithm 6: Checking the consistency of the set of semantic clusters   
Input: SC 
Output: identified problems 
CheckRedudances (SC) /* Analysis of redundant clusters (with the same meaning) 
CheckElClusterMapp (SC) /* Analysis of element placed in wrong clusters 
CheckClusterMapp (SC) /* Analysis of erroneous inter-cluster relationships 
Return list of inconsistencies;  
End 
 

One important task for maintaining the consistency of the Set of semantic clusters is to 

keep it continually updated by reflecting data source schema changes. This task requires the 

implementation of operations to: i) remove a cluster when an element is removed from a 

schema and it is the only element mapped to this cluster; ii) remove a cluster-element 

mapping when an element is removed from a schema and shares a cluster with other schema 
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elements; and iii) include a new mapping or a new cluster when new elements are included in 

data source schemas. In such cases, the clustering algorithm is re-executed making the 

necessary updates. 

6.4 Application scenario 

Suppose we have submitted to the clustering process the X-Entity+ schemas 

corresponding to the data sources depicted in Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.7. These schemas have 

relatively similar structures, but present some significant name resolution circumstances to 

illustrate the clustering process. 

In the processing of the data source schema (S1), suppose that the set of clusters is 

initially empty. Thus it will generate the snapshot depicted in Figure 6.3. The clusters 

basically reproduce the data source schema. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.3 – First snapshot of the Set of semantic clusters (S1) 

 

In the processing of the data source schema (S2), we need for example, to classify the 

entity “client” which is semantically similar to the cluster “patient”. The actual meaning of 

“client” in this data source is captured from the ontology using the CEs which define the 

corresponding situation: domain=health, subDomain=health_insurance (identified using the 

data source id). Figure 6.4 shows the fragment of the ontology instances which defines the 
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possible meanings of “client”. In this case, “client” has meaning patient defining its 

classification in the candidate cluster. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.4 – Excerpts of the ontology instances (client, patient) 

 

Figure 6.5 shows the second snapshot after the clustering of the data source schema (S2). 

The clustering of this schema has to deal, for instance, with the classification of birthday, 

which is clustered in the cluster “age”. This is an specific case where the CEs are used as 

features to compute semantic similarity between an element and a cluster. In turn, for the 

entity “diagnosis” is created a new cluster.  
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Figure 6.5 –Snapshot of the Set of semantic clusters after the clustering of S2 

 

Figure 6.6 shows the final snapshot after the clustering of the data source schema (S3). At 

this stage inter-cluster relationships are defined.  

Figure 6.6 – Final snapshot of the Set of semantic clus ters after the clustering of (S3) 
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6.5 Implementation issues 

This sub-process is implemented in Java™ programming language version 1.5. The 

platform proposed for the implementation of the schema integration process is specified in 

Chapter 4.  For simplicity, the Set of semantic clusters is being stored in a database structure 

(MySQL36). However, we intend to maintain the Set of semantic clusters in the ontology 

structure in order to better represent clusters, elements and mappings. Moreover, the 

representation using the ontology allows reasoning which increases decision-making 

capabilities. Database structures used for the representation of the Set of semantic clusters are 

presented in Tables 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. 

Table 6.1 – Clusters definition 

clid  (int) Cluster identification 
cluster name  (varchar) Name of the cluster (meaning) 
description  (varchar) Textual description 

 

Table 6.2 – Schema element definition 

element_id  (int) Element identification 
element name  (varchar) Element name 
description  (varchar) Element description 
semantic similarity (varchar) Type of semantic similarity with the cluster (equivalence or 

similarity) 
similarity degree  (float) Degree of semantic similarity with the cluster 
role (varchar) Entity or attribute  
entity (varchar) Entity name (if the element is an attribute) 
key indication  (varchar) If it is a foreign or primary key (if the element is an attribute) 
clid  (int) Cluster id 
sid  (int) Source id 

 

Table 6.3 – Inter-clusters relationship definition 

clidP  (int) ClID Parent 
clidC   (int)  GID Child 
relationship_type (varchar) Resulting relationship type  (contains, refers-to, has, undefined) 
refers_schema (int) Number of refers for this inter-cluster relationship 
contains_schema (int) Number of contains for this inter-cluster relationship 
attrib_schema (int) Number of attribution for this inter-cluster relationship 

The situations which require user- intervention are those in which the system does not 

have enough information to solve meaning conflicts in cluster-element classification. In such 

cases the user will participate in this classification using the interface illustrated in Figure 

6.7. 

 

                                                 
36 MySQL, www.mysql.com/  
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Figure 6.7 – User-interface to select a cluster-element mapping  

 

6.6 Concluding remarks 

We proposed a semantic clustering process to group data source schema elements in 

order to create a skeleton of the mediation schema. The proposed clustering algorithm is a 

linguistic-based one, clustering similar schema elements using their names and intended 

meanings. Schema element name sense disambiguation (ESD) is carried out using domain-

specific and contextual information provided by the proposed ontology. However, we did not 

use constraint and instance information, or even usage patterns, such as updating frequency, 

number of clusters and so forth. We concentrate efforts in the resolution of the meanings of 

the data source schema elements to classify them into a similar cluster. 

Artemis, the schema integration tool of MOMIS, uses a thesaurus of terms and considers 

the existing terminological relationships of synonymy and hypernymy in its clustering 

approach [Castano et al., 1999]. To find the correspondence between two names of schema 

elements, their entries in the thesaurus are identified and also the terminological relationships 
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between them. Homonyms are handled manually. Artemis calculates the degree of affinity 

between attributes and subsequently clusters similar attributes on the basis of the affinities 

computed. The hierarchical clusters are then used to construct the global views.  

Mello et al. proposed a method for unification of semantically equivalent XML schemata 

[Mello et al., 2002]. It focuses on schema integration and thus it results in a reference 

ontology and a set of mappings between ontology and local concepts. This approach uses the 

Artemis tool [Castano et al. 2001] to cluster similar elements in two steps: synonymy- and 

hypernymy-based. First it executes the synonymy-based clustering generating an affinity 

cluster with semantically equivalent concepts. The unification of these clusters results in the 

generation of a preliminary ontology.  In the second step it clusters the ontology concepts 

using as a basis hypernymy relationships. The clusters are analyzed in order to generate 

inheritance relationships in the preliminary ontology. The resulting reference ontology is 

generated after the removal of redundant relationships and the generation of the association 

relationships. 

Zhao et al. proposed to combine schema and instance information for integrating 

heterogeneous data sources [Zhao et al. 2006]. Their solution used learning-based and 

unsupervised methods (such as clustering) in the identification of schema-level 

correspondences. They used K-means and hierarchical clustering, and also the SOM tool for 

clustering schema elements that they have developed. The clustering of two attributes is 

based on the degree of similarity between them. The similarity is measured using a set of 

selected features in order to estimate the distance between two attributes.  

Our approach is similar to the works of Artemis and Mello et al. considering that all of 

them use thesaurus, and synonymy/hypernymy semantic relationships for disambiguation of 

schema element names. The major difference of our approach lies in the use of the ontology 

which provides, besides the domain-specific information, the necessary contextual elements 

to improve sense disambiguation. This allows obtaining semantic correspondences even to 

different element names that have the same meaning. Another difference lies in the way we 

deal with inter-cluster relationships which are generated based on the existing relationships 

between schema elements. The most far from ours is the work of Zhao et al., which is based 

on cluster analysis methods but they use a semantic similarity measure based on features in a 

similar way that we specified in our clustering approach.   
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Chapter 7 
 

Mediation Schema Generation 
 

7.1 Introduction 

Mediation Schema Generation is the last sub-process of the proposed schema integration 

process. This sub-process develops tasks that are part of the merging and restructuring phases 

of the common methodologies for schema integration [Batini et al., 1986]. In these 

methodologies, correspond ing schema elements are grouped to generate the integrated 

schema. Schema elements are merged and the resulting schema  is also rearranged in such a 

way as to give  it features such as completeness, correctness, minimality and 

understandability.  

In contrast, our approach considers a set of clusters which represents an initial outline of 

the integrated schema. Thus, mediation schema generation is responsible for analyzing the 

set of clusters in order to generate the final mediation schema and the inter-schema mappings 

(between mediation and data source schema elements). The mediation schema is represented 

using the X-Entity+ conceptual model and is used by the Integra mediator module to execute 

user queries. This chapter presents the specification of the Mediation Schema Generation 

process which is executed by a specific module of the system architecture detailed in Section 

4.6.  

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 establishes some basic assumptions and 

the terminology used in the specification of the Mediation Schema Generation process. 

Section 7.3 details the specification of the Mediation Schema Generation process, presenting 

its main algorithms, and describes the generation of the mediation schema and of the inter-

schema mapping steps. Section 7.4 illustrates the running of the process using the application 

scenario described in Chapter 4.  Section 7.5 presents concluding remarks.      

7.2 Basic assumptions 

The resulting mediation schema is generated on the basis of the Set of semantic clusters 

produced by the previous sub-process. This Set of semantic clusters is supposed to contain all 
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data source schema elements grouped by name according to their intended meanings. It also 

contains suggested inter-cluster relationships, which were directly derived from the 

relationships between data source entities.  

7.2.1 Terminology 

The mediation schema is presented in X-Entity+. Entity and attribute elements are thus 

created using the corresponding XML tags defined for these elements in Section 4.4. In 

addition, we also propose to include in X-Entity+ new relationship types in order to enrich the 

mediation schema with more semantic information. Reference and containment relationships 

were, therefore, specialized into the following relationship types.   

Definition 7.1: The relationship type establishes an association between two entity types. X-

Entity+ includes the following types of relationship:  

− is-a: a containment relationship characterizing a hypernymy relationship;  

− part-of : a containment relationship characterizing a meronymy relationship; and 

− refers-to: a reference relationship characterizing an association relationship. 

Example1 : patient is-a person or doctor refers_to specialty from the mediation schema 
depicted in Figure 7.1. 

 

Definition 7.2: The relationship type is an attribute appended to the 

CONTAINMENT_RELATIONSHIP and REFERENCE_RELATIONSHIP in the 

attribute_list of these elements. This is, therefore, represented using the following attribute:  

− type="relationship_type": indicates the type of relationship (is-a, part-of, refers-to).  

Example2 : The following tags illustrate the structure of the is-a relationship between person 
and patient (Figure 7.1). 
 
<CONTAINMENT_RELATIONSHIP name="person_patient" type=”is-a” cardMin="1" cardMax="1"> 
       <ELEMENT_ENTITY name="person"/> 
       <SUBELEMENT_ENTITY name="patient"/> 
 </CONTAINMENT_RELATIONSHIP> 

 

Inter-schema mappings in our work are binary relationships between elements from the 

sets of elements of the mediation and the data source schemas. Our inter-schema mappings 

are based on the correspondence assertions which aim to identify semantic correspondences 

and resolve structural differences between schema elements. Inter-schema mappings are 

generated in XML format using pre-defined tags. In addition, we propose an inter-schema 
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 person 

patient  
name 

birth date  

number 

is-a 

description 

doctor 

registration number 

name 

is-a 

refers_to 

(1,1) (1,1) 

specialty 

refers-to 

code 

 person 

user 
user_first_name 

cns number 

contains 

doc_specialty 

physician 

reg_doc 

doc_name 

contains 

refers 

user_last_name 
age 

(1,1) (1,1) 

mapping to represent correspondences between single attributes and a set of concatenate 

attributes (Concatenation correspondence assertions). The definitions of the concatenation 

inter-schema mapping and the XML tags of the inter-schema mappings are presented below. 

Definition 7.3: Concatenation correspondence assertion 

Let E1 ≅ E2 represent two semantically equivalent entities.  Then E1.A1 ≅ E2.(A2 + …+ An) 

indicates that the attributes A1 from E1 and (A2 + …+ An) from E2 are also semantically 

equivalent.  

Example3 : patientM.nameM ≅ user2.user_first_name2+user_last_name2, where the entities and 

the attributes belong to the mediation and the data source (S2) schemas (Figures 7.1 and 7.2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1 – Example of a mediation schema (fragment) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.2 – Example of a data source schema S2 (fragment)  
 

7.3 Process specification 

The Mediation Schema Generation process has two steps: the generation of the mediation 

schema and the generation of the inter-schema mappings as illustrated in Figure 7.3. The 
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algorithms which specify the two steps of the Mediation Schema Generation process are 

detailed below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.3 – Mediation Schema Generation Process 
 

7.3.1 Step1- Generation of the mediation schema 

This process analyses the Set of semantic clusters aiming to establish the role that they 

play in the integrated mediation schema: entities, attributes or relationships. A semantic 

cluster may thus be an entity or an attribute, depending on which role occurs most frequently 

in the data source schemas. Likewise, relationships are suggested by the existing hypernymy, 

meronymy and association relationships between semantic clusters, the information 

contained in which was previously included in the Set of semantic clusters. In view of this, 

the resulting mediation schema will present entity and attribute names suggested in the set of 

clusters following the order in which data source schemas were clustered. However, these 

elements may be designated differently, taking into account, for example, user preferences or 

application features. Hence, we propose to use contextual information to choose an 

appropriate name for an entity or attribute in the mediation schema according to user and 

application CEs. The ontology search operation takes into consideration the set of candidate 

terms and selects the one that best represents the given element. The candidate terms are the 

names of the elements previously grouped in a given cluster. 

This step generates the X-Entity+ mediation schema. The first phase of the algorithm is 

responsible for generating mediation entities, attributes and relationships and also, for the 

selection of the ir final names. The second phase, generates is-a relationships obtained from 
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the ontology, and the third phase, removes redundant relationships. Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 

implement the generation of the mediation schema. In the following consider: 

SC: The set of semantic clusters; 
SC = {Cl1, …, Cln}: the set of clusters SC; 
Cln = the cluster Cln of the set of cluster SC; 
(Cln, Cln, relType) = mapping cluster-cluster; 
SM+: Mediation X-Entity+ schema; 
SM+= el1+, …, eln+: the set of elements of the mediation schema SM+; 
SM+.el j+ = the element elj+ of the mediation schema SM+; 
 
Algorithm 1: Generation of the mediation schema 
input: SC 
output: SM+ 
For each Cln in SC   
     CreateElements (Cln); /* entity, attribute or relationship elements (Algorithm 2) 
     CreateIsa(Cln); /* create is-a relationships (Algorithm 3) 
     RemoveRedRe (Cln); /* remove redundant relationships 
End 
 
Algorithm 2: Generation of the entities, attributes and relationships 
input: Cln 
output: SM+.el j+  
If the Cln is an entity_element   
     SelectEntityName (Cln); /* search context ontology for corresponding situations 
     CreateTAGSEntity(Cln);  
     For each (Cln, Cln, relType) in Cln  
    /* relationships of the current and related clusters (contains, refers_to or has) 
          Case  
              1: relType = has /* the cluster is an attribute_element 
                  UnifyRelCharacteristics (Cln, Cln, relType); /* Unify relationship characteristics               
                  CreateTAGSAttribute (Cln); /* within the entity_element  
              2: relType = contains  
                  IdentifyTypeRel (Cln); /* if it is is-a or part_of  

    If the containment_relationsihp_element has not been created yet  
         UnifyRelCharacteristics (Cln, Cln, relType); /* Unify relationship characteristics;  

                      RenameRelName (Cln, Cln, relType); /* with the names of the entities involved 
                      CreateTAGSContainment (Cln, Cln, relType); 
                  End 
              3: relType = refers_to  
                  If the reference_relationsihp_element has not been created yet                   

         UnifyRelCharacteristics (Cln, Cln, relType); /* Unify relationship characteristics;  
                      RenameRelName (Cln, Cln, relType); /* with the names of the entities involved 
                      CreateTAGSReference (Cln, Cln, relType); 
                  End 
           End 
     End 
End 
Else /* the semantic cluster is an attribute 
Select AttributeName (Cln); /* search context ontology for corresponding situations 
For each (Cln, Cln, relType) = has  
     If the entity_element was already created 
           UnifyAttribCharacteristics (Cln); /* Unify attribute characteristics 
           CreateTAGSAttribute (Cln); /* within the entity_element  
     Else /* the entity_element does not exist 
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          SelectEntityName (Cln); /* search context ontology for corresponding situations 
          CreateTAGSEntity(Cln);  
          UnifyAttribCharacteristics (Cln); /* Unify attribute characteristics 
          CreateTAGSAttribute (Cln); /* within the entity_element  
     End 
End 
 
Algorithm 3: Generation of is-a relationships 
input: Cln 
output: (Cln, Cln, relType) where relType = is-a  
If Cln is an entity_element  
     For each other Cln which is a related entity_element in SC 
          If does not exist any (Cln, Cln, relType) between the current and the related cluster 
               IdentifyTypeRel (Cln, Cln, relType);  
               /*Search the ontology to identify the relationship between them; 
               If relType = is-a relationship 
                     CreateTAGSContainment(Cln, Cln, relType); /*with an  is-a indication 
               Else 
                     If relType = synonymy relationship 
                         Error /* one of the elements should be clustered into the other 
                     End 
               End 
          End 
     End 
End 
 
 
Naming of mediation schema elements  

We propose to make the choice of element  names of the mediation schema considering 

contextual information regarding users and applications. A given cluster groups elements 

which may have distinct names, but which have the same (or similar) meaning. When the 

cluster is created it is designated with the name of its first clustered element. The adequate 

name is chosen by searching the ontology for the existing situations in which the given 

cluster meaning can be used. The term related to the situation identified for current user and 

application CEs is the one which is used to name the cluster.  

Let N be the set of existing element names (terms) grouped into a cluster which 

represents a given meaning: N = {t1, …, tn}. Let S be the set of possible situations si related 

to each term tj, thus: S(tj) = {s1, …, sn}. The set of possible situations to name a given cluster 

clm is S(clm) ={s1(t1), s2(t2),…, sn(tn)}. In turn, each si is identified by a set of pairs (CEk, Vl), 

where CEk is a specific contextual element and Vl its expected value.  

The resulting name for the cluster clm is: 

the tj, where si(tj) = (CE1=V1 ^ CE2= V 2 ^  .…. ^ CEn= Vn); 

the original clm name, on the contrary.    
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This means that the term tj corresponding to the situation si is selected for the cluster name. If 

there was no matching, the original cluster name is maintained.  

Example: Suppose we have to choose the name for the cluster which has three clustered 

entities N={patient, client, user}. The set of possible situations of each term S(tj) is obtained 

from the ontology instances in Figure 3.11:  

S(t1=patient)={any},  

S(t2=client)={health_insurance, psychology},  

S(t3=user)={public_health, drug_treatment}.  

The set of situations which may define the cluster name is: S(clm)={S(patient), S(client), 

S(user)}. Supposing that we are dealing with an application whose domain is health and sub-

domain is health_insurance, then the s1(t1=client ) is the si identified, since: 

si(client) = ((application.domain=health)^(application.subdomain=health_insurance)). Thus, 

the cluster name is the term t1 which is related to s1 (i.e. client). In this case, a specific user-

defined situation should be preferred to a generic one (any). If we obtain only generic rules, 

the mediation element will assume the cluster name. On the other hand, when more than one 

specific situation is found, the user must be consulted. 

 
Definition of the attribute characteristics 

The resulting attribute element of the integrated schema will be presented to user and 

applications, and for this reason it should reproduce as much as possible the very nature of 

the attributes as in their original data sources. However, it is uncommon to find similar 

representations for the attributes in every integrated data source. One criterion adopted to 

unify attribute characteristics is to assume the broader representation and then make the 

necessary transformations [Parent et al., 1998]. In this issue it is considered the  unification of 

attributes with different cardinalities and data types. In our approach data types, scales and 

precision may be defined regarding user preferences. The latter are indicated by CEs related 

to the user domain entity. As we focused on name resolution, these issues as well as attribute 

constraints are not in the scope of this work. For simplicity, we are using the consensus data 

type (if the unified attribute results from attributes with the same data type) or string, on the 

contrary.   

Let dtype be the set of data types from a set of attributes being unified, where dtype = 

{dt1, …, dtn}. The resulting attribute datatype attType is defined as: 
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attType =     dti,      if ∀ dtj ∈ dtype (dti = dtj); 

                    string, on the contrary.       

 
Example: Suppose we are unifying two attributes: “pat_number” and “patient_name” from 
the entity “patient” with “number” and “name” from the entity “client”. These attribute 
declaration are presented below. 
 

      <ATTRIBUTE name="pat_number" type="xs:integer" cardMin="1" cardMax="1" key=”true” 
                              source_name="umls" assigned_term="patient number" description="patient identification"/> 
     <ATTRIBUTE name="pat_name" type="xs:string" cardMin="1" cardMax="1" source_name="umls"  
                              assigned_term="patient name" description="patient name"/> 

 
<ATTRIBUTE name="number" type="xs:string" cardMin="1" cardMax="1" key=”true” 
                              source_name="umls" assigned_term="patient number" description="patient identification"/> 
<ATTRIBUTE name="name" type="xs:string" cardMin="1" cardMax="1" source_name="umls"  
                              assigned_term="patient name" description="patient name"/> 

 
The unification of “pat_number” and “number” data types results in a final attribute with a 
string data type. In turn, the unification of “pat_name” and “name”, results in a string data 
type (i.e. consensus data type). 
 
Definition of resulting relationships  

The Set of semantic clusters presents only the relationships resulting from the clustering 

of elements from the data source schemas. These relationships reflect the existing reference 

and containment relationships as defined in data source schemas. Reference and containment 

relationships are unified in the following way: the resulting relationship type is the 

relationship type with the highest occurrence between the involved entities. On the contrary, 

the default is “contains”. In addition, each existing reference or containment is specialized in 

order to keep more semantics about the relationship. Each one is translated into a 

corresponding contains (is_a, part_of) or refers_to relationships by the clustering process. 

Thus, contains relationships need to be translated to is_a or part_of in the current sub-process 

(using semantic information provided by the context ontology). Furthermore, the mediation 

generation sub-process follows the resulting relationship suggested by the clustering process, 

but in the case of undefined relationships, it assumes containment relationships.  

Identification of inheritance relationships  

Besides the relationships represented in the Set of semantic clusters extracted directly 

from data source schemas, there may be other inheritance relationships between clusters 

which are identified using ontology information. For example, the health_professional 

cluster was created due to the corresponding element in data source (S3). On the other hand, 

data sources (S1) and (S2) have given rise to the doctor cluster. In fact, based on the ontology 
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information, we can infer that Doctor is-a health_professional. However, this relationship 

was not previously identified because it does not exist in the involved data sources. In the 

mediation schema generation, inheritance relationships might be cons idered to semantically 

enrich the mediation schema. In order to facilitate user queries, the common attributes are 

maintained in both entities.  

Redundant relationship removal 

Various relationships are extracted from data sources and ontology to inter-relate clusters. 

These relationships, however, may be redundant and they can be moved out, for example, to 

a cluster representing an element with a broader meaning. Thus, we are dealing with two 

situations in which a relationship may become redundant i) due to the inclusion of an is-a 

relationship; and ii) due to an existing cluster representing a broader element [McBrien et al., 

1998].  These situations are depicted in Figures 7.4 and 7.5, respectively. In these cases, we 

have defined that the broader relationship is assumed (i.e. contains).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.4 – Redundant relationship removal (is-a relationship) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.5 – Redundant relationship removal (broader element meaning) 

 

7.3.2 Step2 - Generation of the inter-schema mappings 

The inter-schema mappings are generated based on the primitive mappings between 

semantic clusters and their corresponding entities or attributes in the data source schemas.  

To do this, besides the semantic correspondences, we have to identify correspondences 

between different representation of data source and mediation schema elements: i) elements 
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represented as mediation entities and attributes in data source schema; and ii) elements 

represented as mediation attributes and entities in data source schema. In these cases, we are 

using contextual information to assist in the establishment of the correspondences. Thus, a 

search operation in the ontology receives the entity and the attribute names as argument to 

identify what is the most related attribute from the given entity to the attribute. This operation 

takes into account data source schema CEs.  

This step generates the inter-schema mappings between mediation and data source 

schema elements in an XML file. Inter-schema mappings are generated according to the 

correspondence assertions and using the preliminary mappings from the Set of semantic 

clusters and also the recent version of the mediation schema generated in step1.  Algorithm 5 

is the main algorithm for the generation of the inter-schema mappings. In the following 

consider: 

SC: The set of semantic clusters; 
SC = {Cl1, …, Cln}: the set of clusters SC; 
SM+: Mediation X-Entity+ schema; 
SM+= el1+, …, eln+: the set of elements of the mediation schema SM+; 
SM+.el j+ = the element el j+ of the mediation schema SM+; 
IS: the set of XML tags of inter-schema mappings; 
 
 
Algorithm 5: Generation of the inter-schema mappings  
Input: (SM+, SC) 
Output: IS 
For each elj+ from SM+ 
     Case: 
     1: elj+ is an entity 
         GetCluster (elj+ );  
         For each element linked to the semantic cluster 
              If the element plays the role of entity 
                   CreateTAGECA (entity_mapping) in the mapping_xml file; 
              Else /* the concept plays the role of attribute 
                   Find the similar attribute in the mediation entity with this attribute;  
                   CreateTAGPCA (path_mapping) in the mapping_xml file; 
                   CreateTAGCCA (concatenation_mapping)(if required) 
              End 
         End 
     End  
     2: elj+ is an attribute  
         GetCluster (elj+ ); 
         For each element linked to the semantic cluster 
              If the element plays the role of entity  
                 Find the similar attribute in the data source entity with this attribute;  
                 CreateTAGPCA (path_mapping) in the mapping_xml file; 
                 CreateTAGCCA (concatenation_mapping) (if required) 
              Else /* the element plays the role of attribute 
                 CreateTAGACA (attribute_mapping) in the mapping_xml file; 
                 CreateTAGCCA (concatenation_mapping) (if required) 
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               End 
         End 
      End 
      3: elj+ is a containment_relationship 
          CreateTAGSE A (sub_entity_mapping) in the mapping_xml file; 
      End 
      4: elj+ is a reference_relationship  
          CreateTAGRef; 
      End  
      End_case 
End 
 
 

Resolving structural differences 

Inter-schema mappings are also used to resolve structural conflicts, i.e. a given element is 

represented in a schema as an entity and in another as an attribute (and vice-versa). This kind 

of conflict is mapped using path correspondence assertions (e.g. to map entity-attributes and 

attribute-entities conflicts). The cluster meanings corresponding to the attributes can be 

compared. If an equivalent meaning is not found, each attribute is searched in the ontology in 

order to capture additional semantic information. Thus, each attribute from the specific entity 

is compared using the ontology in order to measure its similarity with the given attribute (in 

the same way of the Section 6.3.1). This situation is exemplified in Figure 7.6.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.6 – Example of structural heterogeneity in representing diagnosis  

 

In the case of Figure 7.6, office_visit3.diagnosis3 is similar to diagnosisM.codeM. Thus, 

ontology information assists in the identification of what attribute from the entity “diagnosis” 

is the most similar to the attribute “diagnosis” from the entity “office_visit”.   
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7.4 Application scenario 

Suppose we have submitted to the Mediation schema generation process the Set of 

semantic clusters depicted in Figure 6.6. As mentioned, this set of clusters was generated to 

the data source schemas illustrated in Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.7. The generation of the 

mediation schema has two main problems: i) define the role of a mediation schema element; 

and ii) define the kind of a relationship between two mediation entities.  

Defining the role of a mediation schema element 

The element “patient” can be used to illustrate the definition of a mediation schema 

element. The patient cluster includes three data source schema elements (patient, user and 

client) playing the role of entity in their original data sources. The patient cluster, thus, will 

be a mediation entity. The same occurs with the elements which play the role of attribute and 

are related to the patient cluster. Every attribute will be created in the mediation schema as 

patient attributes. In this case, the patient entity will have the set of attributes including all 

attributes from the clustered entities in patient. Figure 7.7 illustrates the generation of the 

entities and attributes in the mediation schema.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 7.7 – Example of generation of an entity and its attributes in the mediation schema  
 
 

As mentioned, the cluster is designated with the name of the first data source schema 

element which gave risen the cluster. In this case, an adequate mediation element name needs 

to be chosen taking into account user and application CEs. This operation is illustrated in 

Figure 3.11. The situation CE represents possible meanings to the involved element names 
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(patient, client and user). The derived situation regarding user and application CEs defines 

the adequate name for such element. The same operation is done to choose attribute names. 

In the example of Figure 3.11, user and application have presented contexts related to 

administrative and health insurance applications, what lead to the suggestion of the “client” 

name. This means, that the resulting entity “patient” in Figure 7.7, should be renamed to 

“client”. 

Defining the relationship between two mediation entities 

The relationship between two mediation entities follows the indication of the Set of 

semantic clusters. The unification of the relationships involving data source entities results in 

one relationship between the corresponding mediation entities. The resulting relationship is 

derived from the Set of semantic clusters, which scores the type of the relationship between 

each generated cluster. Figure 7.8 shows the fragments of each data source schema and the 

original relationships, and also the resulting mediation schema with the redundant 

relationships (medical_record/client) and (office_visit/client). The redundant relationship 

(office_visit/client is removed since exists a broader entity which already maintains a 

relationship with client, as discussed previously. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 7.8 – Example of generation of a mediation schema entity and its attributes 

 

The resulting mediation schema is depicted in Figure 7.9. 
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Figure 7.9 – The resulting mediation schema 
 
 

Table 7.1 exemplifies the inter-schema mappings generated for the resulting mediation 

schema depicted in Figure 7.9. These inter-schema mappings follow the definitions presented 

in Chapter 4 (Section 4.5).  

Table 7.1 – Inter-schema mappings 

Entity correspondence assertions 
patientM ≅ patient1 
patientM ≅ client2 
patientM ≅ user3 
medical_recordM ≅ medical_record3 
office_visitM ≅ office_visit1 
office_visitM ≅ consultation2 
office_visitM ≅ office_visit3 
treatmentM ≅ treatment3 
diagnosis M ≅ diagnosis 2 
healthcare_professionalM ≅ healthcare_professional3 
doctorM ≅ doctor1 
doctorM ≅ physician2 
Sub-entity correspondence assertions 
medical_recordM.medical_recordM_patientM.patientM ≅ office_visit1.office_visit1_patient1.patient1 
medical_recordM.medical_recordM_patientM.patientM ≅ consultation2.consultation2_client2.client2 
medical_recordM.medical_recordM_patientM.patientM ≅ medical_record3.medical_record3_user3.user3 
medical_recordM.medical_recordM_treatmentM.treatmentM ≅ 
medical_record3.medical_record3_treatment3.treatment3 
medical_recordM.medical_recordM_office_visitM.office_visitM ≅ 
medical_record3.medical_record3_office_visit3.office_visit3 
Attribute correspondence assertions 
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patientM.numberM ≅ patient1.pat_number1 
patientM.numberM ≅ client2.number2 
patientM.numberM ≅ user3.cns_number3 
patientM.nameM ≅ patient1.pat_name1 
patientM.nameM ≅ client2.name2 
patientM.nameM ≅ user3.user_name3 
patientM.birthdateM ≅ patient1.age1 
patientM.birthdateM ≅ client2.birthday2 
patientM.birthdateM ≅ user3.birth_date3 
patientM.motherM ≅ patient1.mother_name1 
patientM.motherM ≅ user3.mother3 
patientM.health_insuranceM ≅ patient1.health_insurance1 
patientM.health_insuranceM ≅ client2.health_insurance2 
medical_recordM.numberM  ≅ medical_record3.number3   
medical_recordM.initial_dateM  ≅ medical_record3.initial_date3   
treatmentM.dateM ≅ treatment3.date3 
treatmentM.timeM ≅ treatment3.time3 
treatmentM.typeM ≅ treatment3.type3 
treatmentM.interventionsM ≅ treatment3.interventions3 
office_visitM.dateM ≅ office_visit1.date1 
office_visitM.dateM ≅ consultation2.date2 
office_visitM.dateM ≅ office_visit3.date3 
office_visitM.timeM ≅ office_visit1.time1 
office_visitM.timeM ≅ consultation2.time2 
office_visitM.timeM ≅ office_visit3.time3 
office_visitM.historyM ≅ office_visit1.history1 
office_visitM.historyM ≅ consultation2.history2 
office_visitM.historyM ≅ office_visit3.PMH3 
diagnosis M.codeM ≅ diagnosis2.code2 
diagnosis M.codeM ≅ diagnosis2.description2 
healthcare_professionalM.licenseM ≅ healthcare_professional3.lic3 
healthcare_professionalM.licenseM ≅ doctorM.licenseM ≅ doctor1.doc_lic1 
healthcare_professionalM.licenseM ≅ doctorM.licenseM ≅ physician2.license_number2 
healthcare_professionalM.nameM ≅ healthcare_professional3.prof_name3 
healthcare_professionalM.nameM ≅ doctorM.nameM ≅ doctor1.doc_name1 
healthcare_professionalM.nameM ≅ doctorM.nameM ≅ physician2.name2 
healthcare_professionalM.phoneM ≅ healthcare_professional3.phone3 
healthcare_professionalM.phoneM ≅ doctorM.phoneM ≅ doctor1.doc_phone1 
healthcare_professionalM.phoneM ≅ doctorM.phoneM ≅ physician2.phone_number2 
doctorM.specialtyM ≅ doctor1.doc_specialty1 
doctorM.specialtyM ≅ physician2.specialty2 
Path correspondence assertions 
medical_recordM.medical_recordM_office_visitM.office_visitM.office_visitM_diagnosis M.diagnosis M.codeM ≅ 
office_visit1.diag_code1 
medical_recordM.medical_recordM_office_visitM.office_visitM.office_visitM_diagnosis M.diagnosis M.codeM ≅ 
medical_record3.medical_record3_office_visit3.office_visit3.diagnosis3 
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7.5 Preliminary results 

This sub-process was implemented in Java  programming language version 1.5 and it is 

generating the mediation schema and the inter-schema mappings. It receives the Set of 

semantic clusters as defined in Chapter 6 (MySql).  

At this stage we carried out some preliminary tests in order to characterize the type of 

semantic conflicts that are expected to be solved by the schema integration process and the 

name resolution approach. With these tests we have compared results from the process 

execution using contextual+domain information in contrast with results obtained only using 

domain information. Figure 7.10 summarizes the results obtained for each kind of conflict 

identified in the data source schemas of our case study. These results were obtained 

considering: i) the total number of conflicts in each category; ii) the use of domain 

information only; iii) the use of contextual+domain information; and iv) the quantity of 

contextual information reused in each category. The latter was measured taking into account 

the number of production-rules that had to be codified to solve some of the conflicts during 

execution. The conflicts illustrated in the graphic of Figure 7.10 were processed in the order 

that they appear in the figure. Thus, we can see that there was an increase of the knowledge 

reuse (i.e. the rules previously codified to solve the initial naming conflicts were reused).     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.10 – Preliminary results comparing context vs context and domain execution 
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7.6 Concluding remarks 

We proposed a mediation schema generation process focused on name resolution. This 

process aims to address: i) the selection of the final names of the mediation schema elements; 

and also ii) the establishment of semantic similarity between distinct representations of the 

same concept in distinct data sources. This process is based on the analysis of a set of 

semantic clusters which previously grouped semantically similar elements in the same 

cluster. This process is simplified since the set of semantic clusters represents a preliminary 

model to the mediation schema.  

The mediation schema generation process is responsible for generating the X-Entity+ 

mediation schema and the inter-schema mappings which intend to establish semantic and 

structural correspondences. In the last decades, several works were developed producing very 

complete studies about schema integration [Batini et al., 1986; Sheth et al., 1988; McBrien et 

al., 1998; Parent et al., 1998; Castano et al., 2001; Mello, 2002]. However, these works did 

not focus on the problems related to name resolution. Differently, we have used contextual 

and domain information to achieve name resolution, and also used semantic information in 

solving a specific kind of structural issue (entity-attribute and attribute-entity conflicts).  
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Chapter 8 
 

Conclusion and Perspectives 
 

8.1 Introduction 

In this thesis we proposed a context-based name resolution approach to be used in schema 

integration processes. A distinguishing feature of this approach is that it explores and models 

the contextual information necessary for name resolution in different steps of a schema 

integration process. The contextual information was modeled using an ontology-based 

approach enabling reasoning, reusability and sharing of information. In addition, we 

proposed a basic and extensible schema integration process focused on the issues which 

allow the main requirements concerning name resolution of data source schema elements to 

be established and investigated. Thus, the proposed name resolution approach can be used by 

other information integration solutions and also in different application domains.  

The schema integration process was proposed with three main steps: i) Lexical Schema 

Enrichment; ii) Semantic Element Clustering; and iii) Mediation Schema Generation. This 

process was developed to the Integra system, a mediator-based information integration 

system which uses XML as a common model for data exchange and integration. In Integra 

data source and mediation schemas are represented using the conceptual model X-Entity. In 

this work, we also extended X-Entity in order to annotate lexical information relevant for 

further semantic processing in the schema integration process.    

The schema integration process produces an X-Entity mediation schema resulting from 

the integration of the underlying data source schemas and a set of inter-schema mappings 

between mediation and data source schemas. Our objective in using contextual information 

in schema integration was to provide more precise semantic information in order to make this 

process less user-dependent. 

8.2 Research contributions 

In this thesis we specified a name resolution approach to be used in schema integration. 

As a consequence, the following research contributions were achieved: 
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− We proposed the extension of the Integra architecture including some necessary modules 

to handle semantics in the mediation schema generation. This system was originally 

designed to deal with structural and syntactic issues. This way, semantic methods to 

disambiguate schema element names were included in order to replace manual methods 

to establish semantic correspondences between schema elements. These methods are able 

to identify semantic relationships between element names: synonymy, homonymy and 

hypernymy; 

− We also proposed the extension of the X-Entity conceptual model used to represent both 

data source and mediation schemas to: i) include lexical information to be annotated in 

the data source schemas, and ii) improve the representation of the semantic relationships 

between entities of the mediation schema. X-Entity model represents reference and 

containment relationships. We proposed to also represent inheritance relationships (is-a);    

− The schema integration process and the name resolution approach were specified using 

both contextual and domain information, which may lead to more precise results in the 

schema integration process. Basic functionalities and the necessary elements involved in 

the overall schema integration process were specified (e.g. X-Entity extensions, semantic 

clusters, mediation schema elements and inter-schema mappings);   

− The identification of the contextual information relevant to schema integration and 

particularly to name resolution. The contextual information is used to characterize each 

schema element name assisting its semantic interpretation. Furthermore, in a broader way 

we identified relevant contextual elements to an info rmation integration environment;  

− The contextual information was modeled into a context ontology. This ontology includes 

domain-specific and contextual information facilitating searches for semantic information 

by the schema integration process. The context ontology was modeled representing the 

elements which characterize the application domain and its corresponding contextual 

elements. Context reasoning uses ontology mechanisms and properties, and also a set of 

user-defined rules establishing specific situations in which a given term meaning can be 

used. The context ontology was prototyped using OWL; and  

− The partial implementation of the prototypes of each step of the schema integration 

process and the context ontology. 
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8.3 Future work 

We devise the following future work in this domain of research:  

Data integration developments 

This work did not address data-level semantic problems. The semantic methods proposed can 

be extended to be used in the Data integration space (Integra architecture). This space 

concerns query processing issues. The context ontology was already designed considering 

such issues. Besides semantics, the use of context in data integration may be enlarged 

exploring structural issues and also, in the contextualization of the process execution (i.e. 

using procedure CEs).   

Clustering process improvement 

The clustering process did not include optimization issues such as split and merge operations, 

which allow improving the Set of semantic clusters. Likewise, it will be interesting to employ 

evaluation methods to analyse cluster precision and some factors which can affect cluster 

results (e.g. the order of the inclusion of data source schemas in the set). 

Evaluation of the generated mediation schema 

The whole schema integration process needs to be evaluated. Thereby, the resulting 

mediation schema generated by the schema integration process will be submitted to the 

process of schema quality evaluation proposed by Batista et al. [Batista et al., 2007]. This 

process of evaluation will take into account the identification of redundant entities, attributes 

and relationships. 

Name resolution evaluation 

The name resolution approach has its quality directly related to the quality of contextual and 

vocabulary information modeled and also, related to the effectiveness of the schema element 

sense disambiguation. Our name resolution approach is based on schema- and element- level 

information. Instance-level information must be included in order to improve name 

resolution results. The evaluation of the influence of the contextual information in our name 

resolution approach is an important issue to be carried out. Thereby, evaluation criteria must 

be defined regarding name resolution effectiveness taking into account results generated with 

and without contextual information.  
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Improvement of ontology content 

The use of historical information (e.g. mappings established in previous process execution) 

and also current mapping information are important to derive new associations between 

schema elements. This kind of information should be included in the ontology. The ontology 

must be also populated with generic  vocabulary information such as provided by WordNet. 

Besides, a process to facilitate knowledge acquisition from UMLS (used as domain-specific 

vocabulary) must be developed. 

Context representation 

The contextual information in this work was represented using an ontology-based approach. 

We intend to evaluate other knowledge representation paradigms in order to analyze: the 

flexibility to include new types of context, to make context management (acquisition, 

updating and removal of contextual information) and to use reasoning services. We 

employed user-defined rules to specify situations which define term meanings. To do this, it 

is interesting to develop a rule-editor facilitating the task of codifying the preconditions of 

these rules associating the relevant CEs. 
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